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EDITOR’S NOTE 
 

First and foremost: Black Lives Matter! We take a 
stand in solidarity with black lives and the ongoing fight 
against systems of oppression and fascism in the United 
States. We would like to make it clear that we do not stand 
for racism, heterosexism, transphobia, islamophobia, 
ageism, sexism, ableism, imperialism, nor xenophobia.  
We strongly support free public expression and protest 
while also encouraging all to hold conversations with those 
closest at home, working against internalized racisms and 
intergenerational injustice among our closest communities 
when able to. 

We would like to celebrate and center the 
multitude of voices found in these pages. Although it 
would be easy to say this was not possible without you it is 
more fitting to say this was only possible because of you. 
To the Seeds staff: thank you for all of your hard work and 
the many opportunities to learn from one another. To 
Amanda’s Literary Publishing class: the thinking and level 
of engagement we shared continues to hold infinite value. 
To Amanda and Dennis: we will forever appreciate your 
immeasurable support, thank you for fostering creative and 
intellectual growth while elevating and centering the 
voices within and outside Northeastern Illinois University. 

  
Thank You, 
 
Isaías Rogel 
Co-Editor-in-Chief  
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ALEX GONZALEZ 

LAYERS 

The summer affair before it was expected upon us. Now when the business of age 
converges on each limb; when topics of discomfort and noise 
overshadow the bronze summer sheen of new pedals–new mental 
artifacts to set aside. The bellicose dance of the firefly swinging against 
the unreachable summit of a heavy darkness that weighs down. 
Photons given a speckle of a body that flutters with invisible wings. 
Glimpse after glimpse of phosphorescent beings no different from the 
vanishing act phenomenon plays between each blink of the eye. Brief 
tiny flares in a crepuscular consortium, swallowed by the vastness 
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beyond as soon as they spark their vitality. 

This means nothing to an impervious mind; a brain unable to retain. 
The daily thrust reduced to dubious movements against the quotidian 
scandal–an impotent love affair. You unleashed those vicious words. 
You stood by them, drunken derelict in utter consumption of tears. 
Memories can only be burned and whiskey, stand by me. 

The heavy oak tree, erect and expansive like time unnoticed; silent 
like the murmur of a windless summer day, but moving in pious 
rustle. Robins and blackbird Blues and flagrant cardinals in constant 
worship: the sacred everyday battle against nature's hold on its fruit. 
Man, only stops and turns.      When title and name govern the flesh. A 
whole life of work only to become one’s own walking epitaph. But age 
is distant. Age replaces itself with age upon age–in layers. Trees 
expand and promulgate in whispers through the back alleys of the 
forest; winged messengers to urban parks. Man stops and turns, 
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resigning into the drowsy background of sedition, expansive in 
anonymity. 
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S.J. 
 
 
HISTORY 
 
 
Cities, Noses and Music they bring you back to a point in time. Cities as in sight, noses as in 
smell and music as in sounds. All transfix you every single time. 
 
It was a Sunday afternoon. 12 pm. She always went to the same restaurant, same table ordered 
the same thing. For the last couple years. Then one day she was sitting at the table and a 
random dude walks past her. She began to cry. The smell of his cologne was the smell of the 
one who got away. 
 
He put his phone on shuffle. Laying in bed and staring up at the ceiling. Then the intro of their 
song started: the song he should’ve deleted it  forever ago. The melody transports him to 2010 
nights at the beach with her. A tear rolls down his eyes as the song fades into oblivion. 
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She was driving back to her hometown, back to a place she hadn’t been since she was 18… 
now she’s coming back at 28 when a kid in tow and a successful job. She’s here for her mother. 
Then she passed by their spot. Her best friends and her spot. Summer days spent soaking the 
sun and winter nights spent sledding. All the memories hit. But they aren’t the same once the 
person who once existed is gone.  

Cities. Noses. Music. 

They carry history. 
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JON-PAUL KREATSOULAS 

NIGHTLY WALKING PATH 

No one in the community realizes it 

The chapel lights remain illuminated all night 

And fade to red while everyone slumbers 

While the planes are in alignment 

Speaking to constellations at eye level 

While I remain sleepless and taking note of the 
amount of reverb that is present  

Among the wrought iron gates, and surrounding stone 
wall, engraved stones, and lit candles that are 
salvaging wick length as best as they can 

I consult with the snow ghosts and half-alive young of 
wind bones 

I embrace the magnetism of a limitless pass of wet 
and dark 
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I wholeheartedly accept and reject an eternal 
invitation to stay 
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JON-PAUL KREATSOULAS 

FROM WELLES TO ASBURY TO THE HARBOR BY 
FEDERAL HILL 

Our fair oracle fed us lies and flowered pleasantries 

We wanted and gleefully accepted these rations of future foretelling because we had worked for 
it and slept uncomfortably for an eternity for it 

But as honest to goodness truth would have it 

There was more comfort in knowing the dreaded end was near from the babbling canvas folds 
and pools of rusted blood from the town’s collective slit throat 
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Sunbathers and sunken smokers and the night shift mausoleum crew all saw the symptoms as 
they formed lesions on my face over the course of a year and a half 

A face that a grandmother is obligated to love while she smiles through blood stained teeth as 
she holds her loved ones’ heads in her clasped hands 

Black tea leaves in silken pyramid shaped bags as an 

“It’s lovely to meet you” 

gesture 

My sincerest regards and well wishes to the Lucid Dream Queen and Nightmare Children for 
everything they did for me in an effort to get a good night’s rest 

Adoration and her sweet distress dried up my bleeding palms that once took the place of inkwells 
and quills 

Round and round and round and roundtrip 
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RACHEL WILLARD 

BITE 

I’ll bite your soul, 
And you’ll like it. 

Iridescent beams. 

I’ll light your soul, 
And you’ll like it. 

Shifting through the patterns in your brain. 

I’ll write from my soul, 
And you’ll like it. 

Words caressing your mind with their curves. 

Dancing with the demons in your head, 
Singing in harmony with the angels in your bed. 
We float. 

Above it all. 
We coast, 
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Through the oceans of each other’s time. 

You wander through my careless mind. 

We play together underneath the moonshine. 

The stars fall from the sky, 
And we laugh, we catch them. 

We see the stars glistening in each other’s eyes. 

I sink my teeth into your soul. 
I am lost there. 

Blissfully lost, 
Sinking my teeth into the depths of your soul, 
Breaking the surface into your light. 

Swimming in your eyes. 
I could die right here tonight. 
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RACHEL WILLARD 
 
 
WINTER MOUNTAIN 
 
 
As I lay here, 
My eyelids grow heavy, 
They flutter. 
They close. 
My mind drifts, 
Takes me to a wondrous place. 
It takes me to a mountain. 
Miles and miles away. 
 
This mountain is filled with trees. 
Standing firm and tall, 
Dusted with snow. 
They shrink with the elevation, 
They blend and melt, 
Become one with the rocks. 
There is a creek partially frozen, 
There is the sound of tiny drops. 
They drip from each icicle and trickle into the stream.  
The vast white landscape puts my mind at ease. 
The snow sparkles and dances in the reflection of the sun. 
The sun warm on my face, 
The air- cold on my tongue. 
As I take a deep breath in, 
And forget about time and space, 
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And all human sin. 
The animals that inhabit the place, 
They roam they wander, 
With a genuine kind of grace. 
Everything moves slower here, 
In the midst of this February day. 
I long to stay here, 
And bask in the serenity of this beautiful silence. 
Silent from all commotion of the human. 
All encompassed with sounds of natural life. 
I feel the cold breeze flow through my hair. 
And as I look around, I am captivated by this scene. 

As I lay here and lucid dream, 
This mountain is standing tall, 
peacefully carrying out its ways, 
existing with such ease. 
Silently making the most intricate sounds. 

As I awaken,  
I am transported back into reality, 
Feeling a twinge of sorrow. 
I must go to the mountains. 
I must feel this clean air. 
But for now, I will visit in my dreams. 
Hopefully soon,  
I will truly find myself there. 
Fully aware 
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RACHEL WILLARD 

ROBOT WITH THE GARDEN 

Fading in, 
Tuning out. 
Fading out, 
Tuning in. 
Disconnect to disperse the thoughts. 
Let the electricity flow, let it recharge all her sockets. 
Tighten the screws within her robotic heart. 
While she waters the garden full of hollow leaves, 
And wilting trees. 

But there is a glimpse of color, 
and a glimpse of life. 
Peeking through the garden but not at first sight. 
Each day she waters. 
Each day the same. 
But on certain days the color regains. 
Her lungs of metal they laugh, 
They sing with joy. 
Her garden is blooming again. 

The ebb and flow never ceases to show, 
Some deeper meaning in the chaos, 
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Some revelation in the calm. 
She stares at her garden today, 
And wonders, 
And ponders, 
Her thoughts wander off, 
Then collide with each other. 
 
How could it be that all her mechanics were faulty, 
And all of her arduous labor seems to be obsolete. 
Yet she has all of these complex feelings, 
Welling up inside her machine. 
As she looks at her garden today, 
She sheds a tear. 
How can she cry? 
Was she just leaking fluid or were these tears absolute? 
After the first one fell, 
They started pouring down her metal cheeks. 
All her pain and agony, 
Poured from her body, 
Spilled from her mind, 
Leaked from her heart. 
 
And in due time. 
She stopped crying, 
Out at her garden, she stared, 
Her garden was in full bloom. 
 
The colors too vivid for the average eye to bear. 
She smiled. 
Falling out, 
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Fading in. 
Fading out, 
Fall within. 
Release. 
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DASHIA WILSON 

THE N WORD 

Not that one—no, never, new things always make us 
feel good, neighbors that you loathe, neither do I think 
pineapples go on pizza, next time I’ll remember to do 
that assignment, Nashville kentucky fried chicken, 
nirvana by Sam Smith, noble people are always 
remembered, nonconforming to the standards of 
others , nourishing the ambition that lives within you, 
nail polish the color of sunflowers, Netflix binges late 
at night, normal—whatever that is, newborns tiny and 
fragile, Nelson Mandela a voice for the oppressed, 
naturalizing all bodies, races, genders, and people, 
nights that bully the living, Nick Jonas the better 
looking Jonas brother, near the end of boundless 
words that begin with the letter n for now that neithers 
dehumanize or offend people of oppressed groups like 
the first word that probably came to your mind when 
you saw the title 
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DASHIA WILSON 
 
 
SPOOFERS (PROFESSORS 
WITHOUT CONTEXT) 
 
 
If you need to sniff your highlighter sniff it  
I can’t stop cursing this semester wtf 
Jeff Bezos gives me the heebie jeebies 
Got some herbs in my garage under the light if you 
guys are into that kind of stuff 
Don’t forget to chew your food 
You all need to step up your game there was one 
person with a 93 percent 
I’m trying not to swear so fucking much 
Come on guys wake up 
Is this what it’s like to have kids? 
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DASHIA WILSON 
 
 
CHICAGO WINTER 
 
 
Crows walking in three feet of snow  
Crunchy sounds of my boots meeting the ice salt and the 
snow it could not destroy 
Yellow snow from little dogs that wear coats and boots 
Slippery slopes and sidewalks that mimic a rink 
Two gloves aren’t ever enough 
Burning freeze to the face, hands, legs, and sometimes feet 
Warm breath meeting the cold air creating clouds of smoke 
that resemble clouds 
Runny noses and sniffles fill the atmosphere 
Hands in pockets moving in place with each step taken 
Hat hair and dry skin commence 
Below freezing temps that tempt me to hibernate like a bear 
Crisp air develops a crisp mind and crisp lips 
Sometimes it pours, sometimes it shines 
Survival and solace in a Chicago winter 
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DELETTE M. PORTER-WILLIAMS 
 
 
IT RAINED ON OUR WEDDING DAY 
 
 
On your wedding day, God’s loving tears fell from the heaven’s above 

creating beautiful rainbows celebrating your love 

Just as water is necessary to sustain every form of life 

remain a necessity to each other as husband and wife. 

Each guest contributed a droplet to your puddle 

and surrounded you within a loving, protective huddle. 

Some may have seen the rain as a nuisance 
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our Father was saying keep your marriage translucent 

For your marriage consists of a trinity 

God, husband and wife are all there need be 

When problems arise and you question why 

Remember Earth, Wind and Fire’s song – “Keep your head to the sky.”  
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DELETTE M. PORTER-WILLIAMS 
 
 
PRAYERS GOING FORWARD 
 
 
May our ancestral spirits’ surround us with the 
strength of a tsunami to guide, teach and protect the 
fruits of our soil. 
 
May our DNA possess the positive genes needed by 
future generations to continue to soar.   
 
May our fire for knowledge never be dampened by 
our fears or tears. As we continue architecting our 
path of self, may only enrichments leave marks.   
 
May our reflections always make us smile and proud. 
 
May our comprehension of our slavery ancestry never 
cause benightedness; but heighten our enlightment of 
our fortitude and perseverance.   
 
May the disease of “Drapetomania” remind us that 
medical science is not always behind us.     
 
May our deeds and marks upon this world remain as 
eternal as the pyramids. 
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May America’s disseverment of us never, ever define 
us.   
 
May our knowledge that all life’s foundations began 
in Africa dispel any inferiority assimilations.   
 
May the truth of the African Adam and Eve genes 
impel our resurgence.  
 
May we know the views of history are dependent 
upon the writer and what the AUTHOR wants us to 
see; know, it is not always truth.   
 
Always remember, the story of the hunt is viewed 
vastly different between the hunter and the prey. 
Choose wisely which shall be your legacy. 
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DELETTE M. PORTER-WILLIAMS 
 
 
HIS SPACE 
 
 

The sounds of the city were his alarm clock.  He 
knew what time the kids came home from school.  He 
knew what time everyone came home from work.  He was 
their protector – lurking in the background.  
   
 He needed color in his space.  His space was dark 
and bare.  At night, he had no sense of direction.  He found 
some paint and decorated his breakfast tables. 
 

Sitting in the back of a police car, he hung his 
head.  He didn’t know it was a crime to paint trash bins - 
even if they were a part of his space.  
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FALLING IN LOVE 
 
 
 I don’t want to fall in love.  Every time I fall, I get 
hurt. There has never been a time I had any type of fall and 
felt better afterwards. I cannot recall one instance where 
falling was a good experience – where a reward was 
received. 
   
  Falling makes me think I’m not paying attention, 
I’m clumsy or preoccupied.  Lasting love deserves my full 
attention – my full commitment.  The thought of being in 
love is awesome.  But, the next time I won’t fall in love – 
I’ll wait for love to evolve. 
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LIGHT AT THE END OF THE 
TUNNEL 
 
 

Looking over the platform, I can see the light at 
the end of the tunnel.  It’s cold, I’m cold, we’re cold and 
our collective breaths have formed immense fog which 
surrounds us.  We are huddled masses on the platform that 
are not huddling. We are protective and respective of our 
personal, unshareable spaces.  No touching! 
 
 Again, I look for the light but instead I stare 
straight down someone’s throat.  The huddled masses are 
looking at me as if I don’t belong – as if I have done 
something wrong.   
 
 It dawns on me, I’m on the wrong side of the track. 
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AYUSHI KUMAR 
 
 
LOVE IS LOVE 
 
 
Dear Society, 
Love is love 
but you won’t accept us and say it’s completely wrong 
the words out of your mouth do hurt me 
it doesn’t matter who you are in the end we are all human 
whether you’re a girl or a boy it should be equal. 
Love is love  
it doesn’t matter if you’re gay or straight 
it’s not a sin or a crime 
this is me and it makes me happy 
it’s completely right. 
Love is love 
when we’re holding hands and letting me know your mine 
the feeling of us being equal feels so right  
people hate us for being different but 
Love is love 
and nothing is wrong with that 
all we do is think what everyone will think 
you try to live by society conditions  
to fit in and not yours. 
Love is love  
and don’t apologize for who you love 
don’t ever change yourself just because  
they don’t approve you for who you are  
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there’s nothing wrong with you. 
Love is love 
same gender or different 
so, don’t hate on me 
just be proud of who you are 
and just keep loving. 
Love is love 
and we love each other  
from the bottom of the heart  
but you don’t 
I stopped asking why. 
Love is love 
but you say it’s not perfect. 
I ask who is born perfect? 
color, race, gender, religion 
shouldn’t matter. 
Love is love  
and we belong here in society  
without any hate. 
to accept an individual  
with a big heart takes lots of courage. 
Love is love  
when you accept me  
love me and care for me 
I don’t care if your lesbian, gay or bi, 
transgender, or queer 
I am proud of who I am  
Love is love. 
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BEAUTY 
 
 
dark skin 
dark hair 
dark lips 
you look at me like it’s a crime 
tears down my cheeks  
my skin is too dark they say 
it’s dark but bold 
your skin is everything 
the sun makes you shine 
honey makes you glow  
beauty is running in your eyes 
you glow even more when you smile 
I know there are many shades of you  
but all these tones make you more beautiful  
your skin is a masterpiece 
look at it carefully 
you’ll fall in love with it. 
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SUNSET 
 
 
the beautiful hour it is  
the sun goes downs 
the magic begins  
you see no more shadows  
the sky is different every time you look 
all these bright colors  
you start to stare at  
the colors start to look so peaceful  
you start to feel calm 
slowly the sun goes down  
you fall in love with it more  
darkness starts to take its place 
you wait for tomorrow  
to see what magic, it brings. 
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NATALIE VALENTIN-ESPIET 
 
 
TO THE GIRL AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS  
 
 
To the girl at the top of the stairs,  
 
Before I had the courage to go out and meet you / escribí un sinnúmero de cartas / I was nervous 
/ ¿Cómo no? / To battle this / I drafted letters where I told you about myself / y hasta de mis 
intereses / I can hardly remember now / what it was I thought would be a proper starting point / 
but I miss that sweet girl / Ella se preocupaba por ti / She thought you needed a friend / Not 
much has changed since then / Todavía creo / that you could use far more friends / than the 
handful / we share between us / like a breath / En ese entonces / I didn’t want to scare you / I 
wanted to be / a friendly force / This still remains a partial truth / I no longer fear / but I hope that 
/ if all else crumbles / the friendship remains / El amor can be forever / as long as those involved 
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make the effort / stoke the fire / and keep it ever-going / What remains / completamente cierto / 
is my desire to not use you / The fear of that still fuels my nightmares / I did not want to use you 
/ en ese entonces / and much less now / I hope the day / never comes / where I need you / in the 
way I have fought others / for using you / Sería injusto / but how can one predict such things? / I 
do not mean to burden you / with my troubles / I just know / that even when I fear them / you 
want to hear them / Si no fuera por eso / I’d keep this like all good secrets should be / You don’t 
need to share my fear / of using you / but you asked for it / You said / all troubles are easier to 
handle / together / and I believe you /  
 
Always (hopefully) yours,  
 
Luna  
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To the girl at the top of the stairs,   
 
Do you ever think of what might have happened if you had run away? / I know it is too late to 
wonder such things / but I can’t help thinking on it / El pensamiento no me deja ir / Yo sé que 
you wouldn’t have been able to leave as soon as you may have liked / but ¿por qué no lo hiciste? 
/ What held you back / once you were “reasonably” old enough to leave? / They wouldn’t have 
noticed if you snuck out at night / Ellos te temían demasiado to pay such close attention to you / 
They preferred to keep their distance / as you well know / because they considered you a deity 
/ Yo no quiero presumir / after all / we met when we were only seven / but was our meeting part 
of your reason to stay? / Sure / you were only seven / and it would’ve been difficult to leave / but 
it wouldn’t have been impossible / I believe you could’ve made it out alive / I cannot say  / I 
would’ve stayed / if I had been in your place / but I do wonder if that was part of your reasoning 
/ Si ese es el caso / it should not have been / It would’ve been kinder / for you to have left / I 
don’t mean it would’ve been kinder to the townspeople / for you to have been gone 
/ Simplemente estoy trying to say / that you would’ve had a better life if you had left / I can 
almost hear you disagreeing with me as I write this / pero es la verdad / You deserved better than 
what this town forced onto you / Think about it / Has this town ever / truly / paid you back for all 
you have done for it? / No creo / You shouldn’t think it either / De todas formas / this isn’t about 
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me / I care about how you see it / What do you think? / What made you stick around? / What 
needed to change for you to leave? / What do you think would’ve happened / if you had? /  
 
Always (hopefully) yours,  
 
Luna  
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To the girl at the top of the stairs,  
 
I remember / lo recuerdo muy bien / the first time we met / I knew even then / that there was no 
way for me to / ever / leave your side / I knew then / que era mi destino estar a tu lado / I won’t 
ever tire / of hearing you say / we’re in this together / It was what I needed to hear 
/ en esas noches / when all the voices around me / only spoke of reasons to fear you / No 
era fácil / The absence of reassurance / was frightening / It made things harder / I had only the 
memories / we shared alone / to comfort me / No one but you / could assure me / they were real 
at all / but I wouldn’t trade any of those nights / They only helped me to be with you now / They 
solidified what I felt / ¿y ahora? / Now I get to hold your hand in mine / without a trace of fear / I 
get to kiss you / out in the open / el sol pintando tu sonrisa / un millón de colores / We earned 
this time in the sun / We were above / el miedo de la gente / and we made them see that / Those 
nights away from you were worth every second / we stand together now / Libres / Contentas / 
Love was always going to be our salvation / It’s what kept us together / en esas noches oscuras / 
when neither of us knew / if the other would truly be there / if we tripped / and fell / and hurt / 
Before we knew it at all / we were holding each other up / We were sticking by each other / even 
when we could not see the other / We were already heading in the direction of now /   
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Always (hopefully) yours,  
 
Luna  
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D. P. R. Hawley 
 
 
SCHLIMMBESSERUNG 
 
 
What cast our path into the maw? 
Humanity’s defining flaw 
Impatient need for greener shores 
That turned us into hubris’ whores. 
 
In haste to reach the Promised Land 
We reached for each and every hand 
And heeded not the grievous harm 
When one such grip tore off an arm. 
 
“We’ll make you better,” said they then. 
“No longer ordinary men 
Stronger, faster, better, pure.” 
Our downfall we ourselves ensured. 
 
“Here’s a map,” the reapers said 
“Here’s the course that you should tread” 
Our caravan became a hearse 
As wandered we from worse to worse. 
 
“A software update for the soul 
Lay back and let us take control.” 
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And so the cloak of fate was hung 
On coat hooks of Schlimmbesserung. 
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ZAHRA SAJWANI 
 
 
QUARTER AFTER DARK 
 
you always drank whiskey around me 
what a peculiar choice for a 24-year-old 
you said the drink reminded you of me 
  
strong 
bold 
purposeful 
sharp 
  
shots of which made you forget all of your faults 
until you were drunk out of your mind 
and I remained sober comforting your madness 
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i loathed the scent of whiskey from that second onward 
 
 

THE HOLLOW SEA 
 

You have seen my teardrops 
They do not dance graciously 

  
They tremble 

They fall 
They are chaotic 

 
Yet you said they are gracious  

I moved whimsically with oceans in my eyes 
And you held me up so I don’t trip on my feet 
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I trusted you  

I was a fool 
 

I am on my knees trembling on the frigid grass 
Because this life has gotten too difficult to live 

And I hear your voice when my heart goes blue 
Whispering vulgar lies in the air leaving me feeble 

 
Empty are my eyes
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INAUDIBLE 
 
These words slip from my pen 
As I sip on my third glass of rosé  
More of a gulp, rather than a tender sip 
Intoxication runs through my veins 
I only drink to forget you 
Yet I can’t wipe out our memories 
I wish to pour bleach on them, 
And throw a match at them 
To watch “us” turn into ash 
You see that burn at the back of my throat 
Is not pleasure to me at all 
It’s torture because it brings me back 
To that night where you ripped me of what is human 
Yet I’m still chugging and grasping this glass 
So tensely that my hands are covered with shards of ice 
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My world is appears fuzzy and silent 
And I remain spitting words onto papyrus  
Hoping it would heal me from your sins 
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ZARIA MCDONALD 

DISEASED 

Her mind was diseased. 
Constrained for so long happiness scared her. What a life she lived. 
Peeking around corners, and dodging her way through  
crowds. 
How she existed. 
Seeing nothing but the darkness 
of past shadows. They were beautiful, and so was she. 
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LILY O’KEEFE 

BIBLE STUDIES 

I pick my teeth with the 
thin banana paper sheets of your 
grandmother’s bible 
sift through the funeral cards your mama saved 
All her friends dead 

Job twixt my teeth, 
Moses cleansing my palate, 
But still, 
I grab the orange juice 
But still, 
Frankincense makes me yearn 
For a toilet and cool bathroom floor 

Sometimes a poet don’t know shit 
Still pretend they do though 
Give a pain some cantor, 
Make it rhyme, 
Wrap it up neat— 
sing a psalm
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SWAMP DREAMS 
 
 
A wound. An itch. Tst tst, shit.  
You’re fine.  
A bruise, blooming on your knees,  
dipping  
over your toes, reaching over your head—  
 
Your whole body is tender.  
But fine.  
Blood is close to your surface.  
Scuffed hands.  
Your socks are dirty. But your teeth are clean.  
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You can trust your teeth.  
You can trust yourself. 
You know this is all you can do— 
And what you cannot. 
 
Trauma: 

any disturbing experience that results in significant fear, helplessness, dissociation, confusion, or other 
disruptive feelings intense enough to have a long-lasting negative effect on a person’s attitudes, behavior, 
and other aspects of functioning. Traumatic events include those caused by human behavior (e.g., rape, 
war, industrial accidents) as well as by nature (e.g., earthquakes) and often challenge an individual’s view 
of the world as a just, safe, and predictable place.  
 
 

The most inspiring fuel. 
Toxic  
fuel— fucking sticky right? That  
good smell,  
right? Creepin slow into you, right? 
Your blood turns, shudders slow, waits for the next—  
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It is there, hidden, submerged. Stays 
waiting,  
crocodile eyeing lunch.  
Patient.  
It will not be forgotten.  
Your knees won’t forget. Your teeth remember.  
 
The things that haunt you will always be there. 
We are, all of us, agents for trauma. 
My shoes are weary. My stomach will consume me. I can’t call my father. 
 

Your skin, your bruises, your wounds— they all tell the same story. You ache, daily, hard,    fast, searing for 
that death roll. But you continue. You plug in   sip   clock in    turn on     keep going repeat          continue.  
Forget the crocodile. Forget the crocodile. Forget. The crocodile. 
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But you can’t forget. Your bones  
know you. 
Much better than your thoughts do.  
They know—  
they hear—they see—  they lick on  
your trauma. They retell all your stories.  
 
Your bruises won’t lie the way  
your tongue  
does. Fuck. Kill. Marry. Continue.  
Maintain. 
Keep ignoring your patterns.  
Keep covering your bruises— keep smiling. 
 
Keep one foot, keep the other  
going 
Keep one foot, keep the other 
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going. 
Ignore the crocodile. 

I don’t get it. I don’t want to. I’m not going to look at that—  I won’t see it. I won’t hear it. I’ll cover my 
ears, tss tss, with thick, tss tss, sheets of dough. Fuck that crocodile. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. I’m not an 
agent. I’m not the driver. I’m the wave— not the currant. I’m the jar, not the jam. I’m not a bug. I’m not a 
piece. I’m not.  

How destructive am I? Fuck you. Cheer up. Continue. It’s not suicide if it takes a long time. Hide in the 
pulses. Dodge until you can’t. Faster. Don’t sit down. My bruises are clear— you can’t see them, anyway. 
My teeth are covered. I use good toothpaste. 

I will,  
I will,  
I will,  

I will live in Florence. 
I will save them all.  

I will continue.  
I will 
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DESCARTES’ VANITY 
 
 
the only clean thing in my house is my mirror.  

 
It’s the only clean thing. Long, slick undisturbed panels of my reflection. 
Centered. Me, right between all those perfect, clean edges. Perfect squared 
edges—  soothed my soul just to see all the lines stack up neat into one, perfect 
corner. One neat, 90 degree corner. Perfect. A silvery shade of truth, propped up 
against my clean tile. On top of my clean sink. So clean, my sink. So pure, my 
mirror. Perfect. The purity and the cleanliness— perfect. The water of my mirror 
had never known any ripples, the air of my mirror never needed to be filtered, 
the water of my mirror and the air of my mirror and the earth of my mirror and 
the truth of my mirror—so clean, my mirror. So pure, my sink. Perfect. My eyes 
ran along the edges like ice going down a hot pan. But still, I stood. Perfect. 
Looking in the mirror. Perfect. I sunk into that mirror. Sinking. Perfect. Becoming 
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my reflection. Sinking into my reflection. I continued standing, perfect, counting 
the lashes in my eyebrows, perfect, and I continued standing, looking at the crack 
in the ceiling behind me— perfect. And I stood looking, and I saw in front of me 
and I saw in back of me and I just just kept kept sinking sinking  lower and 
deeper lower and deeper and lower and  deeper and i just just keep sinking— I 
was beneath the water of the mirror, I was with the mirrormaids and the corals 
and the algae— the silver fucking algae— kept trying to get in my mouth and 
then I, I, then then, then sinking, I then, then I, just, I, I, then I— I then, I, then, I 
looked out of the mirror. i looked out of the mirror and i gasped— i breathed. I 
took it in. I touched my mirror— My mirror is quite firm, but feels quite cool. 
Perfect. My fingers bump up against it, but leave for fear of disrespect. The 
mirror is always cool, so I close my eyes so I don’t offend. I stop looking. I only 
feel. The smoothness, the friction between the oil on my fingers and the 
perfection of the mirror— even blinded, I can feel the mirror’s frustration— don’t 
touch me it says only love me it cries. I keep touching. Perfect. The slickness and 
the coolness and the firmness— it feels like air embodied. It feels like how 
everything should feel— slick; and cold; and ancient and also, so very fucking  
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new. Perfect. I extend my arm, feel the muscles yawn, I stand on my toes— just 
yearning for an end to that unending slickness, the mirror continues above me 
and I know the edge is sharp and all i want, perfect, and i need, the only thing 
that will really show the mirror how much i love it, how much i can’t live without 
it, how much the mirror understands me, and loves me, and the unity, and whole 
everythingness of goddamn everything, can be proved, perfect, if i just— and 
then it happens. i reach the edge of that slickness, and the end to that beauty— 
it haunts me. i move my finger back and forth on the thin, rough edge— 
perfect— so different than the unending slickness— and i scrape it on that sharp 
edge. perfect. i slice it. Perfect. i cut it. Perfect.  i break my skin and my blood 
cries out— perfect— longing to be home. Yet my blood makes friends with the 
mirror, and i stand, no longer touching, no longer feeling, just looking at the 
piece that was inside slither down the mirror. Drip down. Drop down. Perfect. 
The mirror, i can tell, rolls its shoulders in enjoyment. The mirror loves to be 
slithered down. The mirror loves to be warmed— the mirror loves to be stained. 
The mirror loves, loves our connection. But yet my mirror echoes nothingness. 
Perfect. My mirror is endlessly vapid. My mirror is nothing— but also everything. 
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I stand in my mirror and hear the echoes of silence crash around me. Perfect. My 
mirror is nothing my mirror is a void— and i, i write, tst tst, on, on the void— the 
silence of the mirror reminds me of myself. The remorseless honesty, the lack of 
any comfort or familiarity, the lack of life, and the reflection of falseness— i hear 
the silence fall upon my ears like cotton,-- perfect— like thick sheets of dough 
just wrapped around my head and all i can hear is the yeast of the mirror, rising— 
and falling— and rising— and falling— and it gets closer— perfect— and it covers 
my mouth—perfect— and its rising— and falling— and rising and falling and 
rising and falling and the dough gets thick and i get thin and the mirror—the 
silver fucking mirror with its long legs, and tinkling laugh, and jokes that you 
never really understand— the mirror is calling to me, perfect, quietly, perfect, 
whispering in my ear, licking my neck, my mirror is wrapping its arms around 
me— perfect—  my mirror is churning in my ear and breathing—  perfect— cold 
breath— perfect— breathing very slowly but always on the verge of speed— my 
mirror loves me, my mirror burns me, my mirror kills me and it crushes and it 
eats my dead body— my mirror fucks my dead soul— my mirror whooshes its 
cold breath on my neck and my mirror never has any spit in her mouth— perfect. 
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HEI 
 
 
TIME 
 
 
Why can’t you wait 
So I can open my gate 
I can give you it all 
But my heart won’t fall 
I wonder if it was all fate 
Because I know it’s too late 
To go back to the first call 
And know that I should stall 
Will I ever learn to appreciate  
You are more than my mate 
My vision of you becomes pall 
So maybe I can stand tall 
Where these the emotions I ate 
Can my heart carry the weight 
The real me starting to crawl 
Out of my suppressing wall 
Will I ever be this inherent trait 
Is it because I can’t give it straight 
The world around me feels too small 
From the only reality I can recall 
Living by the shell I can create 
My soul has become hard to locate 
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I know my feelings will not install 
You won’t hear me no matter my wrawl  
Waiting for the one who my soul can dilate 
Where I can finally learn to elate 
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HEI 

I CAN’T CALL OUT YOUR 
NAME 

How am I supposed to put up a fight 
When you took away all the light 
When you are the only thing in my sight 
How is my heart supposed to take flight 
I never wanted to feel this way 
Chocking up nothing I can say 
All these repressed emotions 
Miscommunicated notions 
Why can’t I remember your name 
Is it that in the end I’ll feel the same 
Will you be deleted like the rest 
When did you become another test 
Am I to rely on what was from the start 
Or am I to see how it all falls apart 
I wish a can turn back the time  
So I can prevent a crime 
I didn’t want to die 
Maybe without you I’ll fly 
Are you worth the final cry 
So I never have to wonder why 
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Were there to many mistakes 
Why is my heart turning to flakes 
Golden pieces falling off 
I’m sorry I couldn’t be tough 
I can’t be here for you tonight 
I have become unable to fight 
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ARIS 

NEW YEARS RESOLUTION, 18 
DAYS LATE 

I wanna 

Say 

A couple of days ago 

I unfollowed and blocked most of my old high 
school friends 

I say this and I want you to know that I don’t 
want to really be given advice on this 

Because I did it with the intent of not going 
back on it, cause it would be embarrassing and 
I don’t remember their usernames on this 
Platform 

I saw Ihqcol comment stuff on a page or 
something on Facebook 

It surprised me 

Because he rarely uses Facebook 
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One of the comments mentioned he went to a 
concert 

And I don’t really look at snap stories anymore 

But I checked and saw Bcx and Kzp had posted 
things about the concert  

And I felt sad 

I know that I’m never gonna hang out with 
them again 

Ever since things happened I’ve been 
contemplating on if I should delete them or 
nah 

Potential rekindling 

It’s been over a year 

And I don’t think it would’ve happened anytime 
Soon 

And another thing 

I don’t want them to see me happy 

I’d been scared to post anything about us on 
Facebook, because I didn’t know who would be 
watching and judging  

I know they don’t hate me 
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But I don’t want to think about their judgement 

I’m sorry 

It’s okay 
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MARIA VAZQUEZ 
 
 
PREVAIL 
 
 
it’s days like today where It triumphs over me. 
days when trust is broken and doubt blossoms. 
It becomes empowered. 
begins spreading Itself all over my mind— 
devouring my self-esteem and confidence. 
it’s noticeable, all It wants is to win. 
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MARIA VAZQUEZ 

MODEL FIGURES 

We learn from others, 
and those other begin with our parents. 
We resemble their actions, 
their emotions; 
we learn to be like them 
or avoid turning into them. 
To their defense, 
no one taught them to be parents— 
there’s no manual on how to raise kids. 
To our defense,  
there’s no manual on how to be a kid. 
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MARIA VAZQUEZ 

MISGIVING 

We fear those who are different from us and  
see them as threats.  
We hurt the innocent for our own safety.  
We tell kids to grow-up and  
to stop acting like children, but for what?  
Only to bring them into a cruel reality of  
hatred and  
violence.  
To the reality where little kids are  
separated from their families and  
run the risk of getting killed by a bullet.  
Where people fear walking down the streets. 
We bring them to the world we’ve created— 
a world with lies and fear. 
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JONATHAN LEE 

THE FEMALE VOID AND THE 
MALE VOID 

The Female Void 

There is this woman you see in every street 
So humble, so educated and so sweet 
She is like a muse to one’s energy and creativity 
A rational enriching light in this empty void 

The rational creative female light 
Trying to heal the irrational destructive male void 
The female light, like a goddess bringing the heavens 
Out of her body and soul 

She will invite you to her private chambers 
Talking about political progress and equal rights 
The two of you, a pair of devoted lovers 
You kiss her, you make beautiful music with her 
Yet…yet something is off but you ignore it 

The female light and the male void 
A relationship of that is both cosmic and intimate 
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The female light and the male void 
Like a goddess creating the stars and skies 
Out of her body and soul 

A few days, maybe a few months or even years 
Once she seemed like a wise and caring muse 
But…but now there is boredom in her eyes 
When you’re not looking and not even there 
She turns to other men in the streets 

The female light and the male void 
The female light and the male void 
Like a goddess, creating lies and illusions 
Out of her lips and gestures 

She was never humble and sweet 
And her deluded education was full of privilege 
This woman was never a light but a void 
Sucking your energy, creativity and even money 

The female void and the male light 
The female void and the male light 
There are female lights in this life 
But not her, never her 
She was a person that was both irrational and 
destructive 
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The Male Void 

There is man you see in so many streets 
He will be kind, selfless and vulnerable 
His patience and wise words will be like 
Gifts from the stars and skies above 

A rational creative male light 
Tending to a broken, irrational destructive female 
void 
Like a god, creating the heavens 
Out of the all-consuming silent darkness 

In every gathering you have with him 
He will pay for the drinks and dinners 
Kissing your hand and your lips 
This seem too good to be really true 
But…but you love this inviting dream 

The male light and the female void 
Like a god, giving life and music 
To every dark corner that is seen 
The rational creative male light 
And the destructive irrational female void 

After every date and moment of intimacy 
He starts to be demanding and controlling 
Tired of playing the role of a romantic prince 
Instead of wise caring words, it is something else 
Accusations of paranoia and frustration 
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The male light and the female void 
The male light and the female void 
Like a cruel god, shattering the heavens 
To create the all-consuming silent darkness 

This man was never kind, never caring and never wise 
His words was a planned out script for a performance 
Reciting how progressive he is, all lies and illusions 
You were only a prop that he was simply amused with 

The male void and the female light 
The male void and the female light 
There are truly caring male lights in this life 
But he was never was and never will be 
He was the destructive irrational void 
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MAX WACKER 
 
 
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK 
 
 
I had never seen a mountain 

and then I did - 

in Montana, there by myself. The Amtrak was waylaid, the trip took 

32 hours. 

I had always thought the Dakota’s were pointless 

and to my surprise, I was right. Except I saw wild horses and 

tall grass and sunsets you didn’t think could exist and  
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abandoned barns with warnings about meth spray painted across the doors. 

 
Everyone that rides the Amtrak wears ugly pastel shirts and has  

bad hair cuts. Or that was my assumption, but I just didn’t understand 

these people. 

And I tried to eat my thin steak and drink 

my $14 Bud Light Lime in peace as the train 

barreled through St. Paul, but some elderly lady kept telling me 

of all the things I’ve lost, I miss my mind the most 

and, fuck, I guess I agree. So, I just stared out the window 

for 32 hours and waited for the mountains.  
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If you’ve never seen a mountain, you can picture it – I’m sure you have a general idea. 

But, whatever you think you know is so wrong. Mountains are solely comprised 

of all the things you don’t think they are, and you gasp for air.  

At the trail head, alone, a man approached me with his daughter. He asked, 

are you here alone  

-yes

Well now you’re not. You’ll hike with us.

Oh. Wow. That’s really nice but I don’t want to slow you

down.

We hiked together, and I’ve never talked to him again. 

He defined floral species, helped me spot marmots, and mountain goats. 
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Shared his peanut butter, told me which streams I could fill my  

water bottle at. He had been doing this hike for as long as he could  

remember, 

so he knew it all and then I knew it all. 

But, when I so badly didn’t want to walk with him and his daughter, he 

told me,  

Son, there are three things you do alone in this life – 

Pissin’ and shittin’ and dyin’ – now come on let’s get going. 

I couldn’t really argue with that.  

 
I flew home. Montana has this funny trick 

of making you think it’s one thing 
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and then showing you it’s really doomsday preppers, religious freaks, republicans 

and a lot of other things I fucking hate.  

I had a lay over in Denver and got it confused with Dallas.  

I thought to myself,  

The lady was right.  
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SAMANTHA HERNANDEZ 

CHAMPURRADO 

Crunch crunch crunch 
The leaves are crunching underneath my feet, 
Its Fall again, 
One of my favorite times of the year. 
I walk with a cup of warm champurrado in hand 
Its warm cinnamon aroma consumes my nostrils, 
My insides are warm with the taste of my childhood. 

My headphones play the melodious harmonies of Vicente Fernandez. 
 “Aca entre nos.. quiero que sepas la verdad” 
El jardinero is with his pedora blowing the leaves away from the pavement. 
I take a sip of my warm elixir of deliciousness 
And I’m taken back 
To the days when my Viejo would be the one with the pedora. 

My abuela would buy my Viejo and I 
both steaming hot cups of champurrado 
From my abuelas champurrado dealer.  
We would sit in the kitchen, content with our champu.  
We need not say anything,  
the slurps of the champurrado coming from my Viejo’s lips 
said enough, and the slurps from my tiny lips said even more. 

The thickness from the champurrado lingers like a weight on my tongue. 
I am 13 again in my Ma’s basement kitchen. 
I have an hoja de maiz in hand while I spread masa for tamales all over it. 
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My dad sits in a chair, he is the captain of filling the tamales with carne. 
My Momma, Tias and I stand with bandanas around our heads, 
Aprons around our waist and a cup of champurrado in our hands. 
“Te presumo, por que eres para mi toda una reina..” 
Banda el Recodo plays loudly from our little black radio, 
I sing with my Ma and Momma, 
My Pepe smiles,  
This is home.  

It’s Fall again, 
And the leaves are crunching under my feet. 
I have a cup of champu in hand 
And with each sip I am taken back to when I was young. 
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SAMANTHA HERNÁNDEZ 

GUACAMOLE 

I live in a world of "minority" oppression.  
Where I make my guacamole wrong because it doesn't turn brown within an instant, 
But, it in fact stays green. 
Where my authentic guacamole is not good enough because it is not Americanized and 
lacking of flavor. 
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I live in a world of "minority" oppression. 
Where a white man believes he has all the power to make immigrants and people of color 
leave. 
Where I am scrutinized for having a natural hint of bronze to my skin tone and am not 
spray tanned orange like the almighty Trump. 
Where being brown is a sin and an abomination but having orange colored skin is the end 
goal of many fair skinned individuals in society.  
 
I live in a world of "minority" oppression. 
Where I must live in fear of one day having to fight for my life, just to be able to walk 
amongst these streets.  
Where the past has become the present, and the KKK are openly walking these streets. 
Where Mexican flags get burnt in flames and confederate flags get hung high.  
 
I live in a world of "minority" oppression. 
Where the white man is the oppressor and his wife is the gold painted trophy he won. 
Where the man named Jesús is the man who is putting in blood and tears to do the work 
that a man named Bob will take credit for. 
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I live in a world of "minority" oppression. 
Where the black people were the very beginning of our history, enslaved to do the white 
man’s work. 
Where my fellow Latinos were put out in fields to pick avocadoes for a measly couple of 
dollars, while being exposed to pesticides and other harmful chemicals. 
Where the avocados that are hand-picked sell 2/$5 in the grocery stores despite that farm 
workers pick dozens upon dozens to make those $5. 

I live in a world of "minority" oppression. 
Where a woman named Katerina has become Kathy. 
Where the identity of someone who is not considered White 
is then altered by the White man so that they may be more to their liking. 

I live in a world of “minority” oppression 
Where our government will send our good men to kill a young 5-year-old boy. 
Where our government believes that somehow killing this young boy will save 
everyone’s life,  
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Will save our lives. 

I live in a world of minority oppression 
Where I cannot stand up for what I believe in. 
I am just a Mexican. 
I am just a woman. 
My voice holds no power, 
Because I am insignificant, 
I am no one 
Thanks to the society that I grew up in.  
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SAMANTHA HERNÁNDEZ 

LENGUA 

Niñita con piel color de café 
Hair cut to the length of her shoulders, 

Her long bangs tied back into a ponytail at the top of her head. 

She sits behind all of her classmates. 

Mouth closed into a tight line, 

As though it were glued shut, 

Never to be opened again. 

In a sense it has been, 
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By the giant older lady,  

with the blonde hair and fair skin. 

“don’t speak Spanish” 

Those were the words she used  

When she sealed the lips shut  

Of the little brown girl.  

La niña whose lengua 

Dances feverishly behind closed lips, 

Itching to make a sound.  

Spanish is not allowed in class, 

The teacher says. 

While the niñas Cuban cousin with 

Red hair, fair skin, and freckles 

Is favored by the teacher. 
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La niña sits, casted aside, 

Being forced to speak a language 

That comes out of her mouth like 

A car with a broken muffler. 

So, she does not speak. 

In fear of the sounds 

That come crashing out 

When she does. 

La niña con piel color de café 
No longer has a lengua. 
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KARINA SANCHEZ 
 
 
 
I wore his heart around my neck, 
it weighs heavily today. 
the color has grown darker 

he has become depressed 
his heart tugs me to bed 
wishing for his presence 
waterfalls descend from me 
while my pillow offers its shoulder 

 the down has grown used to this 
so have I. 

I have company today 
from Burden one and Burden two 
I mourn for him, paralysis. 
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the heaviness sedates me, 
Burden one lays with me 
leeches from my chest Burden two 

our stomach has been swimming 
in oceans of green 

our hunger on vacation 
sustenance are scrapes for we. 
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MONICA ZAKARIYA 
 
 
LONELY SOUL BY THE SEA 
 
 
Lonely soul by the sea, why do you choose to watch me? 

Have I not made a bejeweled (decorated by jewels) seal for my heart? 

Secrets are for oceans to bury in waves and keep 

Memories are to be violently cast into turbulent (stormy, unstable) waters 

Which though in high tides today, an ocean weeps 

Tomorrow in its glass stillness, possesses (takes hold of) its peace. 

Wandering soul by the sea, why do I choose to watch you? 
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Your dancing hair creates shadows on your forehead 

And as you smile, I wonder 

Does this wind we both so truly know and feel 

Take your pain and send it worlds away 

To a homeland that God bless your eyes, I find in your searching expression-still stays. 

There is enough I have dreamed for incorruptible (honorable, eternal) sleep 

There is enough you have lost-which now a golden leaf 

Wanders fragile (delicate) and long forgotten to the shoreline 

Lonely soul by the sea, as evening blankets us 

In a goodbye that familiarly looms (hovers, covers us) over us, forever 

We now accept secrets are for us to bury and keep 

Alone or witnessed (seen) by another,  
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At dawn we laugh. At night we weep. 
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MONICA ZAKARIYA 
 
 
DRUM OF WAR AND LIFE 
 
 
Drum of war and life, beat of death and tears 

The resonant tempo of tomorrow’s endless fears 

But, do you hear the noise beneath? 

That flute of hope, whispering leisurely into the night air? 

 Oh flute, you sing so softly-so strong! 

A child spins in the dawn, 

 hugged by seas of daisies crashing over her cheeks, 
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A maiden’s lips are kissed passionately by her sweet love 

 lavish blue peonies encase her young heart in petals 

Oh flute-you sing so softly-so strong! 

But do you hear the flute, please tell me you hear it! 

A soldier’s soft face is etched in warfare and fear of death-his camp hold their drums close 

 But still closer, oh that lively sound,  

Eyes rising like pillars of fire to the pride of his father- 

Tears dancing in resurrected melodies  

Of a flute thought to be cracked once and for all  

Beneath his bloodied combat boots.  
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Home at last, Oh flute-you sing so softly-so strong, 
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MONICA ZAKARIYA 

GRIEF: THE UNIVERSAL OUTLOOK

My heart has sung into the cavernous alleys between disquieted homes and peoples, into the lonely 
reaches of stranger’s souls. A human experience now connects us, my reader and I, though we might lie in 
fear of an alien’s perilous reach.  And still, the grief remains so unique. To the one always beside me, yet 
so far away; to the one always beside you dear stranger, yet so far away. Maybe those we loved and lost 
commune in joy, as we the earthly strangers meet. No need to embellish this moment, to call on a 
complex song or poem, only the need to welcome the heartache of our mutual humanity. Grief, the 
universal outlook. Our hearts have sung into the cavernous alleys between disquieted homes and 
peoples, into the lonely reaches of mysterious souls. We commune by the endless whistling of embers in 
fire sweltering and still I weep, still you weep. In the place of mourning, we set up our common camping 
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ground. Casting a stick into the recess of lingering pain that burns beneath, warming us in its wake. 
Sleeping bags are lain on the cold ground, we wanderers between infinite seas of trees.  

Is it midnight, is it dawn? It is hard to tell, with the feel of cool rain or is this morning dew, running 
between our feet. The sweat casts down our parched hair, this is the toil of our renewal-in this scornful 
daydream reverie. Our bodies are covered in soil and tar, our grieving memories remain on our skin. It 
sticks thick as oil, impermeable to simple ways of washing, cleansing requires time. And maybe, later this 
same soil and tar that now covers your skin, my skin- will make its way out of this forest formed space as 
rain floods our reaches-to the sidewalk of our homes, where we find a semblance of ourselves again.   
And on reflection, I think too many grieving people have laid their feet on the sidewalk my grandmother 
once strolled down, my most sacred place. And on thinking again, the illusion of possessing a unique   
grief is superseded by another realization. The tar running down the streets, into drains. Which is mine, 
which is yours, who was ever mine or yours-have they not left us to an independent place, out of our 
reach? But what is left, the heartache of our universal humanity. My heart has cried into the cavernous 
alleys between disquieted homes and peoples, to any soul brave enough to traverse life in gladness and 
peace. I hear you and I see you, dear one, in the simple purity of the presence of a living being. In a hug,   
a word, a conversation, a sweep of the wrist, a sip of coffee, a laugh and crinkling of the eyes-in memory 
of the beloved before us. 
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CHELSEA BONNER 

THE WAITING 

It’s all taking too long-- 

--The commute, the wait 
The procession, the speech 
The descent, the dark-- 

I’ve dressed for the occasion 
And repose in my finest robe 
I just wish  
He’d hurry up 
Already 
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SELF DESTRUCTION IN STEPS 

Step 1 
Succeed exceedingly at failing 

Step 2 
Convince self of sanity and worth 

Step 3 
Posit con-fidence at low points 

Step 4 
Rehearse “I’m fine’ mantra, you will need it 

Step 5 
Fail again, falling up this time. It’s not you, it’s them 

Step 6 
Blame others or the weather or Donald Trump or your 
cat 

Step 7  
Step out into the world, the proof slung across your 
back 

Step 8 
It is not you, it is them 
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Step 9 
Do not cry or feel sorry for yourself 

Step 10 
Make a net of your hands. You are all you need, and 
this will come in handy later 

Step 11 
Now it’s time to jump. Trust your instincts, this is the 
right thing to do 

Step 12 
It is normal to sit in your room and watch the walls 
inching towards you 

Step 13 
It is okay to miss those deadlines, they were holding 
you back anyway 

Step 14 
Friends, who needs them? That’s what hands are for 

Step 15 
Break all ties. Strip walls of color. Toss out your 
favorite things. Forget 

Step 16 
Forget 
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Step 17 
Failing—Falling is easy, see? 
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I READ YOUR NAME AND KNEW 
 
 
Your name 
Your FULL name 
flickering pixelated  
on the computer screen 
 
Your given blood 
Your sacred spoken vein— 
I whisper it in silence 
And paint you into the room 
 
You are here, not there 
Golden and smiling, 
You taste of hard drive and wiring, but 
in this moment 
it is enough 
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MARIA CELESTE MURATALLA 

MAGIC NUMBER 

      Abuelita chose her husband  
      over her children.  
      Letting them fend for themselves 
      alone, children raising children. 

      A wife returning to her abuser, expecting  
      change and receiving blows. A mother returning 
      home to her abandoned children, expecting  
      love and receiving resentment.  
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      “Es un milagro que nada nos paso” 
      “Eramos solamente niños”  
      “Y la mama bien dar gracias!” 

      Trips to la Cruz Roja with bloodied noses and broken bones. 
      Stealing a few eggs to eat among seven siblings. 

      They say 7 is a magical perhaps even lucky number.  
      Is this how they were blessed With the miracle of life? 
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MARIA CELESTE MURATALLA 

EL PERDÓN 

Mi papi never says “lo siento”. It’s outside of his pride’s reach. His lack to 
acknowledge a possibility of his own faults. 

Walking into my room, mi mamá becomes the bearer of his apologies. Cleaning a 
lone tear. Soothing a hurt spirit. “Tu sabes que tu papi te quiere” 

I have heard this phrase before. The lesson learned was that my hurt would never 
merit a verbal apology. I must find forgiveness on a woman’s tongue. 
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MARIA CELESTE MURATALLA 

HOME 

Mi mamá shows her love through her food. Filling you up with a warm 
sopito de fideo. Letting it cool slowly before reaching your mouth and 
filing your soul with the taste of home. 

She puts mangos, peaches and persimmons in a bag telling you to take 
them. To eat them. To remember home when you are away from home. 
Little does she know that home is where she is. 
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VICTORIA WILLIAMS 
 
 
I AM 
 
 
I am not the product of the abuse that has haunted me for years. 

I am not the product of the hate that was placed upon me as I was growing up and 
even now. 

I am not the product of the abandonment even though I was left behind. 

I am not the victim anymore even though I am the new product after being 
victimized in every way. 
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I am not the product that you see in front of you or hear about.

I am not the tears that fall into the abyss of the Purple Rain.

I am something that cannot truly be defined.

I am a piece of the beauty that dwells within the invisible angels that walk around 
in silence.

I am the true love of my ancestor's that lives within the essence of my soul.

I am something created by the most high God.

What I am is the Purple mist above the darkness that shines bright. 
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Always remember God has a purpose for your pain, a reason for your struggle and 
a gift for your faithfulness. So do not give up on yourself or even doubt yourself or 
your dreams. You can make it through the hard times and come out a winner. 
Always stay true to your essence, your purpose and stay uniquely you. 
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VICTORIA WILLIAMS 

FORGIVENESS 

“Love is the essence of life, so embrace real love, cherish 
the love and always remember that love embodies the 
soul.” 

Things in life have a funny way of making you Believe 
in the power of letting go and you forgiving Me. 
You were my forever and always but I 
fought to keep you with me. I Knew 
that once they took You 
things would never be the same, even Though 
we knew each other Faintly, 
You were part of my essence. And 
You will never understand I 
Never wanted to lose you or the Loved 
we shared for a short time, but I 
will see you again, my Loved 
one, because no one will take You 
again, and you are my All 

Author's Notes: The poem that I read from Gwendolyn Brooks was called the 
mother. I read several of her poems and I chose this one because I could relate to 
the subject in her poem. Forgiveness was my way of saying sorry to the child that 
was taken from me. This poem was a way for me to let go of the pain that I have 
been holding in for so long. It's a way for me to heal the wounds that I have from 
past experiences. Somethings we have no control over and this was an example 
of how people make choices for you.  I included the caption as a way to mimic 
how Maya Angelou did her poetry book. 
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VICTORIA WILLIAMS 
 
 
THE DISPLACEMENT OF 
YOUR FAKENESS 
 
 
     You are the one that claims to uplift and love 
others but behind closed doors you let your true 
feeling out. You smile in my face and pretend to care 
while the fakeness shows bright in your eyes. You put 
up a good front like you love me but now after you 
broke me a little, I see all of the fakeness within you. 
You tore me down to others when you saw my light 
becoming brighter. You tried to keep me in the midst 
of the darkness with your fakeness but the purple 
angels that dwell in me would not allow your hate and 
fakeness to dull my shine any longer. I started to 
doubt myself because I believed all of the lies that you 
placed upon me. I even started to feel like I was 
nothing because I believed your fake words. You 
acted like you were for me but in reality you were 
praying for my demise. You can no longer get to me 
with your fakeness so you recruited others to try and 
tear me down. You can no longer affect my life with 
your fakeness. You have no power here so you can 
keep your fakeness to yourself and the ones that 
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believe in your lies. I'm shining bright as I keep 
moving forward to making my dreams come true and 
you can no longer affect me with the displacement of 
your fakeness. 
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ANKUSH VYAS 
 
 
PASSION TO WRATH 
 
 

Someday, my hatred will reach you and you will cry in pain and agony. 

You will feel sorry, but what has been done is done. 

You cannot undo what you have done. I was already on fire, but now it is too late. 

I have lost faith in light. 

What is good and what is bad does not matter. 

Only what I want matters. 

What is it that I really want? 
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Relief? 

Hahaha, I’m used to pain. 

I don’t want relief. 

I want nothing. 

There are some things I want. But if I have to beg, I will reject. 

I will reject the world. 

I will reject the world. 

Perhaps, I have some hope. 

But to ask for it is painful. 

I rather die without uttering a word. 

I know I am evil, because I will abuse what I will get. 

I will kill its emotion and still ask if it still loves me. 

Everybody is evil. 
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Everything is evil. 

For you have hurt me when I didn’t harm anyone. 

I will hate you all. 

I will keep you feel abandoned. 

I will make you feel misery, 

because you got me fucked up without reason. 
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ANKUSH VYAS 
 
 
HOCUS POCUS FOCUS 
 
 
Below we are, so look up. 
Look up, but think down. 
Be a fool, cuz there is a left. 
Be wise, for there is a right. 
Forget not of the horizon line. 
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MARK VONSCHLEGELL 
 
 
YEE-ROH (KNOWN AS GYRO) 
 
 
The chill of the Friday evening as I walked down the street 

Surrounded me like bad guys surrounding the hero in an action film. 

I was startled into attention from a voice I heard calling me from  

The joint across the street. The voice from the open door cried, “Come on in!   

We have fresh Yee-Roh for you!  O come taste our Yee-Roh today!” 

 
I realized just how hungry I was (a chocolate raisin protein deuce for lunch) so 
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I made a beeline for the joint.  Once the tinkling of the bells above the door 

Announced my arrival, I could smell warm goodness coming from the interior. 

Nick the Grik stood behind the counter with his buzzcut and tattooed arms  

Waiting expectantly for my order.  Knowing, understanding, reading my mind. 

 
Once my order was taken, the Grik turned and, with his long carving blade,  

Gently caressed the fresh kebab slowly pirouetting on the metal skewer. 

The shavings of spiced meaty goodness curling up on the metal spatula  

Like a small child nestling in its mother’s arms.   Nick the Grik looked  

Over his shoulder at me, a smile that promised me the best was yet to come. 

 
Once he got the meat on the table, he went to work.  He grabbed a flat, soft round 
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Pita bread, warmed to perfection, and laid the meat on it like a mother getting her 

Child ready for bed.  Then comes the thick slices of tomato, followed by thin curlicues 

Of onion.  Up next, the cool creamy Zeeky sauce with its cucumber and dill  

Fracturing the smoothness but with the allure of tart temptation. 

 
With practiced hands, Nick rolled the bread around the spicy meaty confection 

Like a lover’s embrace, waiting for her man, eager for the pleasures of the flesh that only  

He can provide.  Once the offering was placed in the basket and handed to me I thought 

“So this is what the gods must have felt when the hot scent of the animal sacrifice made its 

Way from the Earth to the Heavens with its promise of consummation!” 
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After eating the delicacy I left the joint.  The lingering sensation of all those flavors 

Comingling on my tongue and in my brain.  Like a devotee being exhorted to pray by  

A muezzin, I heeded the call to join with God today.   The call was simple, direct and 

Brooking no refusal, “Come on in!  We have fresh Yee-Roh for you!  O come 

Taste our Yee-Roh today!”    
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ABENA MOTABOLI 
 
 

THE SUFFERING IN SHE – 
 
 

I watched Lorena yesterday and I cried. 
 

I cried for all the women who had felt the 
pain on their feet. 

 
For all the women whose souls had burned 

with pain. 
 

For all the women who had suffered on the 
mountain tops. 
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And still. Lorena ran. 
Lorena ran with her skirt on. 
In her flat sandals, her soul at one with the 
earth; dancing with the dirt. 
Never ending. 

 
She loved the mountain with a love so big. 

 
I don’t know how you did it  

 
Lorena
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THE SPECULATIVE SPECULATION OF THE NOW. 
 
 
Living in this space is to live here, there, yesterday and everywhere; we are nowhere yet we are 
everywhere at the same time. 
 
To be forever collective in the speculation of this speculative fiction is to speculate theories 
about what was, or is. 
I often question, have you ever thought about the reality of what would happen if we weren’t 
trapped in the now? 
Have you imagined the places we could go? 
 
I would like to cordially invite you, 
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To be speculative 
To speculate with me and to think; 

Of the now 
Of the here 
Of the there, 

and of the then.
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TO YONDER 
 
is 
To Yonder and to keep yondering, 
Roaming in spaces 
and places, going to - 
To these spaces -  
The places where no one knows. 
 
I want to yonder, 
Off to that place, 
Far far away, 
The place where no one goes 
Beyond that place you know 
The one where no one really knows? 
 
The place that exceeds our reality, 
A place where nothing but drops of utter peace reign 
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And they rain on me 
 
And there is nothing else  
But space - 
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KAYLA NUSZEN 
 
 
RING OF FIRE 
 
 
Ring of fire 
Deepest desire 
You can call me a liar 
Discouragement of thought 
I'm more than just a lot 
I have the power to echo your thoughts 
Say I'm a copycat 
But I know just what you want 
I ain't a fool 
We try too hard to play it cool 
We bask in glory while we're feuding  
And for what? 
There was and never will be an  
Us 
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HAYLEE 
 
 
LOVE 
 
 
Your parents said we couldn’t be together anymore.  
I didn’t understand why.  
We were both happy in the relationship.  
It was never toxic.  
But your parents thought I was the devil.  
I turned their only son gay.  
I wish they could have seen  
how beautiful our love was.  
It was just like any other relationship.  
Our love was just another shade of blue.  
They didn’t see it like that. 
They didn’t understand.  
They just saw it as wrong.  
They couldn’t get over the fact 
 that it was different.  
If they only saw it like I did 
 I’d still be with you.  
 
*Based on the song If They Only Knew by Alfie Arcuri 
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HAYLEE 
 
 
FORBIDDEN 
 
 
This love is forbidden.  
You can’t marry a woman they said.  
You have to be with a man.  
I don’t believe that some types 
of love should be forbidden.  
I don’t see the difference.  
Why do they.  
It’s my life not theirs.  
They can only make that decision for themselves. 
But not for me I’m my own person.  
I’m going to make my own decisions 
even if I lose everyone.  
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HAYLEE 
 
 
FAMOUS 
 
 
She’s always posting photos.  
Trying to find the perfect filter 
and the best hashtags to rake in all the likes.  
 
She also has to get the perfect photo and angle.  
Too busy worrying about followers and likes  
to actually live her life.  
So that one day she might be famous.  
 
*Based on the song Famous by Ivy Adara 
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ZINNIA NGUYEN 
 
 
ME IN A NUTSHELL 
 
 
Mind Of Its Own 
 
Someone took a hammer, 
And ever, 
So slightly, 
Tapped, 
A nail, 
Into my head. 
 
I wake up and you are there. 
I go to sleep and you are still here. 
 
E v e r y d a y 
 
Pills, on pills.  
On pills. 
Why won’t you ever go away? 
I’ve tried pain killers; acetaminophen, advil, excedrin, 
ibuprofen. 
I would drink a gallon of water, 
I would try any types of tea, 
Hell I’ve even tried Dr. Pepper. 
NoTHiNg. 
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I keep the lights dim in hopes that you disappear. 
Laying in own my shadow wondering. 
And wondering. 
When will I ever feel normal? 
 
But who am I kidding?  
Only myself. 
I’m desperate. 
So desperate that I would try all sorts of remedies.  
As long as it would make this pain go away. 
But it doesn’t. 
Maybe a short temporary, yet not forever. 
 
I think someone just tapped in another nail. 
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Sleepy 
 
I am tired. 
 
There is not a morning where I am not a mess. 
Pounding headache, 
Unbrushed hair, 
Shirt inside out, 
Glasses are tilted, 
mix-match socks, 
And eyebags so heavy that they would be used as a 
paperweight.  
 
I am so tired. 
 
Whether I sleep ten hours or five, 
My energy isn’t ever there, 
I always feel the same. 
People will smile at me 
and I can only give a blank stare. 
 
I am very tired. 
 
Has anyone ever told you that, 
Your voice always sounds so exhausted? 
I chuckle and say, 
Yeah. 
That’s just who I am. 
 
I am always tired. 
 
Even in my dreams, I see myself sleeping 
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Love Shot 
 
You Are Like a Syringe. 
I Was Nervous of The Pain  
That You Would Bring, 
But I Eased in. 
It Sting, 
You Pierce Deep Within, 
And it Began To Hurt. 
More And  
More  
And M o r e. 
You Withdrawl,  
and Left Me a Temporary Scar. 
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PROSE 
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EMILY SHARLOW 
 
 
A LETTER TO MY ANXIETY 
 
 
Dear Anxiety, 
 
I want to start off by saying, “Fuck you.”  
 
You have controlled my whole life. You made it hard 
to breathe and made it very difficult to exist when 
paired with my depression. 
 
Fuck you for showing up when I was in middle school 
and high school. You made this time terribly hard, 
when I should have been carefree and focused on 
having friendships and developing socially. But, I 
didn’t—because of you. I was scared of being around 
people. Making friends was scary. I came off as being 
shy, but inside I was at war with myself. I was my 
own bully, because of you I tore myself down with 
terrible self-talk. I told myself that I’m ugly, I'm 
worthless, I don’t deserve to be happy. 
 
Fuck you for showing up after graduation when I was 
supposed to be discovering who I am and doing well 
in school, and just trying to live. Again, you made this 
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nearly impossible, you and my depression destroyed 
me for at least the past four years after high school. 
You were constantly on my shoulder intimidating me, 
making it hard to breath. You made me afraid of 
everything:  people, death, and even leaving my own 
home. With you constantly bothering me, the world 
seemed so big and intimidating. 
 
Fuck you for using the death of my close family to 
manipulate and distort my thoughts on death, making 
me afraid. I was afraid to be awake because my mind 
was full of fear of the unknown and the concept of 
death, because of you—once again—being on my 
shoulder, I had these horrible panic and anxiety 
attacks. While in them, I couldn’t breathe. I felt like I 
was choking. I couldn’t sit still. I paced for a long 
time, sometimes even hours. After the panic attacks I 
would be so exhausted that I would have to sleep for 
days. 
 
Then, I got help and the weight of you lifted. In spite 
of years of torture, you became less intense and more 
quiet. It became easier to think, and to breath. I started 
to become a functioning adult again. I started to leave 
the house more, and sleep less. I went back to school 
and met new people. I was no longer weighed down 
by you.  
 
You still exist. You even exist now, but I know you, I 
know how you work, so now I'm in charge, and I 
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won't let you destroy my life, any longer. So, Anxiety, 
fuck you, I win.  
 
Sincerely, 
Emily 
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RODRIGO HARO 
 
 
TOM AND JERRY AND 
PANCAKES 
 
 

Born head first on November 1, 1987 at Cook 
County Hospital. He almost killed them both. He had 
broad shoulders. His little head was getting purple, so 
the doctors pulled him out by his baby shoulders 
using a tong-like device. The pain made his mom lose 
consciousness. The pain was so intense the mother 
passed out when the doctors pulled him out. The 
doctors did not give her any painkillers because she 
was on anti-seizure medications. They were close to 
death the second he was born. When she came to he 
was alive. His mother told him the story when he was 
older. 

 
She named him after her father, his grandpa, 

because his father was not present at his birth. They 
had the exact same name. He was baptized by his 
grandfather as well. After his baptism he was pretty 
religious, spiritual, and attended church regularly. He 
was the third child of Abelina H. and the first 
offspring (of two) of a long and strange relationship 
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his mother had with his father. His mother gave birth 
to his sister twenty-three months later. She was the 
girl that she always wanted. 

 
Danny grew up in South Chicago, Chicago, 

Illinois. All of the South Side of Chicago was termed 
Inferno to contrast with Cielo, which was The Loop or 
downtown. Growing up in Inferno was tough. At 
eleven his father left them and they were on their 
own. It did not make a difference since they had left 
his father when he was five. His father would visit 
them sporadically after they moved out of his father’s 
place, because the father was physically abusive. 
They went to live on their own in a small two 
bedroom apartment that his mother rented. 

 
Religion was always a big part of his life. The 

church was always present in his childhood. His 
mother prayed out of desperation and a need to 
belong. He thought she prayed because she suffered. 
Praying made her feel hopeful, he thought. She closed 
her eyes and held the brown, wood beads tight around 
her fingertips, as she said the Hail Mary’s and moved 
her fingers from bead to bead. He thought she was at 
peace in these moments. Her faith was enshrined on 
him early on. Faith meant permanence, he thought. 
Faith was ever present and seemed close to her. It was 
a surprise when she departed from the church briefly 
in his adulthood. He kept praying for her to come 
back to her church. There were moments when they 
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talked about God, “Why haven’t you’ve gone to 
church mom?” he would ask while seated at the 
kitchen table. “God and me are okay,” she would 
answer. “Dios y yo estamos bien.” He never doubted 
her faith; he just wondered why she would not attend 
Mass. 

 
His mom did the best she could. They never 

starved or lacked clothing or shelter. His mother was a 
miracle worker. Danny was brought up in the nineties. 
A millennial. He protested against the infiltration of 
social media by staying off the grid. He canceled his 
Facebook account early on. He had his reasons and 
they were just as valid as anyone else’s. He was 
artistic, introverted, and quiet. He was angry. Mostly 
he was sad. He liked to read. He liked to write. He 
liked to paint. Above all he liked to play the guitar 
which he broke out of anger when his father left. His 
father taught him how to play at eleven before he 
disappeared from his life. Guitar-playing, a hobby 
which he kept for life, took him to an endorphin-filled 
place in his mind. 

 
He had to always fight for life. It seemed he 

was under a constant curse. He was always close to 
God because he felt close to death. He prayed and 
prayed. His mother encouraged his spirituality. He 
became a lector at age eleven. He had to use a 
stepping stool to reach the microphone and read 
scripture. He kept praying and praying for someone or 
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something to come along and show him the way. His 
mother usually went to church with him when he 
attended Holy Mass. He enjoyed this time together. It 
was one of the few times that he could be with her and 
do something they both enjoyed. She enjoyed going to 
church to socialize and be part of the community. She 
was part of a prayer group and a women’s group, el 
Grupo del Sagrado Corazon. His little sister was also 
involved in a girls’ church group.  But in his twenties 
something happened. His mother stopped attending 
church. But he kept going. He kept praying. 

 
In his childhood, he was always searching for 

God. He was always trying to talk to the Lord and, 
most importantly, trying to listen. He listened in 
silence sitting in church. He ran away to Holy Name 
or St. Pete's downtown. Or when he felt like exploring 
and wandering he visited Old St. Patrick’s. But his 
favorite church, of course, was Immaculate 
Conception in South Chicago where he was baptized. 
He prayed even when he had doubts or lacked the 
motivation to reflect. He talked to God because there 
was a deafening silence when he was in bed. False 
thoughts and scenarios about disasters and tragedies 
intruded into his thinking. He worried and anxiety 
swept away his sleep. He prayed at these times and 
breathed into the present. 

 
The trauma that she went through was passed 

down to him. She would tell him about her pain. She 
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would tell him stories about her sufferings. He could 
not compare his own trauma to hers. His own abuse 
and trauma only added extra pain like extra weight 
and fat on a thin body. It was unnecessary and 
irritating. It was unneeded and unwanted. It was 
uninviting. It was tragic and invading. Terrorizing. It 
was familiar. It seemed that his mother wanted him to 
go through pain in order to share her suffering. But 
what she did not understand was that she was only 
extending, continuing, and cycling through trauma. 
Her trauma made their relationship and 
communication strained. It was a pimple that once 
popped left a scar that never went away. There was 
always a reminder that there was betrayal and that he 
was not protected when he needed to be protected. 

 
Danny’s mother was always tired when he was 

a child. She was always looking for rest. She always 
had to get up early to babysit children which she did 
for a living. She always looked exhausted. She was 
exhausted from not sleeping well. The bags under her 
eyes grew puffier and puffier as time went on. She 
was always tired from stress.  

 
She was always tired from taking care of 

children. She screamed and screamed at them to 
behave. She was always yelling at them to get off the 
couch and to get off her bed. Or, to eat their food. She 
was always tired from disciplining and from trying to 
hold the family together. She cooked and cooked and 
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fed them what she could. She always stayed calm in a 
moment of crisis. She taught them, through her 
calmness, how to deal with life and its problems. 
There was always a solution if patience was allowed 
to flourish. There was always a way out of misery and 
crisis if resilience was practiced. That’s what Danny’s 
mom showed him through her behavior. She showed 
Danny how to work through exhaustion. She showed 
Danny how to stay calm under pressure. She lived 
through trauma.  

 
Danny’s  mom ran a daycare business in her 

home while he was growing up. So, there were always 
children running around her house. She babysat 
children from three weeks old to eleven years old. 
Even when he was older she still babysat kids. It was 
her source of income. Although it was not much, 
Danny thought it gave her a source of pride to make 
her own money and pay her own bills. She lived 
frugally. She saved every penny and paid her bills. 
There was always enough in the pantry and the 
refrigerator. There was always laundry detergent. 
Since there were always children in her home there 
were always cartoons on the television. 

 
Tom and Jerry was ever present. She loved 

watching cartoons with the children under her care. 
When Danny’s sister starting having kids and also had 
to work, she started babysitting her grandchildren, as 
well. She would cuddle up with the kids and browse 
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the channels until she found the cartoon shows. It was 
her way of bonding. It was her way of being and 
staying with her grandchildren. Other than her 
grandchildren, Danny never knew where or how she 
found her clients. It was mostly through word of 
mouth. Parents would show up at her doorstep with 
their children and ask her to care for them. Since she 
was a good caretaker, word spread around the 
neighborhood that she babysat kids. South Chicago 
was a working-class neighborhood. People had to go 
to work and it was cheaper leaving their children with 
my mom than with a daycare center.  

 
Tom and Jerry and pancakes was more than a 

TV show and breakfast. It was their life. It was their 
bond. During those early mornings, in his 
childhood, when his mom made pancakes Danny felt 
happy, protected, and safe. She made them with him 
in the kitchen. He watched with attention and 
carefully took mental notes of every move she made. 
For him the pancakes were a ritual and a sign of love 
and comfort. It was the food that they ate when they 
felt at home and safe. They ate pancakes and had a 
bonding moment that was like nothing else. These 
pancake breakfasts were a significant ritual in their 
relationship and addressed their love. It was their 
unending and unspoken love that came through in the 
softness and buttery sweetness of the syrup and 
pancakes. It was a great way to calm the tension in the 
house. 
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Abelina would wake up in those early 
mornings and walk to the living room. It usually was 
a Saturday and she would turn on Tom and Jerry. The 
cartoon was language-less, so universal.  There were 
no voices. She watched a cartoon that according to her 
she watched growing up in Jalisco. Eventually, he 
would come into the living room. He was eleven or 
twelve and he would sit as close to his mother as she 
permitted and watch hours of Tom and Jerry. This 
ritual was repeated every Saturday morning. He felt 
depressed years afterward when he saw an updated 
version of Tom and Jerry. He and his mom watched 
every episode of that original cartoon show. His mom 
told him stories about watching the show in Zacatecas 
with his uncle.  

 
He would wake up before everyone else (he 

had three siblings) to watch the show. He was eight at 
the time. His mom was always already there drinking 
her coffee. It was their bonding time. His mom would 
be loving and motherly. The sun would rise at the 
beginning of the second hour. By this time the 
siblings would wake up one by one and their mom 
would usually make buttermilk pancakes. A lot of 
buttermilk pancakes. They would gulp down a tall 
glass of milk and three large, spongy pancakes. Either 
way, eating meant silence. He and his mom had a 
secret. They watched Tom and Jerry. 
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Why didn’t Tom ever catch Jerry? A catch 
would go against the purpose of the script. The catch 
would defeat the purpose of the show. Tom at various 
times did temporarily catch Jerry and put him to mild 
torture. Of course, by the end of the show Jerry would 
escape and the race would move forward. The whole 
meaning lies on the race and not on the characters. It 
was funny how the small and weak Jerry would win. 
The fierce and fast Tom would lose.  

 
Why did Jerry run away from Tom? 

Concerning their relationship he always thought that 
he was Jerry running away from mom or Tom. Yes, 
they both had characteristics of both characters. Many 
times, almost all of them, he got hurt playing Tom 
constantly chasing his mom. So, he learned how to 
become Jerry. How to run. How to not ask questions. 
How not to look back but just run. He ran from 
depression. He ran from abandonment. He ran from 
pain. He ran from happiness. He ran to forget. 
Running away never worked. His mind could not 
erase things. His mind could only interpret. Like 
dreams. Dreams are the mind’s interpretation of our 
own individual reality. 

 
His mom and he sat on the living room couch, 

with their eyes straight forward. Tom and Jerry was 
on TV. His mom would laugh at the cynical trickery. 
The nonsense violence of a cat and mouse in universal 
yet minimal 2D. What was it about that cartoon show 
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that captivated them both? When the reboot came on 
TV in the late 2000s it wasn’t the same. Danny was 
28 and his mom Abelina, was 56.Danny and his mom 
stared, in those years, at the light from the TV melting 
from the living room to the kitchen. Tom and Jerry 
was playing in the TV and Ruben, a kid his mom 
babysat, sat in front of the television staring intently 
with his oversized glasses. Danny remembers sitting 
in the kitchen and his mom towering over him, despite 
her short stature, swinging a tortilla back and forth 
between her fingers, leaning over the comal (griddle) 
on the stove, her head above his head, watching 
Ruben. She formed a small happy smile on her face. 
Her beauty would radiate through her eyes. Her dark 
black shoulder-length hair would swing back and 
forth. She had her father’s ears. Long ears, with an 
oval, elongated, detached lobe. Her face was flushed 
by her red cheeks and nose which always shined. Her 
brow stood out in shininess as well. Her brow was 
large. But of all her facial features her eyes showed 
her emotions the best. They were the eyes of her 
father, Danny’s own grandfather. Danny had his 
grandfather’s eyes as well. He had his big, elongated 
ears, too. Danny didn’t have his nose. It resembled his 
grandma’s which was straight. Either way, Abelina’s 
face was beautiful. 

 
To have coffee with her every morning was a 

blessing. She liked hers black with plenty of sugar. He 
always took his with milk and sugar. She always had 
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bananas and every morning I had one with my coffee. 
This coffee talk was mostly family news, 
neighborhood rumors and gossip. He would listen. He 
would not utter “Umm” or “okay.” Sometimes he 
would tell a family story or good news. He would 
mostly listen. She often gave her opinion. At times 
she was cruel.  

 
There were days in his childhood, early 

mornings, when he and his mom would sit in the 
living room, long before everyone else was awake, 
watching reruns of the original Tom and Jerry. His 
mom’s voice and laugh were low and short. She 
laughed in short spurts. 

 
Everything changed at 11. He went through a 

lot of abuse. His father walked through the door and 
asked my mom, “Do you want to marry me?” 

 
The whole house went quiet. Danny, his sister, 

and his two older brothers were all there. They all had 
a long conversation. It was a long day. His father 
asked every one of them, “Do you want me to marry 
your mom?” Danny had flashbacks from the beatings 
his dad would give his mom when he was five. He 
would drag her by the hair into the basement to beat 
her. 

“No,” Danny responded in a quiet, timid voice 
while shaking his head back and forth. He asked 
everyone the same question. We all said no.  
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His father left after a long night and promised 
never to return. We ran away to Mexico. His father 
left him a gift: an acoustic guitar. A Mexican acoustic 
guitar.  

 
That same summer he was molested and raped 

by his mother’s best friend. He told his mom, but it 
did not make the abuse stop. She abused him two 
more times. His mom eventually confronted her. No 
authorities were involved. His mother stopped the 
abuse by cutting all ties with her best friend. It was 
the worst year of his life.   

 
He learned to run early on from danger and 

abuse. No matter the circumstances or people. He ran 
away from his mother, his family, numerous times. 
He ran away from numerous girlfriends when he 
knew he was being abused in any sort of way. When 
he was getting cheated on, mistreated, or ignored. He 
ran. He ran away from trouble and from stress. He ran 
away from pain and suffering. He was a loner. He was 
a flight-er not a fighter. He did not like to fight. 
Sometimes stress caused confusion and depression. 

 
He was physically running whenever his mom 

would chase him in order to discipline him. He was 
young at the time and he was belted, and hit with the 
chancla (slipper). One time his mother made him pick 
his own tree branch from the backyard so he could get 
whooped. Yet, sometimes he was Tom chasing his 
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mom for love, attention, and most importantly, an 
ear.  

 
He ran away to college. Throughout his 

college years his mom and he went through a cycle of 
mental and emotional abuse. They went through 
periods when they did not talk to each other and had 
no contact. This usually happened after an argument 
or after one of them, or both, were seriously hurt. 
Danny remembers one weekend when he was 
nineteen. He was in college in Springfield and came 
home for the weekend. It was Sunday and he asked 
her for something on the way out the door. It was 
probably money. He walked out the door with his bag 
and turned back to say bye to his mom. His tears were 
running down his face. He remembers the look in her 
mother’s face. She smiled and he could see she had 
sympathy for him. She felt hurt and happy that he was 
in pain. She smiled at him while staring at his tear-
filled eyes. He stared at her with pity, begging for 
attention, affection, or love through his eyes. His 
mother said, “Ay, mijo!” as she closed the door and 
he turned and walked away to the train station with a 
stinging pain in his heart. 

 
When he got older he understood what his 

mom went through for her children. Danny never 
understood this when he was young. He knew that 
living was not easy for his mom. It was a constant 
struggle to live beyond the past. Trauma and abuse 
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were in the past. The struggle was the present. There 
was always a way to survive. There was always a way 
to live. His mom was married before. She had been 
abandoned by her first husband and then was abused 
by Danny’s father.  

 
There were times when they both craved each 

other’s attention and affection. His mom and he were 
both lonely and needed to see each other’s eyes. They 
missed each other’s presence. When he was away he 
called and called her home phone to speak. He was 
always afraid that something terrible was happening 
to her. His paranoia was uncontrollable when he was 
apart. He missed and missed. There were intervals 
when he lived with his younger sister in South 
Chicago, and after college he had his own apartment 
in South Chicago as well. It made no difference he 
still missed her more. Their proximity to each other 
did not matter. Their emotional attachment was strong 
no matter where he lived. 

 
He became obsessed over his relationship with 

her. He became obsessed over his ability to control 
the intensity and closeness of their relationship. As he 
grew older he learned to control the emotions he felt 
when he thought about his mother. He remembers 
feeling anger and frustration over his inability to 
control the dynamics and pace of their relationship. 
The pacing of arguments. His anger and frustration 
eventually, as he grew older, grew into acceptance 
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and understanding. There were times when their 
relationship was in shambles. During these times the 
depression between them was overwhelming. The 
negative thoughts between them could be felt in the 
air, in the atmosphere, and terrorized their minds. 
Pessimism. It was during these times that they fell 
silent in each other’s presence and let their 
depressions sink into them. They both knew there was 
nothing good in their thoughts, so they lifted each 
other’s spirit. He would ask common questions, 
“What did you eat today?’ “Is there any mail?” These 
questions were meant to start their conversations so 
they could talk about more important things.  
“Yesterday, you said something that really bothered 
me?” During these tense moments Danny could not 
control his breathing and usually waited in a panic for 
her to answer.  
 

“I don’t remember.” “You’re crazy, mijo.” 
“That never happened.” “I said something else.” He 
became exasperated and looked her in the eye and 
forgave her as he breathed out.  

 
“Okay, mami,” he said as he surrendered and 

changed the topic of conversation to keep his mom by 
his side. 

 
He conversed with her to calm her anger, 

which eventually would turn into compassion. At 
times there was nothing to say. There were many 
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thoughts unexpressed between them. They were a lot 
of things unsaid. Silence sometimes turned into 
something ugly. Something resembling resentment. 
Either way she showed love. It was present. In her 
own form and in their own way they showed love to 
each other. They hugged and kissed. It was not all that 
bad. They had golden moments. Moments of charity 
and affection that they both cherished. They had an 
uncommunicative and permanent connection. His 
mother gave him life. So she was his life.  

 
When Danny did not speak to his mother, he 

did not know how to act. He did not know how to 
survive. He did not know how and what to eat, when 
to sleep, what to do, and where to go. He ran to her. 
He did not know anywhere else to go. He needed 
guidance and needed for her to tell him what to do. He 
usually knew what to do, but he needed assurance that 
his instincts were correct. When he did not follow her 
advice he usually made the wrong decision. His 
decisions were based on his needs and wants. 

 
He and his mother had a strong bond and 

connection. They had empathy for each other. She 
knew what was going on in his life, inside of him, 
before he explained things to her in words. His 
visitations, once he was older, were based on needs. 
He either needed to be consoled or he went home 
because he was hungry. Or both. He was always on 
the move to her home, his home. He needed to be 
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with her when they were both feeling pain. He needed 
to make sure that his feelings and instincts were 
correct. He needed to make sure his pain was worth 
something. By seeing his pain reflected back in her 
eyes he confirmed that their pain existed. They were 
both bonded and connected. Once he got to his early 
thirties he would catch her but the rewards weren’t 
there. He spent his adulthood trying to please his 
mother because he knew she was unhappy. He learned 
to pursue his own interests no matter what the other 
thought or said, or whether she approved. He knew he 
was going down an endless rabbit hole if he spent his 
life pleasing his mom. It was suicidal. But his mother 
was his mother and he knew she was always going to 
be there. When he became thirty he came to this 
realization and accepted the fact that he was never 
going to change his mother. All he could do was learn 
to change himself and accept her for who she was. 
Which was his mother. 
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MATTHEW CARNERO MACIAS 
 
 
THE SOONER YOU ACCEPT 
IT THE EASIER IT WILL BE 
 
 

“What you and I captured cannot be recreated 
because it is a feeling, it is a yearning, it is an energy 
and a connection, and it is a godly agreement and 
magnificent attraction, that declares if we were to ever 
give up on each other, no matter what happened, we 
would be giving up on ourselves. So, all that I ask, is 
that you remain open to the universe and its 
possibilities, because it smiles upon us, always and 
forever. Love works in mysterious ways and the 
future is unpredictable. Time moves slow, no need to 
rush it, but what comes of it, we all must accept.” 

This is what I tried so desperately to convey in 
a 5,719 word, 18-page letter. I began writing it on 
New Year’s Eve and sent it three days later. On that 
particular night, I had nowhere to be and no one to 
see—spending alone without a companion is 
something I now have to get used to. I was obsessing 
over my ex-girlfriend who told me she no longer 
missed me during the holidays, who said she doesn’t 
owe me anything—not even an apology—and who 
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waited just four weeks after our separation to give 
herself to another man. 

The letter attempted to condense the last 
decade of my life. It began with the tragic death of my 
parents during my senior year of high school, and it 
concluded with a bittersweet finale of 2019—my 
university graduation—all in hopes of crafting the 
best explanation possible of the shortcomings I’ve 
now come to terms with. What I’ve realized is that 
when you pray and beg for something you desire and 
crave, patience is virtue, and so, an unbeknownst 
blessing will come into your life—one that is 
unexpected but necessary, obscure yet powerful, and 
the sooner you accept it, the easier it will be. 

My blessing was the “Emergency Contact” 
epiphany. That’s when I realized she called my bluff. 
It’s too late now—from the looks of it. It was a 
player’s move with a high risk and unfortunately, no 
reward—funny thing is, I stopped playing any kind of 
game years ago. 

Just imagine for a second, looking down at a 
job application. Now imagine, the “Emergency 
Contact” list that we all have to fill out when we’re 
hired for a new job. What I was used to and so proud 
of—and appreciated very much—was the privilege to 
list my lovely girlfriend as the number one person on 
this list. I can’t do that anymore. I can’t put her down 
as my “Emergency Contact.” I wish I could, but I 
can’t. She wants to be someone else’s “Emergency 
Contact.” I had my turn. She had her turn. My once-
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lover, -partner, and -significant other doesn’t want to 
be put in that box or on that line. Now it’s my instinct, 
to put the love of my life before family or friends—
both who I love dearly. Perhaps, because she’s better 
equipped to handle the situation—in the event I get 
my head busted open by a beer bottle (while 
bartending) or I find myself in an unknown apartment 
complex, regaining consciousness and screaming in 
pain from being hit by something or hit by someone 
(the latter is true and happened just four months ago, 
but that’s am entirely separate story). I mean think 
about it, you sleep, shit, eat, and sex with this person. 
You’re not going to do that with family—unless it’s a 
fetish porn—however, there is a chance this might 
happen between friends who got too drunk one night 
and talked their way into bi-flexibility, who knows. 
The day might come when the one person you relied 
on for everything—including your own happiness—is 
gone. They are no longer your “Emergency Contact.” 
Whether I was single or in a superficial relationship, I 
wanted my brother Romano to be notified—first—of 
my tragic shortcomings. But all of that changed when 
I met her. I wanted her to give the bad news to my 
family. That’s what I consider to be unconditional 
love and trust. 

The “Emergency Contact” forced a flashback 
of her thirsty eyes and her chubby-cheek smile. It was 
immediately followed by a burning sensation in my 
chest and in my conscious. I shut my eyes for a 
moment and squeezed my fists until the knuckles 
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turned white. I made sure no one around me could see 
my watery eyes. This is what you call uncontrollable 
dismay and dissatisfaction. I proceeded to fill out the 
Bartender application. 

So, as I continued to fill out the application for 
the sixth time, to once again, sling drinks and keep the 
bar, I was reminded of the inconvenient truths of my 
existence. Terms like current address, previous 
address, spouse, widow, single, etc., are all memories 
that I have to re-live—believe me, they’re 
excruciatingly unpleasant. The current address I wrote 
down is one that is very familiar. In fact, it’s the third 
time I’ve called this place home, and each time was 
for the same reason—I tapped the bottom of the bottle 
one too many times and it shattered, spilling its last 
remaining contents, which can never be recovered, 
refilled, or replaced. The same can be said about my 
bank account and my credit cards. Operating on 
empty, never being fully replenished and incessantly 
attempting to raise the limits. 

As I sit in an empty, under-construction bar, I 
stare at these prompts carefully. For just a moment, I 
began daydreaming of movies with cliché happy 
endings. A movie where second chances are granted, 
and forgiveness is taken. The setting evoked such 
musings, but I soon realized that none of it mattered 
anymore. 

It’s a sad and miserable feeling, when you 
miss someone so much, you wake up in the morning 
with a stomachache because their smell and warm 
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body no longer rests besides you, and you can’t sleep 
at night because your heart won’t allow it—it’s too 
busy beating outside of your chest, anxious about 
their whereabouts; hair begins to disappear and fall 
out and that receding hairline continues crawling 
away from your forehead; pounds are shed, and 
thinning ensues; innocent and mundane stimuli trigger 
agony and weeping—love hurts. 

For the last four months, my heart has been 
continually broken—by my ex-girlfriend, her family 
and friends, and by my family, and friends, social 
media, and of course, myself. To illustrate, it took 10 
years to find what I felt was true love and it took just 
2 years to lose it. But in that decade-long 
shortcoming, sobriety, self-care and self-love was 
what I found instead. This is my navigation of the 
path from pain to pleasure and prosperity. 
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S.J. 
 
 
FROM THE BOOK I WILL 
NEVER WRITE: LOST LOVE 
FOUND 
 
 
Nothing has meaning anymore, he thought to himself. 
Nothing at all. He was staring at his document. Not a 
single word was written since that night happened. 
That night that feels like it just happened. As if the 
wounds were fresh. But, In fact that night months ago. 
In his hometown. He ran his fingers through his jet 
black hair. Fixed his glasses. And stared back at the 
screen. Time seemed to pass. Tick tock. Tick tock. 
Words weren’t formulating, there was nothing left in 
him. Except for broken pieces of glass. He has a 
deadline at the end of the month. He has been 
extending it for the last couple months now, hoping he 
would somehow come to his senses. But apparently, 
that has not happened yet. This is his last chance. He 
needs to turn in to his publisher. 
 
All he goes back to is that night. He asked her to 
come with him to New York. He knew it was a risk, 
he knew he was being selfish, asking her to leave 
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everything and everyone and move with him to a 
place they’ve only visited a couple times, They even 
stayed together through university They were meant 
to be, he knew since he was young. He thought she 
would come with him.  But it was this move, this 
move from Pennsylvania: a small town in PA, to New 
York would be their breaking point. They thought that 
they would be together forever. That night, she said 
no. She told him that she didn’t want to leave, but 
instead of asking him to stay she told him to go and 
chase his dreams. His throat starts to close when he 
remembers how she at that moment gave him back the 
promise ring. She broke up with him in her parents 
bookstore. After they had been together for more than 
10 years. He left that night. Maybe it was a mistake. 
No he KNEW it was a mistake. 
 
Even almost 8 months later he knew it was a mistake. 
There wasn’t a day that would go past without him 
remembering her, the smallest things would trigger it. 
The color he saw, the smell of misty rain, Alfredo 
pasta, so on. 
 
He snaps out of his daydream and looks at the time 
10:00 pm. There is something in him that tells him to 
go to her, to go to her parents’ bookshop after all they 
don’t close until 2 am.  If he leaves right now, he 
could make it. But could he really do that? Could he 
go back into her life knowing she didn’t want to 
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leave, that she loved it there that New York wasn’t 
her dream but his dream? 
 
He could. He needs to. As stupid as it sounds he 
thought without her, life seems to have no meaning. 
He made a mistake and now he had to fix it. He had 
no choice. He had to fix it, he had to fix them. They 
belonged together. 
 
He made his choice.  He is going to go find her and 
fix this. He grabs a bag, filling it with clothes, his 
laptop, and most importantly, he slips the ring, into 
his bag. A new ring. A new promise ring. For the 
future, for new promises. 
 
The drive is long and filled with anticipation. There is 
something in the air and he can’t figure out what it is. 
His eyes start to droop as he gets closer to his 
destination. Stopping for coffee and a breathe, he 
steps outside and breathes in the cool air. It fills his 
lungs. 
 
One hour turns into two and two hours turn to Three. 
1 am he was in his hometown.  A place he thought in 
a way he would never see again. He had nothing left 
except her and the bookstore.  The light is on, the 
door still has the cheesy welcome sign. Parking his 
car down the street, and walking up to the bookstore: 
all these memories montage into one big flashback 
scene. 
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Then there he was. Right at the door, opening the 
door; no one was behind the counter but a man about 
his age was looking through some books. Ignoring the 
man he went to the back of the bookshelves.  Trying 
to grab courage, he traces over the books with his 
fingers, deciding to pick one or two out to buy. 
 
Then he hears faint talking and he sees her: she had 
grown  out her small brown bob. Now, her hair 
reaches at least mid-back and even after all this time 
she is breathtaking. She looks even prettier than she 
was when they were together. He can see her but she 
can’t see him; this was their special spying spot.  But, 
then he sees the man flirting with her and his heart 
drops to his knees. If he lost her it's his own fault. He 
was and still is an idiot. 
 
“Ty, I told you. I am not looking for anyone at the 
moment.” Her melodious voice calls out. 
 
---  
 
She didn’t know why she liked the night but she 
always did. She was a real night owl--she stayed  and 
closed the shop around 2 am. But not many people 
came during this time, only weirdos and she knew she 
was one.  
 
It's been a quiet night like it has for the past 6 
months.  She is organizing books in the backroom; 
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The only person up front is Ty the son of her Dad’s 
friend. Who keeps her company most nights but she 
knows he likes her and has liked her for a long time. 
But she was still hurting from her previous love. 
Being with someone for 10 years and still loving them 
doesn't fade easily.  Some days-- actually, most days 
she wonders if she made a mistake by telling him to 
go. But that was his dream. 
 
Ignoring Ty, she looked around the bookstore. She 
swore she had heard someone come in because the 
bell rang when she was organizing things in the back. 
Right as she was turning to ask Ty, she saw a shadow 
of someone she knew better than herself lurking 
behind the secret spot. 
 
“It can’t be” she breathes and to her surprise it was 
him. They lock eyes from far and it seems as if they 
are the only two people in the shop. Her breath was 
caught within her lungs.  
 
He looks the exact same apart from the tiredness 
present in his features. Walking a little bit closer, she 
gives him a small smile and all of a sudden it feels 
surreal, like she was having an out of body 
experience. 
 
“How may I…” she stops when she saw those brown 
eyes. Those brown eyes that aren’t just brown but 
chocolate honey. Her heart is pounding out of her 
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chest. She honestly thought she would never see him 
again, but here he is in the flesh. 
 
“Hi.” he said with a certain nervousness lingering 
in  his voice, and as if this was some great romance 
novel he stepped up so close that she could see the 
bags under his eyes and the stubble that has grown on 
his face. 
 
“I miss you- I’m sorry. I know- but nothing's the 
same. Writing isn’t the same without you. The moon 
isn't the same without you. Hell, coffee isn’t even the 
same without you. I have no right to come back here... 
“ There is a pause for dramatic effect, she guessed. A 
small smile starts playing on her lips. 
 
“6 months too late. I should have come back that 
night, but I was stupid. I still am stupid. I don’t want 
to live in New York if it isn’t with you. If I can’t have 
you then it's my own fault.”  He was declaring his 
love for her. She had dreamt of this moment for the 
last 6 months on a loop and now it’s here. 
 
She, reaching to intertwine their hands says  “I didn’t 
want to be the one holding you back. I was the reason 
you stayed here in Pennsylvania and you didn’t go to 
Chicago where you were accepted into the best 
writing program in the country. But I couldn’t do that 
to you again. So I let you go and you know what, I 
regretted it every day for the last 6 months because 
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you were meant to be mine. But, If you love someone, 
set them free and if they come back to you, then they 
were meant to be yours. So I was a fool.. I have a 
question…” 
 
It was something that had been in the back of her 
mind ever since he left. They had  broken up so even 
if he had found someone else, she shouldn’t  be mad. 
She shouldn’t be mad. But she needed to know. 
 
“Did you ever meet someone new?” her voice got 
smaller, hiding her head behind a book. 
 
A small smile displayed on his lips accompanied by a 
small chuckle. “No. I couldn’t ever.” 
 
Raising his eyebrows he asks “You?” while looking at 
Ty in the background who seems to be recording their 
encounter.  
 
“No!” horrified that he thought she and Ty. Ew. He’s 
like a little brother to her.  
 
They are so close that their lips could touch in one 
moment.  
 
Micheal wandered over to the bookstore to see what 
was keeping his daughter so late; he had texted Ty a 
billion times but the kid wasn’t replying. As of late, 
she has been fragile. She had done something that she 
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didn’t want to do but did because she thought it would 
be for the best. 
 
 It was 2 am now. He saw the light open and looked 
through the window. There she was with him. 
Micheal smiled. He knew that they wouldn't have 
been able to stay away from each other. Then Micheal 
saw him drop on one knee and the boy held out a ring 
and there she was stunned. Micheal gasped so loud 
the three heads turned to him (Ty for some reason was 
recording this which would be interesting to watch 
later). He gave them a thumbs up and headed home. 
 
“So?” he asked after her dad left. “You…, we are 
meant to be.” He looked at her. 
 
She shook her head yes. “What about your home? 
New York? Writing?” 
 
He hugged her and whispered. “Home is wherever 
you are, I can write from here also and New York. It 
isn’t what I thought it would be.” 
 
Everything has meaning now. Everything. It is as if 
they both saw the world in color once more. 
 
They hear sobs in the background. Both turned their 
heads to find Ty crying. “Man, that was so beautiful. 
Grayson and Penny… I knew..” Then tears flow down 
his eyes. 
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“Group hugs?” Ty yells and hugs both Grayson and 
Penny.  
 
The End  
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ANA CAROLINA PERES BOGO 
 
 
FOR EVERMORE 
 
 

The invitation arrived on a Thursday. It was in 
a white envelope that matched with the invitation. 
There was a golden outline and the writing was made 
in the same shiny ink. It was a weird thing that her 
apparently new neighbors, for until this point she had 
passed the enormous house several times and it was 
always empty, invited her to such a grand party. It 
was a celebration, but it was not clear what they were 
celebrating in the incredibly poetic handwriting.  
 
 Eliza was in the living room between the beige 
walls. She went to her window, which was outlined 
by a sheer curtain; just as the window on the other 
side of the main door was. It faced the street that was 
almost entirely empty of movement; sometimes a 
lonely car would pass by. She brought her warm cup 
of hot chocolate close to her chest and read once more 
the invitation. Eliza wondered if they sent it to the 
wrong address, but it clearly stated her name. She 
thought about looking into her neighbor’s mail boxes 
to see if they were invited as well, but the fear of 
being caught was stronger than her need to know.  
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 The party was on Saturday, therefore she did 
not have a lot of time to plan anything. It took a 
couple of hours but Eliza finally decided to put on a 
simple dandelion yellow dress that had delicate black 
outlines of flowers throughout; with a simple small 
black heel. She looked pleasant enough and that was 
her booster to walk the five minute walk she had to 
reach the party. The mansion was white and the 
garden in front of it appeared to shine due to the 
enormous lights that were lighten up inside. The 
house always stood out for her, not only because of its 
enormous size but also because of its facade it 
appeared to belong to another decade.   
 
 There were a lot of people in the garden in 
front of the house. And it did not take Eliza a long 
time to realize they were all wearing vintage clothes. 
The girls wore loose dresses in absurd colors and all 
the men had on very refined suits. Eliza cursed under 
her breath while she looked inside her compact purse. 
Was this a costume party? She forgot the invitation in 
her house, even though she was almost sure she had 
placed it inside her purse.  
 
 When she walked by the people in the front 
yard, they all smiled and even waived at her. Even 
though there was a certain eeriness in this she felt 
more relaxed by the friendly approach, and even more 
so when she stepped inside the house. Something 
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about the high ceiling and the loud jazz playing 
calmed her increasing anxiety. She briefly closed her 
eyes and took a deep breath. When she opened them a 
man with a very long mustache and a purple velvet 
suit was looking at her. He approached her with his 
undeniably perfect smile and open arms.  
 
 “You must be Eliza, our neighbor. Welcome, 
welcome! I’m Mr. Patrick, the owner of the house.” 
He firmly grabbed her hand and gave a good shake 
before placing her arm in his. “I’m so glad you could 
make it.”  
  
 “Thank you for the invitation.” She said while 
selecting the golden champagne in the intricate glass 
Mr. Patrick got for both of them when a cater passed 
by. The party appeared to become even bigger as they 
started to approach its heart. The main room was 
circular and with a glass ceiling that was breathtaking. 
There were feathers in all colors of the rainbow, 
followed by almost naked girls. Fountains of 
champagne were placed in every corner of the room, 
and in the room's  center a huge mass of an 
unbelievable amount of people were dancing.  
 
 “Ha!” Mr. Patrick let go of Eliza’s arm 
abruptly and grabbed a brown haired woman who was 
two inches smaller than him. “I was looking for you 
honey! Where were you?!” There was an 
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aggressiveness in everything Mr. Patrick did that 
made Eliza slightly uncomfortable.  
  
 “My dear, this is Eliza. Our neighbor! She 
made it. Isn’t it splendid?” The woman, who at first 
appeared a bit overwhelmed by her husband’s 
approach, instantly relaxed. A wide smile appeared on 
her sparkling red lips. Her green eyes matched her 
emerald dress. They were almost shining when they 
fixed on Eliza’s face. “Nice to meet you Eliza, I’m 
Daisy.” A small and nervous giggle erupted from 
Eliza’s throat. Both of them stared at her with a slight 
confusion in their expressions, “The name Daisy in a 
big party like this, it is not hard to associate with, you 
know...” They continued not understanding what she 
was saying, and she continued feeling  the urge to be 
accepted by this odd couple “The Great Gatsby? The 
book…”  
  
 They both interlocked eyes and laughed a little 
“No, I’m afraid neither of us know this book.” Their 
sympathetic smiles made the embarrassment a little 
easier to deal with. This was not the first time Eliza 
made a reference that no one understood. Daisy 
grabbed Eliza by the arms and — almost as 
aggressively as her husband — led her to the middle 
of the crowd. “So, Eliza what do you do?” “I teach 
kids english, seventh grade mostly.” Daisy nodded her 
head in approval. “That's incredibly nice.” They 
stopped a couple of times when people approached 
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the hosts. After listening to a very intoxicated girl in a 
pink dress talk for about ten minutes, Daisy and Mr. 
Patrick both looked at her with embarrassed 
expressions. They mirrored each other so perfectly 
that it was a very comical image. “I'm so sorry about 
that Eliza. Unfortunately, to throw parties like this 
comes with some downsides I am afraid.” He sounded 
very dull while stating that, a huge contrast with his 
earlier attitude. Daisy quickly picked up and 
continued the conversation.  
 
 The ballroom was so spectacular that tears 
formed at the corners of Eliza's eyes. The glass ceiling 
with the golden details that intertwined with the 
delicate wallpaper was something that she could never 
imagine. The marble floors reflected the laughter of 
the couples who were dancing. It was an incredible 
feeling, to be a part of something so magnificent as 
this. She couldn’t quite believe that she was actually 
invited to be here, and for that she could not be more 
grateful. 
 
 “These over there are our newest friends, I 
think you might really like them.” Daisy said with a 
smile. They stopped near a group of people located 
near one of the fountains of liquor. The group 
contained five people, three men and two women. 
Two men and a girl were sitting in a small velvet 
couch. One of them had blonde hair and a navy blue 
suit. The other one, with black hair and brown suit, 
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had his arm around one of the girls. She giggled when 
he said something in her ear. The other girl, in an 
orange dress, appeared to be intrigued by what the 
blonde and the last man were talking about.  
  
 “Everyone, this is Eliza. She never came to 
one of our parties.” Everyone's attention was quickly 
drawn to her. All of them smiled to her, and the girl 
who was giggling got up and seat in the arm of the 
sofa so that Eliza would have a place to sit. “This is 
Henry, Charles, Jane, Emma and Jean.” They all 
waved at her or nodded in acknowledgement.  
 
 They always kept her glass full. When the 
conversation became more serious, bottles of whiskey 
were brought in. If they were talking about a fond 
memory from their childhood, it was strawberry 
liquor that they would drink. After a while — she was 
not certain of how much time had passed — she 
started to feel as if she was a part of the group. Even 
though in the beginning Eliza felt that she was an 
outcast, for they all talked about heritage and castles. 
However, as the conversation progressed that feeling 
died, and it was as if she had known them all her life. 
She wished she had, for then it would not have been 
so lonely.  
  
 “So Eliza, we were talking about the most 
ridiculous memories that we could think of. Henry’s 
memory is of himself falling off an unmoving horse in 
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his parent's house. Jane remembered when she was 
almost left behind on a train station platform because 
she was looking at this most precious doll and became 
separated from her parents.”  
 
 “It was indeed quite precious.” Jane stated 
with a smile.  
 
 “I remembered when I went to New York 
when I was about six years old. I started to cry 
because we went to a jewelry store and I wanted the 
most expensive necklace, because it was pink.”  
 
 “It was my turn to speak when we were rudely 
interrupted by Eliza’s arrival.” Jean said while 
winking at Eliza. They all laughed and waited for the 
next tale. “I was about five years old, a young and 
brilliant young boy if you allow me to be honest. I 
was in my grandparents' place, as most of us were in 
that period of our lives, and found a sword in the attic. 
Mind you, it was a real sword, but I did not know that. 
So I started to run and bug the servants who worked 
in the house until I almost cut myself in the face when 
I swung it trying to cut a flower bouquet that was in 
the middle of the reading room in half. I put too much 
force in it and could have ended up without a limb but 
luckily the main servant saw me and screamed and 
that made me drop it immediately.”  
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 Everyone laughed and imagined — with the 
help of him almost performing his tale — a young boy 
with an enormous sword. After a couple of minutes 
the conversation turned to lovers and the inevitable 
question popped up not long after. It was Jean who 
asked Eliza if she had anyone.  
 
 “I’m afraid I don’t have anyone right now.” 
She answered a bit embarrassed. Before anyone could 
say anything, Emma stated harshly “Good. That will 
make things easier, ” and then drank the rest of her 
drink in a single gulp. Everyone was quiet for a beat, 
but then the conversation continued as if nothing had 
ever happened.  
 
 They talked and drank for a long period of 
time. She had passed the drunken phase and was just 
starting to feel tired. She looked at the windows to see 
if the sun had come up yet but it was still very dark. 
Eliza started to get confused, but her tiredness came 
over and she ended up sleeping in the couch next to 
her new friends. Most of them were already sleeping 
when she began to drift off into unconsciousness. 
Only Henry kept looking at the sky drinking. Maybe it 
was her imagination but at that moment, she could 
swear she had seen thin streams of tears on his 
cheeks.  
 
 Eliza woke up and looked around her. Henry, 
Charles, Jane, Emma and Jean were all laughing and 
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drinking. The hosts were nowhere to be found. She 
felt extremely disorientated. Had she only slept a 
couple of minutes? She indeed felt as rested as if she 
slept all night. She sat up and looked at them. It was 
Emma who noticed her confusion and sighed. “Are 
you feeling better Eliza?” “Yes, thank you. I’m just 
—“ She placed her head into her heads “What time is 
it? How long was I asleep?” 
 
 A feeling of anxiety started to spread through 
her. When she was about to get up, Emma placed her 
hand on Eliza’s chest; stopping her movement. She 
had a very serious expression on her face “I need you 
to calm down and listen.” Eliza did not know if the 
others were listening to their conversation, for 
everything around Emma became blurred. “You slept 
twelve hours.” Eliza quickly looked at the sky and 
was incredulous, how could that be if it was still so 
dark? “I know you are confused, we all were. I need 
you to pay attention because I’m only saying this 
once.”  
  
 When it became clear that there would be no 
interruptions, even though her mind was racing with a 
million of questions, Emma sighed. “It is still night, 
because it has been this way since the nineteen 
hundreds.” She paused to let her words sink in “This 
party never stops and it never will. And once you get 
in, you can never get out.”  
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GEORGE O SANTOS 
 
 
DEAR MIGUEL 
 
 

Miguel licked his ice cream and contemplated 
on whether he wanted to talk to the old man. 

He was an old man by himself near the shade 
of the tree Miguel was about to get in. He was in the 
local park in the neighborhood. It wasn’t as large as 
the other parks in Chicago like Marquette, Humboldt, 
or even McKinley, but it felt like home with its torn 
sign, missing swing, and rich as ever green grass and 
trees.  

Miguel had seen the old man before since he 
lived right next door. He’d always see him walk in the 
morning as he left for school, so it was strange to still 
see him by himself because no one came to these park 
gigs by themselves. It was a time to bring family, but 
here he was, all by his lonesome.  

The “Park Gigs” in question were what he 
called the Friday evenings when the neighborhood 
Marimba Ensemble performed in the local park right 
before the softball matches. In a neighborhood where 
it was normal to hear gunshots at night, it was also 
home to programs such as the Marimba Ensemble 
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where youth could gather to work together to play 
music. 

Miguel had just joined the Ensemble and this 
was his first gig. He had practiced for months waiting 
for a chance to play in front of a live crowd. He had 
been so excited on his way to the park but now as he 
was on intermission he realized he wasn’t having a 
good time because he had only played one song and 
the older players were playing all the good songs. Yet 
that wasn’t what was on his mind, this old man was. 

His clothes were wrinkly and his hair had 
white scattered about. Miguel saw that he had an ice 
cream cone that shook from the old man's hands.  

He reminded Miguel of his own grandfather. It 
might have been the similar stature of his body or the 
way they both dressed, but it was mainly the fact that 
he was eating an ice cream cone. His own grandfather 
enjoyed them up until he passed away three years ago, 
just right after Miguel's ninth birthday. The old man 
continued to lick his ice cream cone under the tree, 
until the wind interfered. 

He stared down at the ice cream and looked at 
the other kids with their cones, he had a tad of envy in 
his stare. It's so windy! Miguel thought. He stared in 
fascination. The old man looked like he was going to 
cry. He turned around as if to leave. 

Miguel checked his pockets. Yes! He could 
feel the four quarters in his pocket. He was going to 
buy some chips with the money, but now he didn't 
want that. 
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“Wait!” Miguel shouted. He did, he looked at 
Miguel as if he was dressed in a coat on a July day. 
Miguel looked at the ice cream, vanilla. He paid the 
ice cream man for an extra scoop. Next he went to ask 
a family if he could borrow a plastic cup and spoon. 
He dumped the ice cream inside and ran back to the 
old man. 

“Hi. Um, I saw you dropped it, and you looked 
like you were enjoying it.” Again, the old man stared 
in disbelief at the ice cream in the cup before taking it. 

“Thank you Mijo, that was nice of you…” His 
voice sounded just as defeated as his glare at the ice 
cream he dropped and he also had his grandfather's 
accent. What did they call it? “The accent from the 
motherland?” 

“You're welcome,” he said as he grinned at 
him. “Do you enjoy ice cream?” 

“Yes,” The old man replied and resumed 
eating his ice cream while looking at the sky. Miguel 
figured he should just walk away, but something 
about the way he stared at the sky prompted him to 
keep talking.  

“It's a great day isn't it?” Miguel asked and 
smiled at him when he saw a familiar gaze in Mister 
Javier’s eyes who chose not to respond. Around them, 
conversation among families continued as they sat in 
their steel chairs around the main gazebo awaiting the 
musicians to take the stage again. 

“It's not too hot and the wind feels good 
right?” Miguel asked, trying again. The old man 
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nodded and produced a grin. A forced one at that. 
Miguel wondered if he should have done this and 
wondered what to say to be excused when Mister 
Javier spoke again. 

“It is, I guess that's why the park lured me in. 
You play music? How long has this been happening 
here?” 

“The park gigs? Every Friday of every 
summer. You haven't heard? Everyone likes them. 
This is my first one. The crowd is awesome today 
don't you think so mister um…” 

“Mister Javier. You live next door right, 
um…”  

“Miguel. And yes I do. I see you in the 
mornings sometimes. Everyone sure is enjoying the 
music huh? I heard the group and audience watch 
games and eat food after we play. I heard it’s fun if 
you ever want to bring your family too.” 

This time, Mister Javier looked tense for a 
good ten seconds before he produced a nod and a lick 
to his ice cream. “Yeah…I guess…” He finished his 
ice cream and looked at Miguel and smiled. 

“That was very nice of you mijo…Gracias 
Miguel,” he offered his hand to Miguel, who 
considered the act a strange one considering it was 
just ice cream, accepted it and felt warmth when he 
received Mister Javier’s strong grip. 

“No problem!” He said and then he wondered 
what he should tell him when duty called. 
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“Miguel! Break is over!” The leader of the 
group said as he snapped his finger. 

Javier nodded, "You should get back. Thanks 
again." 

“No problem,” He turned to return to the 
Marimba, but stopped when he had an idea. “Say, any 
song requests?” 

Javier looked at the sky instead of his face,  
“Do you happen to know De Colores?” 

“I do! That was the first song I ever learned. 
I'll tell them and I'll even play for you!” He turned and 
ran with determination. The older players had their 
chance to play song after song, now it was his turn! 

They were deciding what to play when Miguel 
yelled De Colores. “Too slow,” A player said. 

“No, please! I promised Mister Javier I would 
play it for him.” He pointed to Mister Javier who 
stared in curiosity from a distance. 

The leader rolled his eyes, “Miguel, that song 
is slow and boring. No one likes it. The people want 
fast stuff right now, not this boring shit.” The word 
hurt Miguel as surely as it would have hurt Javier. De 
Colores was not shit, it was the song that started 
Miguel's journey as a Marimba Ensemble player. It 
was a song that an old man that enjoyed eating ice 
cream and probably didn't get out much wanted to 
hear. How something so beautiful got compared to 
shit was beyond Miguel. 

“No! Please, I promised him. I really want to 
play and you guys have been playing all the fast 
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songs. I've only played once!” He clasped his hands 
together and shook them. 

They stared at him and sighed, “Man 
whatever, but no more slow songs then. We're going 
fast the rest of the way.” 

“Okay!” Miguel quickly went for the pair of 
mallets and got in the center of the Marimba. He was 
too excited that he stared at Mister Javier and gave 
him a reassuring smile.  

Right as the leader counted down, his stomach 
turned upside down. He was now responsible for 
Mister Javier’s happiness. What if he messed up? 
What if Mister Javier left after he wasn’t impressed? 
Maybe he really should have left him alone so that he 
wouldn’t have to feel the pressure of this moment. 

He looked up to see what Javier was doing. He 
was looking at the sky and tears were falling down his 
face. Miguel wondered why tears were coming out, 
was this not the song he wanted? Then he saw the 
curve on his mouth. It was a large grin, then it turned 
into a smile that also looked familiar to Miguel. Good 
memories was all Miguel could assume, maybe a time 
when he shared his ice cream cones with others here 
or maybe in Mexico. The song brought all that, the 
song the older players called shit, the song that made 
Mister Javier's day. Most importantly, he wasn’t 
messing up! 

Miguel was bobbing his head, the rest of the 
players were stiff, but he swayed back and forth. He 
couldn't help it, and before he knew, neither could the 
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audience. In fact, they were grabbing partners and 
using the space in front of the marimba to dance. 
Miguel wasn't sure if they ever did this, but it was the 
first time he saw it, and De Colores was the reason for 
that!  

Mister Javier was laughing, the old man that 
cried for an ice cream cone was laughing! He didn't 
want it to end. So he whispered if they could do more 
to the marimba players on deck, they grinned and said 
yes. Miguel was now convinced this was the first time 
they saw them dance, at least to a slow song like De 
Colores. 

They repeated the song twice. In all, they were 
the best ten minutes Miguel ever spent in front of the 
Marimba. What a lovely sight. So many dancing 
partners. The last rays of sunlight in the evening 
seemed to glow a bit brighter than usual.  

The song ended and everyone clapped loud. 
Miguel was told that the first song back from 
intermission meant the audience had to find their 
energy, but they found it instantly this evening. The 
Ensemble clapped each other and then nodded at 
Miguel in approval. Good move kid, their glares read, 
good move. 

Everyone stayed where they were, they 
wanted to dance. The players went back to fast upbeat 
cumbias. They sounded great, but nothing would ever 
compare to the rich ecstasy De Colores gave the 
audience. 
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Miguel saw Mister Javier walking away. He 
had hoped he could talk to him one last time, but at 
least he had gotten what he wanted. 

After the performance, Miguel called his 
friends so they could watch the softball games and 
most importantly, so he could tell them about the gig. 
 
 

It was about a week when he got the letter. 
Miguel was playing his Nintendo Wii. He was 

so lost in Link’s quest as he slashed his sword through 
a castle that he didn’t hear his mother knock on his 
door. 

“Yes?” he called out as he pressed pause. 
“Mijo, you got a letter. But there’s no return 

address and it just has your first name.” she placed it 
on his lap, “Isn’t it heavy?” 

Right away, he knew who it had to be and 
ripped it open. There were several sheets filled in their 
entirety. Miguel’s mother gasped. 

“Miguel…do you know who sent this?” 
“I think so,” he said and stopped when he saw 

the letter was written in Spanish. Although he could 
speak the language and understand it, his reading 
skills in that language needed some work. 

“Will you help me read it?” she did. 
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Dear Miguel, 
 

Thank you so much for what you did last 
week. I hope you know that you did more than buy ice 
cream and play a song. I have a lot to thank you for, 
so I need to start from the beginning so you 
understand. 

I was born in Mexico and met a beautiful girl 
there named Lucia. I felt she was my meaning in this 
life. I loved her so much. She made me forget about 
everything I was going through. My family didn't 
have a lot. I was told to stop going to school so I 
could go work and help my family with money. I 
wasn't very successful. I wasn't as big as the other 
boys working in the D.F. I found out I was in a 
territory I didn't belong in so I got jumped on a lot. I 
did jobs like that until I met Lucia when I was 15. I 
helped her carry her stuff from her grocery shopping 
trips in exchange for some change. I started to 
memorize her shopping schedule and went on 
purpose, I'd like to think she did the same thing. 

I asked her if I could take her out sometime, 
and she accepted. We started to get together to walk 
around the city. Even if all we were doing was getting 
a taco or going to the arcade so I could win her a 
plush doll. We had fun with what we had that we 
wanted more. We spent the next three years with each 
other and fell in love that we decided to get married. It 
was the greatest day of my life, seeing my Lucia 
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dressed in white for me. I guess the first part of our 
next journey began when she announced to me that 
she was pregnant. 

Lucia told me the news with a ray of light and 
some fears. Of course she would be scared, Lucia was 
only 16 when she was pregnant. I know now most 16 
year olds here in Chicago are usually worried about 
High School, not the pain of pregnancy. After she told 
me, we looked around us and knew there was no way 
we could have our baby grow up here. I once wanted 
to be an engineer and Lucia wanted to design dresses, 
but we had to let go of our dreams and put our 
attention to the baby. It was the baby that would be 
the one to be famous one day, our baby. 

We knew the answer: America. The land of 
opportunity as they called it. If Lucia gave birth to our 
baby there, the baby would automatically be a U.S 
citizen. I wasn't thinking about myself when I learned 
that, and neither was Lucia, I'm so certain of that. We 
just cared that there was hope for our new light. The 
baby was all we cared about, she was all we cared 
about.  

I had to work all day and night to save money 
so I could pay a Coyote to take us in a truck. I didn't 
see Lucia during that half year stretch. If I saw her, it 
was when I got back home to sleep for three hours, 
but we wouldn't say anything, there was nothing to 
say until we got to the states. 

The coyote got us into El Paso, Texas. We 
knew we had to travel away from the boarder. We 
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heard about a city called Chicago. There was a 
Mexican community there on the south side, so we 
went there. 

Lucia gave birth after a month in the Yards. 
She came out okay. Our light came out healthy, our 
Luz as we called her. 

We settled in, found jobs, and committed to 
Luz. We spent a good 30 years after we figured out 
life in the United States. Our Luz was about to be 30, 
and we were nearing 50. We grew her well I think. 
Not bad for some parents with no college education. 
Luz got a degree in medicine. She said she was going 
to do so many good things that I honestly didn’t 
completely understand when she explained them to 
me, but I knew she was going to do God’s work. She 
was so beautiful too, she had a whole career in front 
of her until the day before her 30th birthday.  

Luz said she was excited to return to Chicago, 
she studied in California you see. We had a surprise 
birthday party ready for her. She touched down in 
Chicago and instead of picking her up, we told her we 
were working, but we left the key under the rug to the 
apartment so she could get in. We were going to jump 
up and eat pozole and tres leches pastel. 

Luz rented a car and drove to us. It was dark 
outside by then. Miguel, sometimes people do bad 
things to others. Sometimes things don’t go according 
to plan. It was because of a stranger that Luz didn’t 
come home. That’s what the police told us.  
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We probably took off all the decorations a 
month later. In fact, every night we would sit in the 
kitchen waiting for her refusing to believe she was 
gone. When it finally hit us, Lucia destroyed her 
garden she made outside screaming to God telling 
Him He needed to return her. She still had things to 
do here so He would have to wait until He could meet 
HER Luz. I tried to calm her down, but I was begging 
God to return her too by the end of it. 

It took us years to get over the death, but the 
pain would come back every year on the eve of Luz's 
birthday. If only I had just picked her up. She would 
have eaten cake with us that night and gone on to do 
great things. 

We weren't perfect, I drank my fair share and 
Lucia smoked hers. Ever since Luz passed away, 
Lucia started to smoke a pack a day. I wanted to tell 
her to stop, but at the time, I knew she would tell me I 
had to stop drinking. Drinking made me forget, 
something she could relate to. I should have said 
something. Luz caught lung cancer. Due to her age, 
she didn't have long, but the doctor said he would try. 

I worked hard again. I ended up selling 
everything I had and slept in a house that barely had 
anything in it. I did everything I could to save Lucia 
because if she went away, I was going to be alone.  

Last year, Lucia went to go see Luz in the sky. 
I wasn't there for her last words. A nurse was. She 
said Lucia's last words were that she loved me and to 
keep on going. 
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I don't remember my last year besides drinking 
and working. I think this was when you and your 
family moved next door. I miss Lucia and Luz so 
much. I miss my wife's strong love and the way my 
daughter hugged me just as strong as she did when 
she was a little girl. They're gone now, all because of 
some guy and because life can be so cruel sometimes. 

I tried contacting my family in Mexico. As far 
as I know, I'm alone. I can't contact anyone, I had no 
purpose in life anymore, my legacy and love were 
both long gone. I had nothing to show for my life 
instead of what little I had in my apartment, so I 
decided I had enough of living this lonely life and 
went to buy a strong rope along with a pen and some 
paper. Sometimes things just don’t go according to 
plan. 

I wanted to get an ice cream first from the 
park. I used to take Luz there all the time when she 
was a little girl. The wind was bothering me, but I 
toughed it out so I could remember all the moments I 
spent with my two girls. I was deep in thought when 
the wind dropped it, then I met you. 

It was very nice of you to buy me another one. 
I thought life simply didn't want me to be happy so it 
took away my ice cream, now I know that's not the 
case. It was strange to have a conversation with 
someone. What did it for me was when you asked me 
if I had a song request. De Colores has a history for 
me. 
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The song played when Lucia and I first 
danced. It was while I danced that I realized she was 
more than my girlfriend; she was the love of my life. 
We'd look at each other and smile when the song 
came back to our ears. We decided to pass it on to our 
little Luz. 

Luz cried so much, but the only thing that got 
her to calm down was when I sang her De Colores. 
Most babies say mom or dad as their first word, but 
Luz said "Deeee...Coloreeeeeessss." Lucia and I 
hugged her and sang the rest of it for her. Her second 
word was Papi. 

I thought of all those times while you played. I 
looked at the sky and I felt Lucia and Luz hugging 
me. They didn't tell me anything, the hugs did more 
than enough. I started to remember some of our funny 
moments that I burst out laughing. The last time I 
laughed even a little bit, Luz was still alive.  

I went home after that and took a long look at 
the rope. It didn't take long for me to grab the knife 
from my kitchen to cut it up in pieces. I did the same 
to my note. I still had ink and paper, so I decided to 
write this. I'm writing this the day after some great 
news. 

I got a call from a sister of Lucia's that I didn't 
know was in Chicago. She was younger than Lucia by 
a few years and just came into Chicago from Mexico. 
She wanted to come here with her little girl. Her 
husband didn’t make it during the crossing, so she's 
wondering if I can help. Of course I could. 
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If I had gone through with what I was going to 
do, I wouldn't have been able to help them, I wouldn't 
have WANTED to help them. Miguel, you helped me 
to my new purpose in life. I want to do more than just 
help them, I want to hear you play De Colores again. I 
want you to play for them when I take them to the 
park every Friday for the rest of this summer and all 
summers to come. I want to make sure she can give 
her little girl a chance. 

Keep on smiling Miguel, there are a lot of 
people that need to see your energy. For some, that 
just might make the difference. I know it did for me. I 
now know my girls would not have wanted me to 
quit, they would have wanted me to find a reason to 
keep on going because I don't deserve to go out that 
way. I'm going to do all I can to give this new girl 
everything Luz had up until her death and then some. 
I'm going to help Lucia's sister as she would have, and 
I'm going to get involved in the neighborhood. Your 
beautiful work needs to be shown to everyone. There's 
a lot of people that need color in their life the way I 
did. 

Expect us on one of your park gigs. Please say 
thank you to the rest of the Marimba Ensemble, show 
them this letter. I don't mind. They need to know the 
kind of impact their work makes. God bless you for 
many years to come. Thank you Miguel. 
 
- Javier  
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The note was currently hung up on a wall 

where the Marimba Ensemble posted their 
appreciation letters. The letter made a few members 
cry the way it made Miguel and his parents cry. Javier 
returned the motivation because Miguel practiced 
harder in his own Marimba. He wanted to learn every 
song and play as many different songs in every gig, 
who knows what they might do?! 

The older players that played that day patted 
Miguel's back. Not bad kid, the pat said, not bad at all. 
They told him they were going to ask for more 
requests and play De Colores more often. 

The following Friday, Mister Javier did show 
up, and he was with a woman and little girl. When 
they showed up, Miguel told the players he was there 
and they all played De Colores. Miguel saw the 
woman was crying while looking at the sky and 
remembered the husband that wasn't there. 

Javier thanked the entire Ensemble after the 
gig. He introduced Luna and her daughter Mari. The 
frown he carried before was long gone. 

“Miguel, would you and your friends sit next 
to us so you can explain us the rules of softball?” 

“You bet Mister Javier! We'll sit by foul 
bleachers so we can try to catch foul balls! I'll get us 
hot dogs too, I hope you're hungry!” 

“Gracias...we'll leave two empty seats next to 
me and another empty seat next to Luna. We can put 
our drinks there and the balls we catch. Is that okay?” 
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Miguel said that sounded just fine. They 
walked to the bleachers with their food. They had a 
fun time. Javier caught three foul balls and Luna 
caught one. Javier gave one of his balls to Miguel 
because he said he only had two after all. They didn't 
shake hands after the game, they hugged each other 
goodbye and left the park.  

Miguel watched as Javier walked next to his 
new girls to go live their new life and ran up to his 
friends to go live his. 
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MAX WACKER 
 
 
THAT ONE JOKE STEVEN 
WRIGHT HAS ABOUT HARRY 
HOUDINI LOCKING HIS KEYS 
IN HIS CAR 
 
 

At the magic shop, near where I grew up, they 
would show you tricks all day: ball and cup, standard 
rope trick, pick a card, cigarette through a quarter, the 
tricks put my small mind in a tizzy. My dad would 
round me up when serious customers started piling in, 
or when the local clowns arrived to buy rubber 
chicken and parabolas. We’d run our errands, and I’d 
ask him, endlessly, how they did the tricks. We’d sit 
together in traffic, or walk down the aisles of no 
longer standing grocery stores, huddled in return 
lines, surmising the techniques or manipulations 
needed to perform the tricks I loved so much. You can 
never really figure it out, and I guess that’s the fun 
part, and that’s what my dad was good at, allowing 
my mind to wander and encourage my wildest 
fascinations.  
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I really don’t want to write this, but I cannot 
write anything else, no matter how hard I try. A few 
weeks ago, my dad called while I was sitting in my 
apartment to introduce me to something called 
amyloidosis, which is a disguise doctors use for 
explaining that your body has the capability of 
attacking its own heart, creating unhealthy proteins 
around the heart’s tissues, until it becomes so 
enlarged it can no longer function properly and it 
stops. This is the explanation I’m using to put off the 
thing I don’t want to write: my dad is dying. I mean, 
how the fuck are you supposed to respond to that 
news? I even feel bad that you had to read it, and I 
feel bad that my dad had to tell me, and I mostly feel 
terrible that all I could muster was “holy shit,” but at 
the same time, what else can you really say?  

I never really got good at magic. I had an array 
of tricks, minor deceptions, I learned the basics, but 
usually I performed them for my mom or little 
brother. I think the main deterrent was the fact that 
you had to practice a lot. I didn’t have the patience, or 
the attention span. That, and the fact that, once you 
knew how to do the trick, the mystique wore off. I 
didn’t spend all that time trying to figure out how to 
do it, I already knew. So, the mission becomes 
mystifying your audience, but my audience had to tell 
me I did a good job, and I knew I sucked, but my 
appreciation for the undefinable never left. In fact, I 
truly believe that my parents really tried to instill an 
appreciation for the things we do not know.  
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 In fourth grade, in the backseat of Tim 
Rimnac’s mom’s teal minivan, on the way home from 
school, I was told Santa Claus wasn’t real. It’s hard to 
remember if Tim spilled the beans, or if his mom just 
accidentally broke two kids’ hearts. At this point it 
doesn’t really matter. When I got home, I asked my 
mom if it was true and she told me the truth that I’m 
sure all parents fear to explain.  
 I never got good at the misdirect, which is a 
necessary component of magic. You need people to 
look at something else, or focus their attention 
elsewhere while you switch the cards and remove the 
fake finger. Everyone thinks it’s smoke and mirrors, 
but really it’s just getting people to care about 
something else for a second, which is what humans do 
all day every day, so it isn’t incredibly difficult. Still, 
it’s something you need to master.  

My mom explained that Santa Claus isn’t real, 
but that doesn’t mean the magic of Santa isn’t real. 
Santa Claus isn’t really about presents down the 
chimney, but about how you can make others feel, 
about how we all get to spend time as a family and 
share that magic with each other. My mom and I 
proceeded to run through all of the basics – Easter 
bunny, tooth fairy, Power Rangers – all of them were 
made up. That’s hard to handle as a fourth grader. At 
that age, it’s like the equivalent of being thirty and 
finding out your dad is dying. It shakes the core, 
reshapes the world you knew. But parents, at least my 
parents, were masters of the misdirect, they had so 
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much more practice than I. So, while my world was 
shattered, the magic was still there and this was a 
magic with no practice necessary. This was something 
you could create, you could feel.  

  There is absolutely no magic in dying. Or 
finding out that someone is dying. Try as I might, I 
just can’t find the awe in it. It’s mostly, at least for 
me, a big mess of confusing emotions. The doctor 
said my dad has three years, so at least there’s that. 
But now I approach everything I do with this timeline 
and it creates the strangest inner struggle. I question 
how I should do things with my dad, if I should say 
things a certain way, or not at all. I probably shouldn’t 
recommend this book or that song because there’s too 
much death. Don’t want to talk about future plans 
because he might not be able to be involved. I 
wonder, is life simply a continuing series of things we 
try and avoid with our parents? I used to not want my 
dad to know I was drunk or high, or getting bad 
grades, or sleeping with girls, or that I got in a fight, 
or that I took money out of his wallet, or took his car, 
and now I just don’t want him knowing how much I 
think about all the things his approaching death 
means. And maybe this is how you start getting good 
at the misdirect.  
 Harry Houdini, the world’s greatest magician, 
died in the least magical way. Some chump sucker-
punched him before a show. Houdini wasn’t ready for 
the punch, so he didn’t have a chance to take the 
blow. The punch led to internal organ issues that 
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ultimately killed him. His last words were, “I’m tired 
of fighting.” I read all about it at the history museum 
in Appleton, Wisconsin. My dad took me once, when 
I was a teenager. We made a whole day out of it. 
Houdini was born in Appleton and the town, not 
having much else to offer, takes great pride in the fact, 
dedicating a part of the museum to a constant Houdini 
exhibit. Someday I hope to take my child to the 
museum, and then drive him past the house where my 
dad grew up, and then where I grew up, and maybe 
he’ll do the same for his kid, until eventually, no one 
remembers the specifics and we’re all essentially 
getting metaphorically sucker punched in the gut. And 
our last words are always something along the lines of 
“I’m tired of fighting” and the chump throwing the 
punch is always life or I guess in this case, it’s death.  
 I’ve actually told my dad about how he helped 
shaped the way I see things. I sent it in an email and 
he got it in a McDonalds, and called me from the 
booth crying. Then, we both cried. I wonder if I 
should’ve waited. I was twenty-six then, and he 
wasn’t terminally ill. Would it have meant more now, 
or does it not matter at all? I constantly think about 
his eulogy –- when I’m riding my bike, driving in 
traffic, watching movies with my girlfriend, sitting in 
class, working at work - and I don’t think anything I 
could write will ever be enough. I’ve written it and 
rewritten it so many times, mostly when I should’ve 
been paying attention to something else, and it’s never 
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good enough. Just like my biting quarter execution or 
any slight of hand attempt.  
 I recently found an old trick I had gotten from 
the neighborhood magic shop. The way it works is by 
manipulating the audience’s answers. You always 
make sure you get the answer you need for the trick to 
work successfully. It’s not the kind of trick you 
perform for different people at a party for example, 
where people can begin to question why the performer 
is always getting the same answer. My dad bought the 
trick for me a long time ago on one of our weekend 
excursions. The clerk brought me to the overstuffed 
backroom to show me how the trick worked. When 
you’re a kid, you expect something magnificent, 
larger than life. You expect Santa, the Easter Bunny 
and Power Rangers, but in reality it’s like your 
friend’s mom’s minivan and your heart is breaking 
but you’re in a cramped back office and you’re too 
young to know any better.  

Figuring out the trick is always a little 
disappointing. It strips the amazement away and 
you’re just left with steps and form. They say 
amyloidosis is hereditary, or it can be. My dad always 
told me that his dad died from diabetic complications. 
But it was heart failure. And that was back in the 70s, 
they were barely diagnosing amyloidosis then. The 
doctor explained that if my dad carries the hereditary 
type of the disease, it’s possible that his dad died of 
amyloidosis and was misdiagnosed as diabetic 
complications. They tested my dad to see what kind 
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he carries, but we haven’t heard back yet. It’s strange 
to think not only that he’s on a timeline, but I might 
possibly be on one as well. Of course, we all are in the 
grand scheme of things. But if I don’t get taken out by 
the world, it’s a weird feeling potentially knowing 
what it will be that finally gets me. Revealing the trick 
of life, I suppose.  
 On a fishing trip a few years ago with my dad 
and brother, we sat in the boat all day. We didn’t 
catch anything, but we all talked like we did. We told 
dirty jokes and complained about bad beer. It had 
been so long since all three of us spent time together 
like that. After the weekend, my dad repeatedly said it 
was the best weekend of his life. My brother and I 
joked how surprising that was since not catching fish 
was sort of the norm for him. He laughed and we 
started making sure we all went fishing at least once a 
year. This year we’re going twice, once before 
diagnosis, once after – this week, actually. I’m 
nervous about so many things.  
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ARIEL NOTTERMAN 
 
 
VALEVICTORIAN: A 
MONOLOGUE 
 
 
(Lights up on VICTORIA, a 17-year-old. She is 
standing and holding index cards.) 
 

VICTORIA 
Good afternoon, students. I am thrilled and honored to 
be standing here, addressing you all, as your 
valedictorian. Seeing your bright, shining faces gives 
me hope for the future of our country and our world.  
 
As I’m sure you know, my name is Vicky Rosen. I’m 
an honors student, captain of the basketball team, 
editor-in-chief of the school newspaper, and last 
spring you might have seen my performance as Eva 
Perón in the school musical. Obviously, I know a little 
something about success. 
 
As the great poet and songstress Ariana Grande once 
said, “Yeah, it feels so good to be so young/And have 
this fun and be successful, yeah/I’m so successful, 
yeah.” Ms. Grande and I share many similarities. In 
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addition to sharing the same waifish figure and 
godlike vocal range, we are both successful young 
women. 
 
But what is success? Webster’s dictionary defines 
success as— 
 

(She spots something in the audience. Her entire 
demeanor changes.) 

 
Seriously, Bethany? Are you seriously on your phone 
during my big speech? You can’t go point-five 
seconds without texting somebody? 
 

(Slight pause.) 
 
Thank you. Thank you for putting your phone away. 
 

(Slightly fazed, VICTORIA skips to the next card. 
She regains her composure.) 

 
Success is made possible not only by our talented 
selves, but by those around us. I would not be 
standing here today if it weren’t for the amazing 
faculty here. Yes, I know I’m a little biased because 
my dad is the principal, but seriously, we should all 
take a moment to recognize the people who have 
shaped us into the young adults we are today. Just last 
week, Dad—Principal Rosen—found me crying on 
the bathroom floor. Instead of scolding me, he joined 
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me on the bathroom floor, and we cried about our 
problems together. 
 

(She detects something in the audience again.) 
 
Oh, you think this is funny, Bethany? I can hear you 
laughing. Like, seriously. Grow up. 
 

(She reverts back to her poised persona.) 
 
I would also like to thank my mom... 
 
(Her voice breaks. It is difficult to tell if the emotion 

is genuine.) 
 
I’m sorry, I get emotional...I would like to thank my 
mom for...for everything. None of this would have 
been possible without you. 
 

(VICTORIA notices something. She drops the 
sentimental act.) 

 
STOP FILMING ME, BETHANY! God! I’m having 
an emotional moment. No one watches your 
Instagram Stories anyway! 
 

(She immediately reverts back to being overcome 
with emotion.) 
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And I am so grateful for my fellow students. I feel so 
lucky to have grown up alongside each and every one 
of you, with the exception of Bethany right here, and I 
truly, truly mean that from the bottom of my heart. 
From rolling around in the dirt during recess, to 
calling the teacher “mom” —we’ve all been there, 
right? — to skipping class to go to Chipotle, you are 
all, like, literally my brothers and sisters—PUT THE 
PHONE DOWN BETHANY ROSEN—and this 
school is, like, literally my home. 
 
It is so fitting that this part of the house is called the 
living room, because I feel as if I have truly lived— 
 

(She sees something that marks the final straw. 
VICTORIA forgoes all poise and formality and 

addresses a different audience member.) 
 
Mom! She’s making fun of me! I worked really hard 
on this speech and she’s ruining it! I was going to talk 
about how nice it was being homeschooled but she 
won’t even give me a chance! 
 

(She turns her attention to her sister.) 
 
Stop filming me! I’m your valedictorian! I emptied 
the dishwasher today! 
 

(Lights out.) 
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ARIEL NOTTERMAN 
 
 
TIME WILL TELL 
 
 

“This is my car?”  
Hunter blinked again. The sunlight bounced 

off the vehicle’s glossy exterior and shot straight into 
his eyes. Hunter’s grandfather stood next to him, 
grinning.   

“Ain’t she a beauty? An old buddy of mine 
fixed her up,” said Grandpa.   

When Hunter stepped off the bus a second 
ago, he assumed the retro car was one of Grandpa’s 
new toys. Grandpa John co-owned a car dealership 
back in the 1970s, and the man became giddy in the 
presence of anything that could travel over 10 miles 
per hour.   

“A ‘64 Stang!” Grandpa announced.   
Hunter stood in the driveway, frozen.  
His 16th birthday present was a 1964 Ford 

Mustang. A red, convertible 1964 Ford Mustang.  
Grandpa. This isn’t an 80’s movie. I’m not 

Ferris Bueller.   
“Well?” asked Grandpa, expectedly. 

“Whaddya think, son? You in shock?”  
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“Yeah,” Hunter exhaled. “It’s great, Grandpa. 
I can’t believe you—wow. Thanks.”  

His response wasn’t entirely a performance. 
Hunter was grateful for the gift, make no mistake. It 
was a really cool car. If the car were in a museum or a 
movie, Hunter would definitely think, maybe even 
say, “That’s a really cool car.” But seeing a retro car 
is much different than being seen in a retro car.  

Pictures. Hunter wouldn’t be able to handle 
the pictures. Not to mention staring, pointing, or 
honking. How could he drive this thing to school? He 
had always focused on making it through high school 
socially unscathed. Staying under the radar was the 
plan, and pulling up in a bright red vintage convertible 
would definitely set things off course. He already 
slipped up once before; he couldn’t risk giving people 
another reason to talk.  

 Imagining his classmates’ reactions to the 
new set of wheels made Hunter’s shoulders ache. Or 
maybe that was the new science textbook. He became 
aware, suddenly, of the weight he was bearing, so he 
let his backpack slide down onto the grass.  

“We’ll wait for your Dad to come home before 
we take her out on the town. Man, I can’t wait to see 
his face. Seems like yesterday when he was sixteen.”  

Grandpa John stared at a patch of concrete for 
a moment, mouth twisted. He cleared his throat. 
“Shoot, he’s gonna be pissed though,” he finally 
chuckled. “His first car—a matchbox on wheels, we 
used to call it—was an old…”  
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Grandpa had a habit of launching into 
soliloquies about motor vehicles. Hunter could never 
decide if the routine was annoying or endearing, but 
either way, it bought him some time. Shoot. How was 
he going to tell the old man that this gift, this really 
nice gift, just wasn’t right for him? Hunter looked 
over at his grandfather, who was still reminiscing. He 
almost felt bad for the guy. Maybe he liked old cars 
because they brought the past to life.  

Hunter looked back to the car itself, vibrant 
and gleaming like a maraschino cherry. He sighed. It 
looked like a movie prop, maybe something out of 
Happy Days or Grease. To be fair, Hunter had only 
seen one Happy Days episode, and he never actually 
saw Grease. He didn’t have to, though; he knew 
everything about it through Matthew, the theatre kid 
who ate lunch with Hunter’s friend group. The boy 
was obsessed. The other day, Matthew emphatically 
re-cast the movie using members of their table. He 
insisted Hunter was the Teen Angel.  

Hunter almost smiled, because Matthew would 
lose his mind over this car. He would soak up what 
Hunter couldn’t: the stares, the pictures, and the 
honking. He wished those two could meet—Matthew 
and Grandpa John. Hunter imagined them cruising in 
the Mustang, smiling and waving to neighbors like 
beauty queens on a parade float. He pictured how 
Matthew would smile. It would be the one that slowly 
overtook his entire face, Hunter’s favorite one.   

“Hunter?” a voice intruded.  
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“Yep?” he chirped, returning to reality.  
“I said, you got yourself a girl yet?”  
Hunter let out a short laugh. He smiled and 

shook his head, hoping his grandfather couldn’t see 
the heat rising to his ears. He put his hands in his 
pockets.  

“Nah. No.”  
Grandpa nodded slowly, a mischievous smile 

spreading across his face.  
“By next week, you will. Trust me on this 

one.”  
Hunter replied with a small smile of his own.   
“When I was in high school, I was going out 

with a girl named Jenny,” Grandpa began. “Good 
lord, was she a looker. Jenny and I, well, let’s just say 
this was before I met your grandmother…”  

How was Hunter going to tell him?  
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JONATHAN LEE 
 
 
RAINDROPS 
 
 

On one afternoon, I was walking outside as the 
harsh withering rain filled on each sidewalk, each 
street, and each road with cold wet drops. Lines of 
cars blared with intense noise from all the honking 
and screeching. For most people, it was a messy 
uncomfortable environment. For me, it was oddly 
calming. 

The rain always held different meanings to me 
and evoked several kinds of emotions. Sometimes it 
was feelings of regretful melancholy and sometimes it 
was feelings of joyful ecstasy. Most times however, it 
was a bittersweet remembrance of youthful memories. 
Each droplet was like a past image of events long ago. 

These memories of those events centered on a 
girl I once knew. She was a dear friend who I held 
much affection for. Even though it has been several 
years and I have had other connections, she still 
echoes in my dreams and thoughts. Just the vivid 
image of her face with that big comforting smile, the 
way she caresses with her soft warm hands and the 
calm soothing sound of her voice; it is impossible to 
ignore or forget. The sensation of having these cold 
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drops of water falling down all over my shivering 
body awakened such memories and emotions I tried to 
hide away. 

Of course, I could not be in this kind of 
weather forever. To shield myself from the rain, I 
went inside a nearby bar. This bar was small and quiet 
with very few customers. Yet, I could not truly escape 
from the rain due to the long windows of the bar 
being filled with all the drops. As I sat in this quiet 
bar, I looked at the drinks and bottles so that I could 
find the drink I wanted. The bartender arrived in the 
front of me. 

He asked, “So, what do you have in mind 
today, sir?” 

“One shot of Bourbon whisky and put my card 
up for future drinks” 

The man pulled a bottle of that Bourbon 
whisky and poured over my shot-glass. I took a whole 
sip with relish. This sip of bittersweet favor led me to 
recall a pivotal moment with the girl. 

It was back during junior year of high school 
when she and her boyfriend at the time introduced me 
to their group of friends. The gathering was late at 
night and so many new faces I saw in front of me. The 
basement where we were having this occasion was 
large with multiple seats, messy with piles of old 
books all over the floor, and aged coffee cups in the 
center of the main table, yet I did not really mind for, 
the girl was about to do something unexpected; she 
whipped out a huge bottle of vodka. Her boyfriend 
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brought an over shot-glass for each guest including 
myself. When I looked at him as he was handing out 
the shots, I was secretly jealous over his comely 
features. He had such crystal blue eyes, a light almost-
pale complexion and stood very tall. It made my 
homelier and plain looks so much more inferior. 
He said to all of us in his deep smoky Lithuanian-
accented voice, “Let’s have fun everyone.” 

As he said that, she personally poured my 
glass and handed the drink to me. I took a sip and it 
gave me a light-headed tipsy feeling. While enjoying 
a sip of alcohol for the first time, I began to notice her 
long brown curly hair, her silver-stud piercing above 
her left eye; I felt an odd warm feeling rising on my 
cheeks. 

“Hey guys! This is the classmate I was talking 
about! He’s cool and stuff!” she announced in her 
loud cheerful tone. 

I blushed at such a statement for it was the 
first time anyone would openly praise me. After her 
announcement, I drank more and more of that vodka 
by gulping each shot with excitement. The light-
headed tipsy feeling gave way to feelings of extreme 
dizziness while smiling randomly at every sight I saw. 
All of us left the room and went outside. It started to 
lightly rain. 

Remembering that memory made me smile a 
little, as I was about to finish the last drop of my shot 
of Bourbon whisky. I let out a relaxed sigh and 
reached for my pockets. In there, was a pair of 
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earplugs and my phone. This drink made me even 
more nostalgic and I began to listen to the opening 
track of album Veckatimest from one of her favorite 
bands Grizzly Bear. It went like: Our haven on/The 
southern point is calling us/Our haven on/The 
southern point is calling us. 

That song reminded me of another important 
event involving this girl. It was on the night of my 
18th Birthday when she invited me to her home. She 
wanted me to have the most memorable 18th birthday 
ever. This kind of news made me so happy that I ran 
from the library where I was studying, went home to 
be as clean and prepared as possible, and finally went 
outside to her place with much speed and effort. 

When I arrived at her backyard, I called at her 
to notify her that I was here. She opened the backdoor 
and gave me the biggest hug ever. Why do I feel so 
happy when I feel her warmth? Why? I never felt this 
happiness before in my entire life so far. It feels so 
good. 

The girl slowly led me to her room. 
The house was all quiet, dark, and even more 
messy than the basement. Hookah equipment, 
cigarettes, cans of beer, and stacks of paper 
were all over the rooms, floors and tables. 

“Sorry, my aunt’s house is never 
clean.”, she said in her tone of embarrassment. 

“It’s okay. I don’t care.” 
We arrived at her room and it was quite the 

colorful place to be. There were posters of indie rock 
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bands, psychedelic hippie memorabilia on her 
bookshelf, a book about acid & marijuana on her 
personal table, and the small television screen 
showing episodes of that comedy 
show Wilfred starring Elijah Wood. As she was 
preparing for my celebration, I looked at the way she 
was dressed. She wore a bohemian-esque dress with 
flowers and rainbow colors on the shoulders; it was 
something different from what I was used to. 

“Hey, since it's your special birthday. We’re 
doing both booze and weed! YAY!” 

“…Okay,” I was a bit startled at such 
energetic excitement. 

Both of us sat down on her bed, drank a sip of 
her bottle of vodka, and smoked a wisp of weed from 
the small red pipe she had. 

I asked while feeling the tipsiness of the vodka 
and the relaxing buzz of the weed, “How have you 
been?” 

“Oh it sucks dude! My boyfriend dumped me 
after we went to that awesome concert with Grizzly 
Bear. My friends all left me to the universities cuz it’s 
the first year of college and I’m stuck in this stupid 
town…I feel so alone.” 

“I’m so sorry about all of that.” 
“No no, its fine and I don’t wanna make you 

sad cuz it’s your special day. You. Are. An. Adult. 
NOW!”,  

She messed with my hair and gave me a light 
kiss on my forehead. Her wide smile was like a 
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beautiful painting to me. Then, she got up and played 
a song from her stereo. It was the song from the 
Grizzly bear album, Our haven on/The southern point 
is calling us/Our haven on/The southern point is 
calling us.                        

As the rain started to die down, the night was 
becoming darker. I called upon the bartender again 
and said to him that I wanted another drink. The order 
was ale and he got me a can of that and a long glass 
cup. Then, I poured the ale onto the cup and drank 
even more intense than that whiskey. Unlike the first 
drink, this one made a bit more bitter and sad. Instead 
of listening to Grizzly Bear, I chose a different song. 
The song Just Like A Woman by Bob Dylan, it was a 
favorite of mine because it comforted me during many 
tough times including the melancholic emotions 
involving her. The chorus went like: She takes just 
like a woman/She makes love just like a woman/And 
she aches just like a woman/But breaks just a like a 
little girl. All of this including the song made me 
recall the conversation we had over the phone. 

The phone conversation she and I had taken 
place a few months after I graduated from high 
school. Instead of being in the Midwestern town 
where I met her, I was staying at an apartment all the 
way in Queens, New York. The reason for being so 
far away was that I wanted a grand adventurous 
experience with the Big Apple. It was almost 
midnight when she called. The weather in that late of 
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hour was filled with heavy rain with frightening 
thunderstorms all over the sky. 

“Hey, how’s New York?!” 
“It’s fine. I’m still just new here, ya know. 

Found a part-time job near Times Square. Really 
hectic with so many customers to deal with, some of 
them visiting from other countries. So many 
hours…sigh this job has become my life. At least I’m 
starting school next month, sure its looks a little rusty 
but hey education, so yeah” 

“That sounds awesome, you have a job. And 
get decent hours, my dumb job gives me like ten 
hours, so I’m almost broke every day. Well education 
equals salvation! Any goals?” 

“Getting A’s in every class. Hopefully this 
goal will work. Am I tryin’ too hard?” Wow, I was 
really  innocent and naïve back then,  I thought as I 
remembered this long phone conversation. 

“I think that is a great goal! It’s really healthy 
to be ambitious. But, grades should not be the only 
motivation Take classes that interest you, try to learn 
the material. Don’t just do the homework and pass the 
tests. Plus, college is like so fucking hard.” 

“I heard college is hard. Well, life is hard, life 
has so many challenges and few rewards, as they say. 
Plus, as the old cliché goes ‘tryin’ is better than sittin’ 
on yer ass doing  nothing’,  ya know.” 

And then she went on one of her philosophical 
tangents. I was uncertain if they were truly profound 
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or just odd and came out of random. At least it was 
never boring. 

“I know that it’s really clear to see there are 
many challenges and few rewards. That’s why I try to 
look this way: think of how random and coincidental 
and lucky it is to be living on Earth, in America. We 
get the opportunity to live! In a country where we can 
have food, shelter, and clothing. Yes, we have to work 
for these things, but think about those other souls who 
just so happened to be born into places that are so 
foreign to us…so many different places we could be 
where we’d have it so much worse. We are lucky to 
be alive to experience this moment! Even when I’m 
sitting and taking a shit in my toilet, I try to be 
appreciative of my life. Just think, we can THINK! 
We have CONSCIOUSNESS!! It’s so 
wonderful…I’m sorry for being so cheesy.” 

“Um, that’s fine. It’s alright. I can dig a little 
cheesy here and there. You seem so optimistic and 
uplifting. I try to be time to time. I mean good at 
pretending with other people but really I don’t know 
what I’m doing, Yeah, the fake cheerful part of me is 
only what people seem to like. A cliché, a mask, as 
they say but oh well. Wow, I went off topic,” saying 
such honest words usually felt comfortable with her. 

She replied in her warm sympathetic tone 
where even the timbre of her voice felt like a soothing 
lullaby, even over a long-distance phone call. “That’s 
not off topic. I’m sorry you wear a mask” 
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“It’s okay, I admit it is not healthy but ya 
know nobody’s perfect. I can’t believe I admit this, 
I’m normally not that honest with feelings and all.” 

“I’m glad you are. It’s important to be truthful 
with at least one person. Plus, honestly, we all wear 
masks. I have to pretend to be religious around my 
family and I hate it! Praying to a god I don’t believe 
in, going to church and…” 

With that, the more positive social niceties and 
bizarre philosophical tangents faded away. She began 
to talk about the tough time she was having back 
home and started to confess some personal secrets that 
she had. I laid upon my bed and closely listened to 
every word. 

“My aunt kicked me out,” she said in a matter 
of fact tone. 

“Oh my god, I’m so so sorry. Do you have a 
place to stay? What happened?” I replied in a 
concerned voice. 

“She got upset because of the underage 
drinking I was doing but that’s so stupid because she 
herself BOUGHT THE ALCOHOL for my sister and 
cousin while they were in high school and I’m still in 
college and she kicked me out! But it’s totally okay. 
My ex-boyfriend’s mom let me stay in her house 
while he’s studying in University of Illinois.” 

“And the rest of your family didn’t take you 
in, huh. That really sucks. You should not have to 
deal with such well…bullshit. Also… isn’t that a little 
awkward considerin’ you dated him and all.” 
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“No, it’s fine. Me and him are just best friends 
now. He’s dating someone else and I’m just single.” 

“You seem rather okay with being kicked out” 
“I mean it is what it is. Also, she was being 

such a bitch.. God, I dunno why she would think that 
way. But I handled worse” 

I was becoming curious and said, “Like what, 
just wonderin…hopefully I’m not asking something 
too personal.” 

“It’s alright, I don’t like to feel bad for myself, 
but I’ve actually had a hard life. My parents did hard 
drugs, so I was in foster care, they still aren’t 
financially able to support me, I’ve dealt with cutting 
and depression. But, I am such a strong person! I 
think being with my ex helped. We’re really just 
friends now, but he’s nice and supportive. I want, no 
I’ll try to be more supportive for you” 

At first, when she told me those parts of her 
past, I felt uncomfortable at a naked confession of 
pain and sorrow. Yet, another emotion I felt was this 
feeling of devotion and being protective for some 
reason. It was my turn say the first of my real 
confessions. 

“I confess I felt depressed when you didn’t 
answer my calls and all. I thought I did something 
wrong. I don’t know why I felt this way, it was like a 
mixture of anger and melancholy” 

She said in a regretful voice, “I’m really sorry. 
I feel bad…I have an avoidance issue… got almost 
fired a couple times because I just sleep when I don’t 
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want to go into work. I used to sleep a lot when I got 
depressed cuz I wanted to avoid everything. I just get 
in moods and I don’t want to talk to or see anyone” 

After that, I was about to tell the big 
confession of mine to her. The one I really did not 
want to admit to myself. 

“I love you. I love you so much. Even if you 
have feelings for him and maybe other people, I will 
still love you. When you and I drift apart, a part of me 
will always love you” 

“I…” 
Let’s say I did not want to complete the 

remembrance of that conversation. I forgot if she said 
yes or not, but did it really matter? It was years ago. 
Perhaps, the happy times back then convinced me to 
put this girl onto some kind of pedestal where maybe I 
was the right person to truly deal with issues and 
flaws. Aches just like a woman but breaks just like a 
little girl, I bitterly hummed. The regretful feelings 
that come with the conversation drove me to have 
another hard drink. I raised my hand up and asked the 
bartender about my next order. He gave me another 
shot and poured Irish whiskey. I finished this shot and 
the dizzy motions arrived. It was fine, for I was still in 
control and there was not enough alcohol to create a 
painful intoxication. In spite of that, I loved more of 
the freedom and energy that come with being drunk. 
The pitch-black hangover might come but I could not 
care less while being so wasted. 
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That was my final true drink, the rest were just 
cheap beer. I left the bar and went in to the quiet night 
with the rain gone and no one roaming the streets. Did 
this mean she was free of the recesses of my 
mind? Nah, I don’t think so. She is still impossible to 
ignore or forget. 
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DAPHNE M. WATSON 
 
 
SAFE HAVEN 
 
 

Thank God for leggings. Jeans would be too 
much right now. This belly is smaller and firmer than 
before. Everyone questioned if you'd been working 
out. Accentuate the positive, Nan always says. 
Positive that nothing will ever be the same again. 

You slip on your sneakers and tug your oversized 
hoodie over your curves and swells before you loudly 
make your exit. Nan's eyes rest on you longer than 
you're comfortable. She's been like that a lot lately. 
Somehow, though, you manage to deflect her aged 
attention. If she doesn't say anything, neither will you. 

The bag you're carrying, you had to dig through 
the closet to find. It's an obnoxious thing. Plastic and 
covered in stickers and ink and everything a girl 
would love several years ago. Now, it's another item 
you've added to your list of things to purge that you're 
finally taking action on. Nan was happy to see some 
of the old make room for more mature décor. You're 
almost fifteen, after all, not a baby anymore. You'll 
never be so innocent again. 
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"Where you going?" your uncle asks from the 
front seat of a car perched on blocks in the driveway. 

"Out," you say, and press the small backpack to 
your chest. When you were in kindergarten, this bag 
seemed like you and a world of possibilities could fit 
inside it, now, it's inadequate for the task you're 
undertaking. The thrumming against your rib cage is 
as fast as hummingbird wings. 

"Let me drive you," he says, climbing out of the 
car. The door slams, making you jump away. The 
noise that escapes your lips is almost a whimper, but 
you swallow it. 

"I'm good. I need to walk—" That isn't a lie. 
From everything you've read online, walking will 
speed up recovery. "—Keep up this fitness trend." 
The smile you toss his way used to be enough. Today, 
though, he's on you, sucking up all the air you need to 
speak. "I need to drop this off—"you pat the bag and 
clear your throat to cover the barely audible mewling. 
"—and then I was going to the library to see about 
volunteering." 

His hand is on your shoulder now. His thumbnail 
scratches up and down your neck, making your back 
bow. "Dressed like that?" 
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"Yes." The trembling of your lips is 
misinterpreted. He licks his chapped ones. "I'm 
fourteen, not thirty-five. I don't think they're expecting 
kids to show up in suits to fill out applications." You 
try to sound confident but casual as you squeeze the 
bag tighter to still the fluttering. 

His other hand brackets the other side of your 
neck. He likes games. He likes to scare you, but you 
don't dare let him know you're terrified. You keep 
your eyes steady on his. 

"There's a small window of time that I can apply, 
so I'd better get going." You back out of his hold. 

"You get that mess cleaned up out and of my 
yard," Nan hollers from the stoop, startling your 
uncle's hands into a more appropriate location: on his 
own body. She narrows her eyes at her son and nods 
to you before turning back inside. "Get on up the 
road, now honey. I'll see you at dinner." 

You both take inventory of the scattered car parts 
in the yard and driveway, a task that has kept him 
busy day and night for the past few weeks while you 
played sick. He turns and begins gathering his 
discards. "I'm glad you're feeling better, but you look 
pale." 
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Your arms fall to your side as you loosen the hold 
on the bag. "I'm fine, or I will be." You step back onto 
the sidewalk and point your feet away from the source 
of all your troubles. "I just need a few more weeks to 
recover from this bug." 

"You sure you're not playing possum?" he asks, 
his grime-packed fingernails scratch at scabs and the 
patchy beard on his jaw. 

Every muscle in your body seizes. Bile rises. 
Your belly clenches, making you buckle and stumble 
as your aching body tries to follow your feet. "Wha—
" 

"Get on." He's even more menacing in his glee.  

You race down the block as fast as you can 
manage. The bus won't wait. If you miss this one, it'll 
be another twenty minutes before the next. The sun is 
high. The sidewalk squares multiply. The toy 
backpack in your hand seems to absorb the late-
summer heat and slip from your grasp. You unzip the 
bag slightly, adjusting your grip, and continue to 
move fast for the next three blocks. 

The corner is a bustle of activity. People push 
their way in and out of storefronts and into your path. 
No one seems to care about how they are bumping 
you, a child, along like a pinball. Your arm gets 
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knocked loose and swings to the right, taking the bag 
with it. If not for the suit-clad man just a half a step 
behind your hip, the bag may have gone flying or 
been trampled. You snatch the bag back against your 
chest, panting and near tears. Everything burns and 
aches. Liquid runs down the inside of your oversized 
clothing, sticky and sweet. The additional padding 
you added before you left is inadequate, so you try to 
hold your baggy top away from your skin and hope 
the late summer heatwave dries up the moisture 
before anyone notices you're dripping from the front. 

Worried, you tug the shirt down around your hips 
as far as it'll go in case you start dripping from the 
back too. 

You wedge your way onto the bus with one arm, 
the other protects the backpack you have cradled 
against your aching and oozing breasts. The bus 
lurches forward, dispensing passengers every few 
corners until you can, blessedly, claim a seat. 

"You look tired, hon," the bus driver says, 
watching in the large mirror as you ease your way into 
a seat. "Too young to be so worn out. Where you 
headed?" 

Late last school year your class took a trip to the 
local junior college where the best and brightest of 
you might take STEM class. Even the high school 
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kids took their classes at the JuCo; the public schools 
just didn't have the budget for a program that so few 
kids would take part in. They did, however, find the 
money to send twelve of you rising 8th graders to 
junior college and provide bus cards. When you were 
there, before you understood what was truly 
happening to your body, you noticed a sign and asked 
what it meant. SAFE HAVEN it said. 

Safe, something that you've rarely felt. Haven, 
like a home? Security? When you saw that phrase all 
those months ago, you thought it redundant and most 
definitely ironic considering your situation. You felt 
safe at school. Nobody could touch you there, and if 
they did, there were a hundred teachers and other staff 
whose job it was to do something to protect you. But 
once you stepped onto the street, there was but one 
threat, one predator. You wished you could live at 
school and contemplated hiding out in the attic or 
supply closet like Bastain in A Never-ending Story. 
How you longed for your own Luck Dragon to chase 
the bullies away and then soar above the clouds. 
Above Nan and her ever-watchful but useless eye. 
Above the wet kisses. Above the groping. Above the 
ignored protests. Above the threats. Above the pain, 
the blood, the baby... 

You grip the bag in your lap and curl the top 
zipper down, wringing it in your fretful hands. They 
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know. The bag fits perfectly in the hollowness of your 
belly. 

The bus stops and you jerk forward, bringing 
your attention to the unanswered question. "I'm 
sorry?" 

"Got a lot on your mind, I see," the driver says 
good-naturedly. "Are you heading to the college? Got 
your little backpack. Getting ready for the fall, huh?" 

You nod. Yes, you're headed to the college. "I, 
uh, I'm not taking a class, though. I gotta drop some 
stuff off." 

"Well, good for you. Take charge of your future, 
I always say. It's never too soon to be thinking about 
the rest of your life, am I right?" 

You force a smile but in the mirror it looks like a 
wince. The double-dose of painkillers has done 
nothing. These are more than period cramps. Your 
cycle had been so irregular for the two years you'd 
been menstruating. Months of no bleeding weren't 
uncommon. Nan said it was because you were heavy. 
"Big girls," she'd said, "have real messed up cycles. 
Hormones have to work through too much fat to get 
things to work right. Your mama was like that. It's a 
wonder you're here at all. So big, she was." So when 
you did get your period, it was debilitating. Days of 
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torrential blood and cramps as if you were being 
turned inside out. It was too much for a girl like you 
to handle, and you couldn't sit in the bathtub for ten 
days until it passed. 

But those ten days of privacy, snatching bits of 
peace, were bliss. He thought you useless, a waste of 
space, during those ten days. Frustration would come 
out on his tongue. You could take it, though, you 
preferred him that way. During those ten days, he 
wouldn't dare touch you. No late-night visits. No 
running to the store. No fixing on the car. Nothing to 
get you alone. He'd say you stank. That you were 
contaminated, diseased. A whore. A pig. 

Today, though, he looked truly concerned. Why? 
The ten days were going on twelve. And you asked 
him for a few more. His impatience has made him 
bold. Nan saw him, heard him, you're sure, but her 
disapproval was silent ... if she disapproved at all. 

Thankfully, others climb onto the bus giving the 
driver more people to talk to. There's a man she 
knows by name who has his foot in a walking cast. He 
nearly collapses in the seat across from you and sticks 
his leg out in the middle of the walkway. His toes 
look like overcooked hot dogs all dark brown and 
plump and nearly bursting. You stare. It seems as if 
the skin darkens with each breath. It has to be 
uncomfortable for him, especially in this heat. 
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Looking at him makes you sweat. The world 
outside the windows moves faster. You slam your 
eyes shut against the rush of nausea. 

A gentle chime rings in your ears and you're 
lurched forward. 

"Here's the college, hun," the driver says with a 
gentle concern that's startling. 

You scramble to your feet, tugging your 
sweatshirt here and there as you hustle onto the curb. 
A glance at your watch says you have twenty minutes 
until the next bus, so you walk along the shadows of 
the campus and wait. 

The bag is slick in your grip, its contents 
fluttering like a memory against your belly. The 
mewling frightens you, so you roll the top of the bag 
smaller and smaller to make it stop. 

No. Your grip lessens, and the bag is opened ever 
so slightly. A sweet rottenness wafts up, and you turn 
to heave the contents of your stomach into the 
bushes—there are none. 

All you have to do is get to the bookstore. There 
are cubbies where students leave backpacks while 
they shop. If only you could get there and pretend to 
be a student. Blend in. 
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You've wished for invisibility for the better part 
of four years. Maybe today it'll work. It has to. 

Wiping your mouth with your sleeve, you 
straighten your back and hold your head up. You slip 
the bag onto one shoulder before taking a shaky step. 

The walkway to the school doors seems a 
hundred miles long. The seconds tick by triple-time. 
No time to blend in and get back to the bus stop. 
When you step inside, there are dozens of people who 
look like they belong, like they know what they're 
doing, like their lives are wide open and full of 
possibilities. 

Not you. 

You step in line behind a thin girl with long black 
hair. She's talking a mile a minute to another girl who 
smiles at you but only with her mouth. Someone 
walks along the line, asking everyone what they're at 
the bookstore for. Go one way to pay a balance. Go 
another to find books. 

The bag bumps against your back as you take a 
step forward. There is no third option. 

The edges of your eyesight grays and dims. It's 
suddenly cold. It's your turn. "Why are you here? 
What do you need?" They ask again, a little slower. 
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"Safe Haven," you think you say before the cold 
darkness envelops you. 

#### 
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DASHIA WILSON 
 
 
CARIBBEAN DAUGHTER: 
QUEEN ANGELFISH 
 
 

The Queen Angelfish gets its name from 
having a royal blue ringed spot on the top of its head 
that resembles a crown. They are beautifully blue, 
yellow, and highlighted with orange and purple. They 
are known to be shy and are always either found alone 
or in pairs. Kind of like me, and most of the time I’m 
found alone. I come from many forms of water. First, 
during my mother’s pregnancy living in amniotic 
fluid for eight months that joined us as one. Next, I 
was born in the tub of our home that was filled with 
water and flower petals because apparently I was very 
eager to meet the world, and there wasn’t enough time 
for my parents to get to the local hospital. I was born 
on March 17th, which means I am a Pisces—a water 
sign. And most importantly, I am from the Caribbean 
or as some know it the West Indies—the place with 
over 7,000 islands and where my family comes from 
many places across the sea. Water is all I’ve ever 
known.  
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My mother died 9 days after giving birth to 
me, and it is said that Jesus died on the cross at 9 
o’clock. Her family was from Barbados with ancestry 
of African and European products of rape by white 
slave owners. My father is from Havana and is 
Amerindian, his people were the first natives of the 
Caribbeans. They met when they were both 17 years 
old, one year older than I am now, while they both 
coincidentally happened to be visiting Jamaica at the 
same time. Jamaica is also my home—where me and 
my dad live. My mother wrote me eight consecutive 
letters after giving birth to me detailing the traumatic 
experience of giving birth, how I was extremely bald 
and cute, how I held on to her finger with my whole 
hand, how she wanted me to be a surgeon or a 
teacher, how she couldn’t wait until I was old enough 
to cook meals and garden with her, and how weak she 
had become since giving birth to me, but most 
importantly how much she and my father loved me 
the minute they found out about me. And even though 
she may be dead I know her a lot more than I know 
my father. He takes care of me and supports me, but I 
think the death of my mother killed something inside 
of him that made him whole—that made him human, 
and the man that he used to be. In all my 16 years of 
living he has told me he loved me eight times to my 
face, forty three times in my what he assumed sleep, 
we have had dinner together 128 times which 
is  almost the only time we actually talk to each other, 
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and he has told me I look like my mother just about 
everyday.  

I have always felt like an outsider everywhere 
I go, and I sometimes refer to myself as the wedding 
cake. I am Jamaican, African, European, Amerindian, 
Cuban, and maybe other things I have yet to discover. 
I cannot say that I am more or less than any one of 
these cultures as I try to access and connect with all of 
them separately and respectfully. Layers and layers of 
myself beautifully piled onto each other to create one 
masterpiece, but with all good things, any wedding 
cake with over two or three layers is very risky. 
Destruction and chaos creeping near every layer on 
the brink of a beautiful disaster, and I am already two 
too many layers in. I work on the beach near my home 
at a shack that serves food and drinks because it’s 
closer to the water. One time an American tourist told 
me that in America, I would just be black—but I’m 
not just black, and I don’t only look black. I could 
pass as all my races because there is no one specific 
face. How can one be categorized into one box? I 
myself as fluid as water can’t even be contained into 
one space as I always flow out and find my way home 
in the water. Exotic is a word I frequently hear from 
them, as if I were an actual Queen Angelfish and not a 
person. And sometimes I wish I were. Afterall, we 
humans once were fish that magically flopped out of 
the water and started walking on land, at least that’s 
what I read in a science book.  
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I have these terrors where I always wake in 
sweats and a heavy heart. I’ve had this same dream or 
I should say nightmare since I was 12 years old and 
nobody knows it, not even my mother when I speak to 
her in spirit, but I’m sure she knows. I get the feeling 
that my dad knows my secret and what the nightmare 
is about. Maybe that's part of the reason he distances 
himself from me. In my nightmare I am floating in the 
middle of the water under the stars with a girl that I 
don’t know and we hold hands, laugh, and talk for 
hours with our bodies turning into prunes (that I oh-so 
love which makes a wonderful street food that you 
can have paired with just about anything you like). 
Our legs always graze each other’s as she moves 
closer to me and stares into my eyes. Up until the 
moment she is directly in front of me and I feel her 
breath on my face she gets closer and closer to kissing 
me and I wake in my bed with my forehead covered 
in sweat, and my heart jumbled as much as my mind.  

Since I don’t remember being with my mother 
and my father rarely talks to me I don’t know where I 
belong, or who I belong to. But I do know that I won’t 
stop trying to figure it out. With the help of my dead 
mother and my self revelations and educating I shall 
forever seek my identity. I wonder if this is how my 
ancestors felt when they were forced from their 
homes, ripped from their cultures, and forced to 
recreate everything. Lost souls simply flowing freely 
through the Caribbean Sea while bonded by violence 
and chains. All those forced voyages left behind trails 
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of tears, blood, sweat, fear, culture, and identity. 
Perhaps one day I’ll be able to have my very own 
island where no categories exist, no barriers, no 
trauma, and no unjustifiable people or explorers with 
the name Christopher Columbus exist.  

As I sit here on the warm sand at the beach 
during my break trying to find the right words in 20 
minutes with the sun embracing me as if it were my 
guardian angel, and I block out all sounds except that 
of the waves flowing back and forth freely and 
constantly teasing the perimeter of where the sand and 
water meet on land. I know that when I look in the 
mirror, the only thing I know for certain is that my 
mother's eyes are brown, and her hair is curly but only 
at the ends, and we have an identical beauty mark in 
the corner of our right eye, and she named me 
Catherine after her great grandmother's mother who 
was a slave. I come from the Caribbean, but I belong 
to no place and I am who I say I am. I am rewriting 
my given identity to create my own. I write this letter 
so I am never forgotten by myself or the tide. And as I 
plan to roll up this paper, stuff it into an empty wine 
bottle, and send it off into the powerful body of water 
I admire so much I hope it brings you, whoever finds 
it, inspiration and if not—you could always recycle it, 
or use it as a flower vase. And from the American fish 
movie Finding Nemo “Just keep swimming.” 
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LAURA GAERDITZ 
 
 
WATCHER WATCHED 
 
 

Boiling steam escapes the tight black plastic 
nozzle of its container. The bubbles within crackle 
and pop against the heat. The vapor coils around 
itself, rising up into the kitchen air where it twirls 
round and round the new kitchen curtains. The 
curtains, however, don’t share the steam's enthusiasm. 
They simply hang there, swaying ever so slightly. All 
too soon the steam bleeds into the air, blending into it 
seamlessly, before disappearing into nothing. The 
lever of the kettle pops with a sharp click and the red 
light blinks off.  

I remove the silver kettle from its base, setting 
it down upon the blue plastic counter. Next to it my 
favorite mug waits, prepped with a singular tea bag 
plopped in its center. Water pours in and the bag 
floats to the top, taking a lazy lap around the rim, 
before finding its place in the middle of the pool of 
slowly darkening liquid. Then the waiting begins.  

Three minutes of boredom, with nothing better 
to do.  

My eyes drift to the small kitchen window. 
Beyond the glass and trimmed curtains, the world 
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outside is still dim and hazy. The birds are awake, but 
hardly anyone else. The lake is grey glass. The sky 
carries in it a single massive cloud. The grass, green 
and overgrown, is soaked. The front porch, that comes 
before the rest, is just feet away.  

A fat hummingbird lands butt-first on the 
nearly empty feeder, hung just outside the window. 
It’s the brown one with the green speck on his chest, 
or at least that’s all the color I can typically make out 
before he makes his escape. He’s a regular at the bar 
and the laziest out of the bunch. He sits and eats his 
fill without fear or hesitation, unlike the rest that seem 
plagued with an unending anxiety. A fear that comes 
across, at least to me, as incredibly relatable. Two 
smaller hummingbirds join the fray, each scoping out 
the scene, hovering back and forth around the feeder. 
Each bird waiting for their moment, even though four 
of the five taps of the feeder are unoccupied. Their 
movement so quick and so rushed, they seem to blur 
into nothing just to reappear again. Just to repeat the 
cycle.   

I look down at the cup beneath my nose, the 
water is just the right shade of brown. I add a splash 
of milk that breaks the rich color into something 
warmer and less confrontational. I add the Splenda. 
The sweetener doesn’t change much of anything, at 
least not on the surface, but makes all the difference 
in taste. I give the steaming brew a stir and do quick a 
taste test. Bingo.  
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Armed with tea, I unlock the latch of the 
sliding glass door and open it. The hummingbirds that 
had previously been dive-bombing the feeder had now 
frozen in midair. Terrified of me, the giant who had 
entered their realm. There they hover, seemingly hung 
up somehow by some hidden suspension wire. But the 
blurred mirage of fevered movement around each bird 
breaks the illusion. They watch me and I watch them. 
But I know from experience that they have never, and 
will likely never, make the first move. Hummingbirds 
are the furthest things from confrontational. I step out 
on to the covered porch and the charm breaks, the 
little birds scattering like flying mice revealed by a 
blinding spotlight. They disappear quickly into the 
crisp morning wind, becoming nothing more than 
distant specks on horizon.  

The couch cushions support me as I sit down, 
the material made to withstand the elements scratches 
at my bare shoulder blades. The cool wind, not hitting 
me directly, rustles the hundreds of thousands of 
leaves that hover somewhere over head.  The sound of 
their gentle friction, the warm excessively large mug 
in my hand, the chilled breeze, and my favorite 
sweatpants all lull me into a familiar trance. A place 
of comfort, peace, and nothingness. A place where I 
am alone but not lonely.  

It’s when I open my eyes that I see them. 
Their numbers often change, the settings too, but they 
always come to where I am. Today there are three and 
they feel miles away, but realistically it’s probably 
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closer to a hundred feet. The massive but sparse 
overgrown yard acting as a kind of barrier between us. 
A distance that can’t be breached. But I suppose it’s 
the feeling that matters the most. 

As per usual, my eyes drift first to the woman 
with astral tattoos. Today she sits on one of the six 
chairs littered on the beach in a haphazard, lazy line. 
Sitting may be the wrong word, perhaps leaning is 
better as she’s practically halfway out of the chair; her 
blue-jeaned leg and combat-booted foot propped up 
on a large rock. At this distance it’s nearly impossible 
to make out any distinguishing features but after so 
many encounters her physique is tattooed in my mind. 
Her short blonde hair is made shorter by the slightly 
lop-sided pig tails she hastily crafted early this 
morning, her red tank top somehow matching, 
coordinating with the colorful planetary tattoos that 
stretch from her fingers to her bony shoulder. 

I don’t have any tattoos. Nor do I have the 
confidence she seems to exude with complete and 
utter ease. She smiles at the other strangers, leaning 
back into her sandy chair, and looks contentedly down 
at the beach below her as well as the unique foot 
prints her favorite boots have etched in the damp 
sand. She looks up once more, her focus on the others 
clustered around her. The people, these strangers to 
her and me, being of far more interest than the 
rippling glass and the implied endless nature laid out 
before her.  

She speaks.  
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I can’t hear it and that’s more annoying than 
anything else. She scooches her orange plastic chair 
from the beach toward the dewy front lawn; inching 
backward towards an elderly Asian woman who’s 
made a point to scoot so far back that she’s abandoned 
the beach entirely, choosing to settle her seat instead 
on the overgrown grass. But this only makes sense, 
she loves the smell of the lake in the morning but is 
scared of the water itself. For her, this arrangement is 
a happy compromise. But she never looks all that 
happy. 

The elderly Asian woman, facing away from 
me and towards the lake, sits hunched over in her 
‘too-low’ beach chair. She is hidden and disguised by 
her bright purple puffer coat that covers a little more 
than half of her entire body, a paper magazine in 
hand. If past experience holds true, it’s the catalog for 
a grocery store. Where the store is actually located, 
I’ll probably never know, nor will she tell me.  

The tightly coiled curls on the old woman’s 
head tilt stiffly and microscopically to the side. This is 
the only indication that she heard the woman with the 
astral tattoos at all. Her shoulders meet her ears for a 
brief second as she takes a deep breath. As she 
releases the air collected in her lungs, she deflates, 
sliding deeper into the beach chair she has no hope of 
getting out of. She disappears behind her grocery 
catalog, comically hiding her face behind the wrinkled 
pages as if it were some kind of mask designed to 
save her from unwanted social interaction. But this 
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half attempt at disguise is no match for the woman 
with the astral tattoos’ overtly friendly nature; social 
interaction is her bread and butter. She takes note of 
the elderly woman’s dismissal, but it only adds to the 
young woman’s determination. She leans forward and 
speaks once more.  
 Damn it. 

I find myself leaning forward too, even though 
by now I know better. My parents always told me that 
sound travels better over a body of water. In this case 
that body of water is the lake that is ever so slowly 
eroding my front yard. But still nothing, not a single 
sound reaches my ears. I guess this is just the way 
things are, at least for today. The woman with the 
astral tattoos continues to smile genuinely at the 
elderly Asian woman, all the while making some kind 
of friendly conversation.  

But what is she saying? She must have 
introduced herself already, surely? But what else? 
Most likely small talk, the weather, the overgrown 
grass, the overcast sky-. But there had to be 
something else, something more that I’m just not 
seeing. Something that can’t be gleaned from body 
language alone.  

The elderly woman drops the catalogue in her 
lap and turns to the young woman beside her, the 
elderly woman’s profile now clearly visible to me. 
Her jaw isn’t tight, her lips aren’t tense, and her eyes 
aren’t hard or unfriendly. Her heavily made-up face 
nods in response to whatever question the woman 
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with astral tattoos just asked. For moment the two 
women stare at one another then the younger of the 
two nods toward the lake. Just like that the older 
woman becomes stiff. If I hadn’t seen with my own 
eyes that she was in fact a living breathing human 
being I would assume she was a mannequin. She stays 
there, completely frozen, for at least 30 seconds 
before vehemently shaking her head. The tell-tale 
motion of NO.  

The woman with the astral tattoos smiles 
empathetically and stands, brushing the sand from her 
blue jeans. She turns away from us, me and the 
elderly Asian woman, and looks out at the grey scene 
before her. The sky and lake have seemingly merged 
into one entity. It really is turning out to be a dreary 
day. I pull my mug closer to me, trying to absorb as 
much heat from it as I can but the warmth is already 
fading. The woman with the astral tattoos takes a deep 
breath then turns back towards her target. Standing 
directly in front of the old woman, she holds out her 
hand. The elderly Asian woman hunkers down, as if 
willing her puffer coat to absorb her completely, but 
nothing happens. Now begins the war of attrition.  

Movement catches my eye; my gaze draws 
rapidly to the opposite end of the beach. An older man 
with a wild and greying beard, wearing a dark blue 
but worn button up shirt and an even grimier cargo 
jacket, leans against a tree fiddling with his zipped 
guitar case. His hands are clumsy, weathered and 
worn, as he fights with the cheap zipper. Has he been 
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there all along or is he a new arrival of the day? I 
can’t remember.   

My eyes dart between both him and the two 
women at the opposite end of the beach. It can’t be 
helped, a choice had to be made. I do my best to 
ignore the struggling man and focus once more on the 
elderly Asian woman and woman with the astral 
tattoos. I don’t want to miss what happens next. 

The latter doesn’t move a muscle, her hand 
still outstretched. The elderly Asian woman looks 
down at her dirty white tennis shoes, thanks to sand, 
and tries to ignore her. But after a long moment the 
older woman sighs. She lifts her head, looking up at 
the younger woman’s encouraging expression, and 
stiffly nods. The woman with the Astral tattoo’s 
smiles, leaning back on her left leg and stiffening both 
arms, and helps her elderly companion out of her 
seat.  

Arm in arm, the woman with the astral tattoos 
leads her new acquaintance across the uneven and 
ever-shifting sand and out onto the old wooden dock. 
They pause there for just a moment before the older 
woman stiffly nods giving the woman with the astral 
tattoos permission to lead her forward. I can’t help but 
smile. She is finally facing her fears. But what has 
made her do it? What did the woman with the astral 
tattoos say? I guess it doesn’t really matter, in the end 
she’s doing it. In a strange way I feel almost pr- 

BANG  
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I jump at the gun shot stifling a scream. My 
wrist jerks and my mug sails through the air. It slams 
against the wooden railing of the porch, the left-over 
contents spilling on to the wooden planks before 
oozing through the cracks. 

The old man stands with his guitar case at his 
feet, unzipped with the cream-colored lining showing. 
His stance is rigid, arms stiffly bent to accommodate 
the riffle in his arms; the guns barrel tips into the sky.  

BANG     BANG        BANG BANG BANG 
I hit the floor, wrapping my arms around my 

head, curling my body into a tense ball. But the shots 
stop just as quickly as they started. There is a long 
moment of silence, where the only sound I can hear is 
the pounding of my own terrified heart. And then 
what…. cheering? Cheering? I rip my long dark hair 
out of my face and look up.  

The beach is empty.  
But the cheering remains.  
Men shouting, celebrating having 

killed…something, somewhere out of sight probably 
in the woods behind the house. But their voices are 
too muddled and too many to make out any distinct 
conversations, other than the fact that they killed 
some animal.  

I take a long deep breath to settle myself, 
trying to calm my frazzled nerves. But my breathing 
is quick and far too shallow to be soothing. I pull 
myself up to table-top position, exhale and lift myself 
to my feet keeping my back to the house. Morons! 
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Should I-No. There is no point starting problems with 
the neighbors, after all they live up here full time.  I 
glance down at my mug, which is still drooling on the 
opposite side of the porch. Is it worth it? It’s just a 
bunch of stupid hunters and I’m not their prey. I move 
swiftly, snatching my mug from its puddle and all but 
run into the house. I slam the screen door closed, 
wincing at the sound, and twist the golden lock. As if 
that would save me.  

I back away from the door, retreating to the 
middle of the large open living room. The sudden 
silence is startling and not least bit comforting. A 
feeling of dampness assaults my senses. The bottoms 
of my already ratty socks are soaked though with tea. 
Sighing I rip them off, abandoning them on the floor, 
before walking into the kitchen. I head right for the 
sink, submerging my abused mug into the cold soapy 
water. I lift it, turning the familiar object over in my 
hands a few times before pulling it out of the 
water.  The chip in the handle has me gritting my 
teeth. I submerge it once more. Taking a more 
calming breath, I look out the window.  

All the players are back right where I left 
them. The woman with Astral tattoos continues to 
lead her elderly companion safely down the wooden 
dock. The man with the guit- the man with the gun 
has relaxed some, now holding his rifle at his side 
ever watchful of his surroundings.  

Then I see another. 
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I don’t know how I missed him among the 
others, it seems impossible to do. He’s so different 
from the rest of them, innately strange and inhuman. 
He stands dead center in the middle of the beach, 
paying the others around him no mind. He is shorter 
than the man with the gun, is excessively leaner 
wearing a stained and torn thermal long sleeve white 
shirt and blue jeans. His face concealed by a felt bulls 
mask.  

I’ve never seen him before. 
He’s new. 
He’s staring at me.  
The others had turned in my direction before, 

but I’d never thought that one could see me. Seeing 
me the way that I so often see them. I look away, 
feeling the uncomfortable pressure of another being’s 
gaze and turn from the window. I look down at the 
blue plastic counter resting beneath my hands, always 
supporting me when I haven’t been able to support 
myself. Ignore it, ignore everything. As I pass in front 
of the sliding glass door, I feel his piercing gaze. I feel 
his burning eyes and the strong temptation to stop and 
look but I don’t, I won’t turn. I’ve had enough.  

I walk slowly into the living room, where the 
large glass windows are covered with heavy blinds, 
offering me some protection. But deep down I know 
it’s not enough. The bright light of the mid-morning 
pushes through the gaps, striking long white stripes 
along the dark and gnarled hard wood floor. But it’s 
still there, something that blinds can’t stop. A feeling, 
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a presence, a being that can’t be halted as easily as 
intrusive morning light.  

He’s there, I could feel it.  
I stand, facing the windows, the plastic cord gripped 
tightly in my left hand; the strung together plastic 
beads of the cord cutting into the meatiest part of my 
palm. The pressure is just too much. I can’t take it. 
When I open this window, he will be gone. After three 
very slow and deliberate cycles of breath I pull the 
cord.  The windows shoot open. Each of the blinds 
viciously twisting through the air, the light breaking 
violently through darkness illuminating my living 
room. 
 And there they all stand, looking back. 
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SARAH SCIARAFFA 
 
 
LOVE STORIES HAPPEN IN 
PIECES 
 
 

 

 Love stories begin and end in the most 
mundane of places, he Once-Upon-a-Time:  a  park 
bench outside of the library on an afternoon in the 
dwindling heat of summer while it battles with the 
oncoming wind of fall; he parking lot outside of the 
local Dunkin’ Donuts; the front porch steps just as the 
screen door closes. Beginnings and endings seem like 
they should  more important, but when you begin to 
collect all the memories in between, they seem all the 
more mundane. Significant to some, but all the more 
irrelevant to anyone else. The someone else in this 
case a third party. The someone else, in this case, the 
other person involved. As they say, relationships are 
two-sided, and memories are inaccurate. They may 
not remember the same things from the narrative that 
their partner tells, or they may not remember them the 
same way. Will they remember small details like the 
title of the play they saw on that date, or will it be the 
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emotions assigned to those moments? Will they ever 
think about them at all if they have the memory of the 
ending influencing the beginning? 
 
 We had been seeing each other for about five  
or six  months. We were tremendously young, or so it 
seems now, but didn’t then. I was 15, and He was 17. 
I loved Him but He didn’t know it yet. Maybe I didn’t 
even know it yet. We had this habit of going to  my 
house after school, before my parents got home. We 
got out of school early on Mondays, and we would 
sneak up to my room for some activities that our 
Catholic school teachers definitely would not have 
approved of. We were saying goodbye on one of those 
Mondays in the front doorway to my house. The 
screen door half-open letting in a slight breeze as I 
hugged Him tightly and kissed Him in that slow and 
meandering way far different from the earlier kisses 
of longing and teenage hormones. He pulled away and 
it spilled out from His lips, “I love you.” It came out 
as naturally as if He had been saying it for years, as if 
He didn’t have to think about it. His deep chocolate 
eyes went the widest I’d ever seen them. He closed 
and opened his mouth too, shocked to speak for a 
moment as I processed what He had said. Just as my 
eyes began to brighten and my lips began to curl into 
a smile, He spoke, “Don’t say anything.” He turned 
and halfway ran, clearly terrified that He had made a 
huge social faux pas and messed everything up. Panic 
driving Him to speed down the steps and across the 
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block into the bright sunshine of an early spring 
afternoon. I stepped out onto the porch with warm and 
glowing cheeks, calling out for Him to turn around. I 
realized I hadn’t said it yet because I didn’t think He 
did yet. My voice echoed out over the quiet block. “I 
LOVE YOU TOO!” 
 
 
 Soul mates come in and out of our lives. They 
are not as simple as the one and only mindset. We 
find them when we aren’t looking. A glance. A 
hesitation. The waltz onstage where you can’t learn to 
be dipped despite everyone’s efforts to make your 
awkward limbs and imbalance behave in the smooth 
romantic way they’re supposed to. Tripping over each 
other’s feet on that first meeting. The L whizzing by 
as you run for what you’ve already missed. What 
you’ve always been missing. What you will miss 
again once it’s gone. You miss a piece of yourself. A 
person. The boy who was 6’2”, who was the perfect 
match to your 5’7”. His head fitting perfectly to rest 
above yours in a hug. Still above you even in high 
heels. Looking up into those same beloved eyes 
framed in smart and trendy glasses He never wanted 
to wear but had picked out meticulously. Hands just 
the right amount bigger than yours to make you feel 
small when you never do. Pieces of a puzzle that just 
seem to fit despite their tremendous differences. The 
third to last piece that just doesn’t seem to fit 
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anywhere because it’s bright red and there’s only sky 
left, but then suddenly once it’s the last piece it does.  
 
 Five years later, matured and melded together 
in ways you simply accept and don’t stop to think 
about, I woke up one morning with no will to get out 
of bed. It wasn’t the first time, and it wouldn’t be the 
last. My limbs felt heavy and my lungs didn’t want to 
accept air. It felt like eons before I finally did 
anything more than stare at the muted green ceiling, 
watching the model of the Millennium Falcon swing 
on its string like a baby transfixed on its mobile. 
Unlike a baby, I felt no comfort in the act and 
couldn’t get back to the sweet peace of nonexistence 
through sleep despite my efforts. It took everything 
just to reach for my phone off the bedside table when 
it buzzed.  
 “Good morning babe.” 
 “…hey.” My body still felt heavy, all my 
effort going towards holding my phone up. 
 “Is something wrong? Or did I just wake you 
up?” 
 “I.. um..” It took me an eternity to get the 
words out, my voice so small and soft that He could 
barely hear me, so greatly contrasting my usual 
outgoing and obnoxiously loud demeanor. 
 Finally, I mustered out, “I can’t get up, but I 
really have to pee.” 
 He convinced me to get up only by proudly 
announcing that He was going to be at my house at 
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eleven in the morning am whether I was ready or not. 
He knew that a deadline would force me to fight off 
the intense wave of depression as best as I could. I 
took forever just to get my ass out of bed and to the 
bathroom. The sunlight felt blaring everywhere I 
turned. The feel of the cold black tile floor under my 
bare feet was all too much. When He got there, I had 
only barely managed to begin brushing my teeth and 
was still in the sweatpants I slept in with unbrushed 
hair. As I heard Him walk in and say hello to my 
parents, I made the executive decision to stay exactly 
as I was for the day. Leaving the house would already 
be so much to ask of myself that trying to manage the 
mess that was my bedhead was too much to ask of 
myself. My chest felt tight as I slowly climbed down 
the stairs. When I saw him standing there with a 
bouquet of flowers and a large Dunkin’ Donuts iced 
coffee, I started sobbing.  
 
 Soulmates are not what you signed up for. In 
fact, they aren’t even what you think they will be at 
all. They aren’t the one and only type at all. Not just 
because there will be multiples, but sometimes they 
come in multiples at the same time. We find them just 
when we need to. Almost like it was fated, but more 
because we needed them, and they were there. They 
continue to be there. Packed into a minivan with Her 
little brother between you and Her twin sister up front. 
Swimming in the lake that you snuck out to past the 
tree line where you weren’t supposed to swim. 
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Struggling to stay still on the floor while She 
desperately tries to henna dye your hair. Talking on 
the phone three  hours away from each other as you 
hurry in the dark,  back to your dorm room. The 
perfect fit, only in  the opposite. The 5’1’ to your 
5’7”. Your head just above Hers when you cuddle. 
Just small enough that you can lift Her fireman style 
and feel strong when you never do. Hilarity ensuing 
when you try to take pictures together at dances in 
heels. Her getting to know Him at the same time you 
did. Pushing you together and teasing you over his 
shoulder every time you pathetically tried to flirt. Still 
puzzle pieces but more like the first ones to match 
together. The corner piece that so obviously fits 
together and just clicks into place with ease. The kind 
that when you open the box and pour out the pieces 
next time they’re still stuck together. 
 
 The summer before I had even met Him, I 
found myself without any really close friends when 
She invited me to a sleepover at Her cabin. We had 
been friends, but more so in the kind of big group way 
that 14-year-old girls tend to do. She had invited a 
bigger group, but it ended up only being four of us, 
one other friend and Her twin sister included. We 
ended up spending the majority of that summer 
together up at their cabin. One night we had a bonfire, 
the sky bleeding from orange to purple to blue to 
black over our heads as we gathered logs and leaves 
to add for kindling. We sat, exhausted from a day of 
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both swimming and yardwork around the cabin to do 
what they called “opening up” for the season. She sat 
next to me on our well-worn lawn chairs, purple and 
blue respectively. It was starting to get cold, but that 
excellent summer night cold. Her mom brought out 
sweatshirts for us all, and she received hers with a 
smile.  
 “Sweatshirts and shorts weather is legit the 
best weather.” She gathered her long brown hair and 
threw it up into a messy bun with expert precision. 
 “I don’t know, the jumping in the pool 
weather from earlier is still resonating with me.” I 
eased the marshmallow I had been roasting off of the 
stick with the graham crackers. The oozing delicious 
browned and white sugar-goo sticking everywhere. 
 “Yeah, but you can’t sit by the fire like this 
when it’s hot.” She takes her flip flops off and props 
her feet on the metal surrounding the fire pit. 
 “Your feet are going to get burned that close. 
Be careful!” Her mom warns as she passes Her little 
brother s’mores supplies. 
 “Nah, I like it. I want roasted feet.” We all 
doubled over laughing. 
 As the night went on, our big familial group 
dwindled one by one to head inside to go to bed or 
watch movies. The two of us kept sitting there and 
laughing until the sky had turned all the way black 
and we stared at the stars as they gradually came out 
shining. I teased Her about roasted feet multiple times 
in our pleasantly circular banter as the embers turned 
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from bright warm orange to faded grey and brown 
ash. We kept sitting there despite the cold, consumed 
in conversation until the sky seemed to open up out of 
the blue and a downpour began. We ran into the house 
hysterically laughing and grabbing onto each other’s 
arms as we got soaking wet. 
 
 
 Sometimes, soulmates don’t exist. Maybe they 
just aren’t the one yet. Or maybe they were a one-but-
not-an-only as opposed to the one and only. Some 
puzzles are big. Huge, in fact. Thousands of pieces. It 
feels like yours must be small, or at least it does when 
you’re young. The pieces make sense and fit together 
even when it’s difficult. Taking puzzles apart and then 
trying to put the same one back together later can be 
just as challenging. Your time together has ended. The 
moment was beautiful, but neither of you can go back 
now. In fact, none of you can go back now. Things 
started out the way you expected, but somehow got 
muddled along the way. Someone stopped believing, 
and now you miss them terribly. You see them 
everywhere. They were the only ones that fit, and you 
crave them like you crave oxygen. But that person is 
not who they once were. Those people were not who 
they once were. That person was never a part of 
yourself. Those people were never part of you. They 
only felt like they were. Those people can’t be those 
people anymore because the moment has passed. The 
words they once said fight against you. Words we say 
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that can be so real to us in a moment, but they may 
come across as false the next year. Or the year after 
that. Or maybe even six  years later. 
 
 I was walking out of class into the chilly fall 
night. I had gotten out early from my night class, a 
beautiful feeling at any point and in any weather. The 
leaves crunched under my feet as I swiftly made my 
way towards the parking garage. I pulled out my 
phone to text Her that I was leaving now and wouldn’t 
see Her after She got out of class as I usually did. As 
if on cue, my phone began ringing. I picked up 
immediately, thinking it was odd that She would be 
calling me when I assumed that She was still in class. 
She sounded like She was crying when She answered 
me. She asked me if I could come over. I was 
concerned that something major had happened or that 
She was having a crisis. She reassured me that She 
was fine. She had to do so multiple times, and finally 
I asked if WE were okay. Once again, She reassured 
me, but conditionally this time. She told me that He 
was going to be there, and that if we were okay was 
up to me. “I did something, and you might hate me” 
rung through my ears over and over the whole 
anxiety-riddled drive over to her house. I could barely 
focus on the colors of the lights changing and flashing 
from green to yellow to red. Every time I had to stop 
at a red light drove me deeper into a spiral of insanity 
as I wondered what on earth it was that they had to 
tell me. That they had to tell me together. My anxiety-
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brain kept telling me the worst and I kept reassuring 
myself that it couldn’t possibly be that. 
 Of course, my anxiety-brain had to be right, 
didn’t it? She let me into the front door, I said hello 
and exchanged pleasantries with Her grandmother, 
and we headed downstairs to their living room. He 
was already sitting there on the couches and just 
seeing Him on that day doubled my already increasing 
panic. It was strange. That basement had been like a 
second home to me. A safe space. A place where I 
always felt welcome, even when I wasn’t welcome at 
my own home. A place full of love from Her and Her 
whole family. A place where the three of us had spent 
many a comfortable and happy movie night. But 
everything felt wrong. The air was too crisp and 
electric. The TV wasn’t on. The couch somehow 
seemed too beige or maybe too brown. I stared at the 
1970’s wood paneling as we made somewhat strained 
but somehow still natural small talk until things faded 
to silence. It was a silence that could have been heard 
for miles. I finally broke down. I knew what was 
coming, but I still had some hope that I was just 
overthinking and imagining the worst. 
 “So, um, what did you actually want to tell 
me?” My breath hitched. I could feel the panic 
coming on harder with every instant of a pause. 
 “Well. We’ve um.” She looked at Him, 
begging for help and clearly unsure how to say it. 
 “It just sort of happened.” 
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 “We’ve developed feelings for each other. 
And we struggled with how to tell you this. We both 
wanted to figure out that this actually was something 
before we—" 
 “And we’re both really sure that this is 
something real that we want to pursue.” 
 After that, I stopped being able to listen. It had 
only been a month. A month. I know I asked them 
loads of questions, but my memory and consciousness 
had left my body. I know I went through the motions 
of hugging Her goodbye as He and I went outside 
because He wanted to talk to me one on one. I know I 
yelled at Him as we stood next to his blue beat-up 
hand me down Lincoln, but I can’t remember what. I 
just remember the bright green and pink of His Stan’s 
Donuts bumper sticker. I know I apologized to Him, 
but I can’t remember what for. I know I escaped by 
going on a walk with Her sister and ended up getting 
frozen yogurt with every topping imaginable and 
spilled it on the counter twice. I can’t remember 
anything about how I was feeling or what I said. Only 
that it felt like I was watching a soap opera. This 
wasn’t my life. These were supposed to be my people. 
My support system. I kept going and going with life, 
and I’m not sure exactly when it stopped being 
someone else’s life it was that I was leading. Or even 
if I have stopped. 
 Love stories begin and end in the most 
mundane of places. The “Happily Ever After.” The 
Walmart parking lot at three in the morning. His car 
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parked on the side of the road just far away enough 
from home that the neighbors can’t hear but just close 
enough that they can get back home quickly. The 
same front porch steps just as the screen door closes 
for the last time. Her brand-new, leased white Honda 
in the parking lot of Taco Burrito King. The wood-
walled basement covered with family photos and 
antique plates that She hated. Does the someone else 
care about the many memories in between and the 
mundane places they occurred in as well, or are we 
only interested in beginnings and endings? Could any 
story be a love story under the right light? Does it all 
depend on the beginnings and endings? 
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FIONA PRIETO 
 
 
THE LOVE YOU GIVE 
 
 
     —The trains seem a bit packed today, Merula. 
 
My aunt’s concerned voice broke through my racing 
thoughts. I had not even taken into consideration how 
busy it might be after the summer holiday. Perhaps, I 
was thinking too much, again. That’s happening more  
these days. As I absentmindedly stare at an attendant 
sweeping the floor, I find myself thinking ahead:, 
what is coming for me? 
 
     —It’ll be ok, I’ll get home alright. 
 
I focus on the other half of my energy, on my aunt, 
who is smiling at me. Spending a few weeks with her 
has done me good, but it’s time to go, time to move 
ahead.  
I smiled at her and we embraced. I took a deep breath 
and smelled the soft lavender perfume she wears. I 
wanted to stay in that moment forever, but I wasn’t 
going to kid myself. I knew I had to get back and start 
life again.  
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     —I expect to see you very soon, love.  
 
     —I’ll call as soon as I get home. Thank you for 
this. All of it. 
 
I grab my suitcase and we head up the platform. I find 
a seat, I make my way to the nearest window and see 
her standing in the corner, searching for my face. I 
wave, and in that moment, the train lurches forward, 
steam shooting up from below.  
  
     It’s the squeal of the breaks that wake me up. I 
didn’t even realize that I had fallen asleep, but I 
suppose trains are an adult version of a rocker. I wipe 
the drool that has collected at the edge of my mouth. 
It must have been a good nap, so good I can hardly 
remember actually falling asleep.  
 
There aren’t any dreams for me to try and remember 
either.  
 
It isn't my stop though and I reposition myself, for the 
journey will take a few hours still. As I stare out the 
window, the world rushes by, and I am reminded that 
this year has rushed by as well. After something like 
this happens to someone, one would think time would 
pass slowly, and the many moments you waited by the 
window would never end. But they have. For me, at 
least.  
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There were no warning signs. No signals. That is 
when it happens, the unexpected. She left during 
dinner. A month before my senior year was to begin, 
she left. All of my strength, all of my love, went with 
her. I cried. Thinking about that night, I cry. My dad 
sat there and let it happen. He didn't protest, didn't 
even flinch. He knew what was going on. I resent him 
still, but it gets harder each day, knowing he is trying 
his best.  
 
My father’s job never had stable employment, and for 
that reason we moved often. He and my mother had 
met at a very young age, but they decided to not have 
children just then. They imagined starting their own 
business, but it never materialized. However, their 
relationship remained strong. Or, so I thought. I 
suppose she never minded the lifestyle he led. It’s not 
like she felt unfulfilled. At least that’s what she 
displayed. 
 
One day they talked about having kids and she 
explained this to me on my 16th birthday. It was a 
moment of vulnerability, for both of us:   
 

Growing up I never thought of myself as ever 
getting married, let alone raising a kid. And 
when I met your father, he never explicitly told 
me what he wanted from life. And I never 
hinted at anything either. We went along with 
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whatever life threw at us. But something 
changed. Maybe it was an epiphany, but I 
realized that I wanted was a child. I wanted a 
child to share the world with, not necessarily 
because to fill some void inside me. I don't 
think children should be born out of a 
necessity of fulfilment. Anyways, some time 
later you came to us and it was magical. But I 
never neglected my dreams just because I had 
you. As I said, I wanted to share my world 
with you. I was constantly anxious about the 
future you would inherit, but the love you 
showed me made me believe that there might 
be more. 

 
There were no signs that something wasn’t right. 
That’s naive of me, though, to say that.  
She seemed to want so much for me, but I never 
noticed she never wanted anything for herself. 
All I can think of now are the times she shared 
her worldview with me. And maybe that thought 
is my brain pushing the positive moments 
forward, after much heartache. 
 
I remember she told me something when I 
wasseven years old, right after my cat died. I 
was inconsolable at the time: 
 

Merula, my love, you must never become so 
angry at life, that it eats you up. Life is not fair 
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sometimes, and you have seen more in your 
short seven years than most see in 20, but 
please don't be bitter. It is easier to walk 
around with a smile, however no one can force 
you to be happy, and that includes me and 
your father, but you may find that it is easier 
to experience your life with hope. Lola will 
always be with you, that is certain. We will 
always be there too. No matter what. And you 
will be there for yourself. Because you are 
important and worth the love you give others. 

 
I was so young, but she never felt like I couldn't 
experience the same emotions as her and my dad She 
was frank with me, but surrounding that frankness 
was the love that she urged me to live life with.  
 

     –– 
 

Getting off the train a few hours later, I am greeted by 
the familiar scent of a summer rain that drenched the 
area recently. I locate a payphone and call my dad and 
tell him that I have arrived safely. He lets me know 
that he will be at the station in about an hour.  
 
After I hang up, I make my way across the street, to a 
local bakery. I order a small coffee and a large 
chocolate chip muffin, in order to quench the hunger 
inside me. As I sit down on a bench outside, I hear the 
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contagious laughter of a child.I look over, I see a girl, 
about four years of age, chasing after what looks to be 
a grasshopper. She is mesmerized and her father 
follows, a few inches back, allowing this girl to take 
in the world.  
 
My dad was once like the man I see before me:  gentle 
and willing to show me my place in all of this mess. 
When his brother passed away six years ago, he 
became withdrawn. My uncle’s death came out of 
nowhere, and he and my dad hadn’t spoken for a 
year.. I knew he felt guilty, but it rubbed off on me 
and my mother. I lived life with a queasy feeling in 
my stomach for months after. My mother comforted 
me, and yet showed no emotion herself.  
 
I take solace in my aunt. She sent for me two days 
after my mother left, and I stayed with her until I had 
to go back to start my senior year. Fast forward one 
year, and here I am, returning from her home once 
again, to face life, and the start of my first year in 
college.  
 
I head back to the station and shortly thereafter, my 
dad drives up. I notice Winnie, the senior lab mix that 
he rescued from the shelter four months ago. She 
gingerly leans her head out the window and welcomes 
my hand for a quick pat. I glance at my father. He 
stares at me blankly and I climb into the backseat. 
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BRYAN RADWANCKY 
 
 
WHEN WINTER INVADES 
THE SPRING 
 
 

I sit at my sister Lori’s pale and narrow feet as 
she lay with her knees curled up close to her chest, 
under a plush micro-fleece throw on the living room 
sofa. I want to believe its softness brings her a bit of 
comfort. Her pale feet are slightly visible and I notice 
that the cherry red polish on her skinny toes has begun 
to chip away. Only a few small flecks remain. It is the 
same polish she applied so diligently the night before 
her fortieth birthday party, just two months prior. The 
rhythmic sound of the oxygen machine lulls me into a 
daze as I follow the clear plastic tubes that meet her 
nasal passage. 

The early spring sun illuminates behind her 
through the window to create a halo of light around 
her beautiful brown, pulled-back hair. The scent of 
soft vanilla and wood from her shampoo invades my 
senses. The warm and herbaceous aroma is her 
signature. A sense of relief blankets me as this 
fragrance reminds me of life. Suddenly my memory is 
triggered and my thoughts begin to meander to the 
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moment before she went off to college. I asked her if 
she would leave me some of the shampoo she uses. I 
tell her it’s because I want to try something new, but 
the truth is, I want to be close to her while she is 
away. I thought maybe the fragrant foam would keep 
us connected somehow and perhaps the olfactory 
would truly keep my sister close in this new world 
without her. 

The uncertain and exhausted look in her big 
brown and sallow eyes tell me what is soon to come. 
Over the course of two months, I watched her 
physical beauty rapidly fade, faster than anything I’ve 
seen change in a human being. I feel numb and 
present at the same time, while I try to find meaning 
for all the pain in my sisters face that this invasion 
causes her. As I glance outside the crystal clear 
window behind her, I find myself  focusing in and out 
on the vast sky, which appears so unrealistically blue 
and my big sis who suddenly becomes smaller. My 
emotions do not know where to go, or how to 
interpret the image in front of me. Like pinballs, my 
thoughts slam and spin around until straight down a 
dark chute in slow motion. I now know my best friend 
is soon to leave, and there truly isn’t anything I can do 
but sit there and notice the juxtaposition between the 
beautiful blue spring sky, the autumn of her hair and 
soon to be winter of her skin. 

I rub her thinning legs as she complains they 
are cold. And, they are. Oxygen is no longer a 
companion to her fragile body. Her skin is a faint tone 
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of gray, her olive brown skin shifts as she becomes in 
between two planes. My hands are in tight fists and I 
feel each finger radiating heat. I’m hesitant as I slowly 
uncurl them afraid to expose my touch for fear that 
she will pick up on my energy and the sweat. The year 
prior, she had become Reiki certified, so I am aware 
of her empathic sensitivity. I don’t want her to layer 
my pain on hers. 

The cruel joke about the word living in living 
room, where she had been for over a week, is that this 
space had nothing to do with living at all. It has 
become a word I hoped every day my sister would 
continue to do after this debilitating and evil monster 
took over her body. It’s hard to believe now, how 
much living we had done just months prior to 
diagnosis for her big fortieth birthday celebration. It 
was planned so carefully to be the best eighties-
themed dance party she could conjure --and it was! 
We danced all night in our over the top regalia. She, 
the eighties Barbie, dressed in a pink tutu jumper and 
me, some kind of new wave dark goth Joy Division 
wannabe with a black leather corset and combat 
boots. We both wore heavy eyeliner for dramatic 
effect. People from the party sent us videos that 
captured us dancing together. I watch them to this day 
when I’m feeling blue and I can always find the joy 
and connection we had when we were together. 

✦  ✦  ✦ 
It is only a few days before I’d never see her 

again or hear her voice on the phone every morning 
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on our commute to work. No more heart to hearts 
about the crazy men in our lives, or convincing each 
other that we aren’t the crazy ones. We definitely love 
to enable each other in that way, and are sure to 
validate how right we are in any given argument. I 
mean, we were always right. Or so we thought. I can’t 
help but wonder who I’d call at 2:30 in the morning, 
crying after I’ve had too much to drink to talk me 
down from the ledge of emotional downward spirals, 
an intrinsic part of our dynamic. Confidants, partners 
in crime, free spirits, siblings. I know her secrets, she 
knows mine.  

I feel my eyelids become hot with sorrow. I 
feel her small cool hands grab as tight as they could to 
my larger warm hands. Her fingernails have a fresh 
coat of fuchsia. My mind plays tricks on me as the 
simple act of applying new polish implies a 
continuation of life, places to go, people to see.  I’ve 
never observed the difference between our hands 
before. I suppose I always felt my sister was bigger 
than life to me and to feel her become small was a 
reminder that I too will someday become smaller and 
the big fights I battle in this life will soon not matter. 
I’ll give in. Forfeit. Become small until I’m no longer 
in physical existence. 

I look directly in her eyes and notice tears 
form in the corners. At this moment I see myself in 
her. I see why throughout our lives everyone said we 
could be twins. This only validates my thoughts of 
mortality. I ask what it is she wants to tell me, 
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although I feel she already has, telepathically, through 
our intertwined hands. 

“You can tell me anything, you know this.” I 
said.  

“What is it?” 
She suddenly freezes and looks away. I can 

feel her struggle and hesitation to find words to tell 
me what is on her mind. So I continue to reassure her 
that she can tell me anything as she always has and I 
confirm that I would understand no matter what. In 
that moment she returns her gaze to mine when she 
finally releases a stream of tears. I can see the various 
capillaries engulf the whites of her eyes.  I slowly and 
carefully tighten my grip around her icy hands, since 
for months, she has been so weak. I don’t want to hurt 
her, but need to be as close as possible in this 
vulnerable moment so she will feel safety and 
comfort. After a few moments, she forces out a 
muffled whisper with rapid breath.  

“I feel so guilty!”  she cries. 
 “I just don’t…” 

After another abrupt pause, she looks away 
from me in this moment to see if anyone else has 
entered the room, as if paranoid someone else will 
hear. I continue to listen and give time for her to 
collect her thoughts. I am on edge. Until this point, I 
have never seen my sister in such an emotional 
confrontation and have only seen her cry a handful of 
times in my life. She is my big sister and for her I 
know that means to exude strength and positive 
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influence for my younger sister and I. She is our 
mother, more than our mother ever was. She deeply 
knows this. She knows we solely look up to her. She 
is the matriarch.  After a few more moments, she 
looked around the room once again to confirm our 
privacy. With a low tearful voice, she whispers,  

“I feel so guilty but I don’t think I can do this 
anymore.” She shakes her head slowly while looking 
down and away from me. 

 “I don’t want you to be upset with me for not 
fighting anymore and leaving you behind.” She 
reached for her throat and closed her eyes as a stream 
of tears are finally released. At that moment, my heart 
becomes so heavy and for the first time during her 
fight with internal melanoma cancer, I admit to 
myself that I am going to lose my sister. Denial 
explodes within me. I put my head on her blanketed 
knees to wipe my tears and muster up the courage and 
tell her,  

“It’s ok, Lori, I understand. Never feel guilty 
for leaving. You have been fighting since the 
beginning. You’ve given everything you can. It’s ok. 
It’s ok.”  

I now realize how full I am with confusion 
that I don’t know what else to say. I want it to be 
profound, I want it to take this away, and I want this 
moment to disappear. I can feel a ball the size of an 
orange in my throat as I hold back tears of rage and 
deep sadness. I do not want her to see my immense 
heartbreak from the words she put into existence. I 
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want to be strong for her as she has always been for 
me. Somehow, I am finally able to ask her how she 
feels about this. I’m also afraid that this question is 
going to make her feel worse. After she wipes a tear 
from her cheek with a noticeable fear, she quietly 
utters with tears racing down her pronounced 
cheekbones. 

“I don’t know where I will go or what is on 
the other side. I’m scared.”  

I feel helpless in this moment, I don’t know 
what to say. I don’t know the answer! I begin to panic 
because I want to comfort her and bring peace to the 
woman who has been my mentor, best friend, 
influencer, and most caring and involved sibling one 
could ever ask for. There was no answer I could 
appropriately give in this moment. Not that anything 
felt appropriate in a situation like this. I immediately 
saw the truth and fear in my beautiful sister’s eyes. I 
saw a look that I didn’t comprehend. I saw her 
grappling with anxiety of the unknown.  

Moments later, the home nurse comes in and 
we both pause. I’m distracted for a few moments by 
her comments, but I don’t really hear what she’s 
saying. I look over to my sister after this interruption 
and see that her eyes begin to close as her head nods 
to the side and then down, chin resting on her 
sternum. The nurse reminds me that she must get 
more rest at this time. I look at Lori again, with hopes 
she will open her eyes and remember we were just 
talking about something so important. I wanted to 
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comfort her from her fear of death. Not that I think I 
could accomplish this. The nurse reminds me, it’s 
time for her to be alone. I hesitate, and kiss her tepid 
forehead as I place my hands on both sides of her 
head. I’m still hopeful she will awake, so I slowly 
gather my shoes and jacket and put them on at a 
snail’s pace. She doesn’t wake and is now in a deep 
sleep. I tell myself, I will see her tomorrow on Easter 
Sunday and we can find a private moment to continue 
our conversation. I open the door to leave and look 
back one more time to photograph every moment of 
this in my memory - she is resting and still alive. I’m 
so very thankful I took this image in. I know this is 
the last time I will see her alive as I close the door to 
face the spring. 
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MARIA CELESTE MURATALLA  
 
 
LA CASA DE ABUELITA 
 
 
The white metal door to Abuelita’s house is heavy 
with the years of visits. The paint is chipped by the 
handle, as it struggles to open the threshold of a large 
family.  
 
Generations have grown in this space much like the 
garden Abuelita keeps in the back of the home and 
along the main hallway.  Generations have died in this 
space. They leave their imprint, to be memorialized 
within the home.  
 
This home has seen grandchildren and great 
grandchildren brought through the door. It has seen 
blood, sweat and tears stain the floors, as they pool on 
the adobe tiles, waiting to be washed away into the 
drain. The walls are fading, yellowing, the paint 
peeling off slowly, as if the structure of the home is 
decaying.   
 
As you walk into the long hallway, it becomes a 
tunnel in a jungle that swallows you whole. Looming 
above your head are vines and leaves that crawled 
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their way along the wall. They scratch your head as 
you walk underneath them, as if they are anointing 
you. The scent of freshly watered soil, hits your nose 
as you take in the deep breath of the home. You can 
smell the citrusy zest of your Abuelita’s lime tree, 
overflowing in the small Talavera pot , she bought 
from el mercado in Morelia. Walls are lined with 
decorated blue pots, with random colored flowers 
sprouting, greeting you as you walk past.  There are 
precious flowers hidden among the leaves of the pots. 
You can faintly see the bright red petals of the 
jamaica, nestled among greenery. Your Abuelita, 
picks these flowers and dries them to make you a 
hibiscus tea. The floor is slick, the red adobe tiles are 
wet from the watered plants. Water drips from the 
leaves and the vines onto the floor, and sprinkling 
your forehead, baptizing you.  
 
You peek into the first door opening. The room is 
barren with only a spare bed, the one that was your 
Abuelo’s death bed so many years ago. Your Abuelita 
spends her time praying in that room, you can see the 
indentation where her body lies as she prays. The 
rosario is carefully placed on the pillow that was your 
Abuelo’s. Abuelita makes sure no one goes in this 
room, she’s careful to keep it exactly how Abuelo left 
it before he passed. The comforter is a golden honey, 
with a large white crocheted blanket spread across. 
Cleaning this room is a ritual your Abuela is in charge 
of solely.  She carefully switches out the comforter, 
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hand washing it in the sink, and carefully spraying it 
with Abuelo’s old cologne. She kisses, his pillow on 
his side of the bed and sings Rafaella Carra in a low 
mournful voice, 

“ Yo no sé vivir sin ti 
no sé cómo decírtelo, 
porque uno como tú 

no podría inventármelo” 
 

The wall where the head of the bed rests, has a photo 
of your Abuelo. It’s just a portrait of his face, posed 
like the dictator of that home. A small reminder that 
after his death Abuelo is still strong in that home. His 
eyes hardened like a hawk’s, his dark hair parted and 
brushed with precision, caramel kissed skin standing 
out. You think to yourself, how can your Abuelita, 
love a man so deeply that was outright unfaithful and 
abusive. Abuelita, has left this room as a shrine to the 
man who would violently drag her across those red 
adobe tiles, leaving a trail of her blood and tears to be 
washed away by her sons. Her moans and cries, 
swallowed by the depth the hallway, echoing in the 
hearts of her daughters. 
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PHILIP CHOY 
 
 
SOLDIER GRUNT 
SPYMASTER TUNNEL RAT 
 
 
Soldier, Grunt, Suspected Spy: A Non-fiction Story of 

Honorable Armed Combat 
 

Master Sergeant Philip Choy, U.S. Army Retired 
(Vietnam, ‘69, ‘70, ‘71; Iraq, 2006) 

 
In 1970, I became an infantry platoon 

sergeant, and I was. I completed one year in Vietnam 
as a combat infantryman, and two years of on the job 
training. In 1970, I was 
awarded three Bronze Star Medals.  

My army training had made me a tactically 
and technically competent infantry sergeant. For six 
months, I would command 25 paratroopers in the 
worst infantry company of the 2nd Battalion, 503rd 
Infantry Regiment, 173rd Airborne Brigade. 
Just about everyone in my infantry weapons platoon 
was 19 years old, most enlisted in the 
Army and all volunteered to become paratroopers. All 
were 12th grade graduates. Some of the soldiers had 
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one semester of college and most were from the 
Midwest states of America. 
College students learn critical problem-solving skills. 

I have always been used to my Asian 
appearance. One day, one of my soldiers said to me: 
“Sergeant Choy, half of the platoon thinks you’re a 
spy for the North Vietnamese Army.” I thanked my 
soldier for telling me that. And I told him that, I had 
already figured that out. They would say, “That SGT 
Choy is awfully friendly with the Vietnamese.” My 
best friend was Nguyen, my infantry rifle company 
Vietnamese interpreter. 

Young Vietnamese women would come up to 
me in the marketplace saying things like, “You are 
handsome,” “Will you marry me?” and I’d respond 
“Marry you, I don’t even know your name?” They’d 
say “You’re not mad at me for asking you that 
question?” and I’d say “No, I completely understand.” 
In those situations, I would see that an older 
Vietnamese woman was watching us. Every time my 
infantry weapons platoon was in heavy enemy 
combat; I was never with them. Every time I worked 
out of a Fire Support Base and left it, the FSBs were 
attacked by the North Vietnamese Army (NVA). 

One day my company was searching a Viet 
Cong (VC) village. It had just been abandoned by the 
VC. Rice in pots was boiling over on campfires. Wet 
women’s panties were hanging from the clothes lines 
in 100 degree heat. A Puerto Rican soldier from my 
platoon shot Nguyen, our interpreter. He thought 
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Nguyen was a NVA soldier and fired his M-16 rifle 
on full automatic fire, putting 18 bullets into him. At 
least he didn’t suffer long.  

Army officers would say to me, “No one has 
shot you yet, SGT Choy?” “No sir, I shoot first and I 
shoot on target.” I was one of two soldiers in my 
platoon to extend six months in Vietnam. The other 
soldier was Specialist 4 (Grade E-4) Michael K. 
Tidey. He was the same age as me, and joined the 
army right out of high school. Smart guy. SP4 Tidey 
attended the U.S. Army Special Forces Qualification 
Course for demolitions. He is a classic example of 
Vietnam changing a sweet 18 year old kid into a 
killing machine. So, SP4 Tidey knew me for a year 
with my long black hair. What happened? 

We were in double canopy jungle of the An 
Lao Valley, Binh Dinh Province, in the  central 
highlands. From my left peripheral vision, I could see 
SP4 Tidey raising his M-16 rifle to shoot me. I had 
my M-16 rifle slung over my right shoulder. My hand 
was on the pistol grip. My trigger finger was on the 
trigger and my thumb was on the selector switch to go 
from safe to single shot fire. “Stop.” “This is SGT 
Choy, put your rifle down now.” “I’m sorry SGT 
Choy, I thought you were a gook.” “Now, I have two 
reasons to be angry with you.” Tidey went on to work 
at the U.S. Post Office in Manton, Michigan for 30 
years.  

How do people with homicidal tendencies 
become postal workers? Tidey married with four step-
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children, two daughters and 13 grandchildren. Tidey 
died in 2017 at a VA hospital. 
 
Philip Choy, Master Sergeant, US Army Retired, 

Army Serial Number: RA68034449 
 
List of 41 awards: 
 
1. Bronze Star Medal with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters; BSM 
(1970) (1970) (1970) 
2. Meritorious Service Medal; MSM (1996) 
3. Air Medal; AM (1970) 
4. Army Commendation Medal with 2 Oak Leaf 
Cluster; ARCOM (1970) (1988) (2006) 
5. Army Achievement Medal; AAM (1999) 
6. Army Good Conduct Medal with 2 Knots; 
AGCMDL (1989) (1992) (1995) 
7. Army Reserve Components Achievement Mdl w/ 5 
OLC; ARCAM (75)(79)(83)(87)(01)(05) 
8. National Defense Service Medal with 1 Bronze 
Star; NDSM (1968) (2001) 
9. Vietnam Service Medal with 4 Campaign Stars; 
VSM (1969) (1970) (1971) 
10. Iraq Campaign Medal; ICM (2006) 
11. Global War On Terrorism Expeditionary Medal; 
GWTEM (2005) 
12. Global War On Terrorism Service Medal; 
GWTSM (2001) (2006) 
13. Armed Forces Reserve Medal w/ Hourglass & M 
Device; AFRM (1981)(1991)(2001)(2005) 
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14. NCO Professional Development Ribbon (4th 
Award); NCOPDR (1989) 
15. Army Service Ribbon; ASR (1981) 
16. Overseas Service Ribbon (2nd Award); OSR 
(1969) (2005) 
17. Army Reserve Components Overseas Training 
Ribbon (2nd Award); ARCOTR (1979) (1999) 
18. Republic Of Vietnam Campaign Medal with 
Device; RVNCM (1969) (1970) (1971) 
19. Alaska National Guard Community Service Medal 
(2003) 
20. California National Guard Commendation Medal 
with 1 OLC; (2001) (2004) 
21. Illinois National Guard Military Attendance 
Ribbon (1999) 
22. Letter of Commendation (1986) 
23. Presidential Unit Citation (1969) 
24. Republic of Vietnam Gallantry Cross Unit 
Citation with Palm (1969) 
25. Republic of Vietnam Civil Actions Medal Unit 
Citation (1969) 
26. Combat Infantryman Badge; CIB (1970) 
27. Parachute Badge (1968) 
28. Senior Parachutist Badge (1986) 
29. Master Parachutist Badge (1988) 
30. Korean Army (ROK) Parachute Badge (1979) 
31. Special Forces Tab; SF Tab (1985) 
32. SCUBA Diver Qualification Badge (1975) 
33. Special Operations Diver Badge; SODB (2006) 
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34. Sharpshooter Weapons Qualification Badge M-14 
Rifle; SPS M-14 (1968) 
35. Sharpshooter Weapons Qualification Badge M-16 
Rifle; SPS M-16 (1968) 
36. Expert Badge M-16 (1985) 
37. Infantry Blue Cord (1968) 
38. Combat Service Identification Badge; CSIB, 
173rd Abn Bde, 40th Inf Div (1969) (2005) 
39. Overseas Service Bars (5 Awards); O/S Bars 
(1969)(1970)(1971)(2005)(2006) 
40. California National Guard Service Medal (2005) 
41. National Guard Federal Service Ribbon (2001) 
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ZINNIA NGUYEN 
 
 
YESTERDAY’S TOMORROW 
IS TODAY 
 
 
Read Me.  
The words are inviting, so out of curiosity, I step out 
of bed and walk towards the desk. The item is 
standing on top of a black cover, it is a notebook. 
Holding up the notebook, the card slips off, and with 
the familiar feeling of having done this many times 
before, I open it. 
May 3rd  

Hi Kumori - That is you, that is our name. 
Perhaps you already knew this when you woke up, or 
maybe you did not. If you don’t feel like being called 
that this week, how about being called Ami? It’s our 
middle name. It’s something you like to switch to 
when you don’t want strangers knowing who you are. 
By now you can probably guess that you don't 
remember anything. Are you wondering why you are 
like this? I’m sure you are. Well I don't have the 
faintest of ideas. But knowing us, you don't care for 
an answer because it doesn't matter. You know you 
will forget it later, or maybe you won’t. If we can’t 
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remember, it is merely because it was not worth 
remembering--that is my guess. I don’t have much to 
say, but I have some things to say. If you are curious 
to continue knowing, bring this journal along with 
you today. If you are feeling up to exploring the 
unknown you can stop reading anytime. Oh, before I 
forget, a person is waiting for you. Downstairs our 
childhood friend will be sitting at what seems to be his 
usual spot. He’s always on his phone playing a game. 
How you choose to approach him is up to you, as he 
always seems to know what to do. When you look at 
him, you’ll know it’s him, or at least I did. His 
emerald eyes will pierce right through you with 
comfort. I started to realize that I’ve known this 
person my whole life. It made me wonder how many 
times we keep replaying this moment. Don’t take too 
long, it would be rude of us to keep him waiting. You 
should smile, even if it is not a real one. Try your best, 
it’s the least we can do.  

I pick up the journal and walk towards the 
door. Nervous as to who I will be meeting, I leave my 
bedroom. The hallway is dim with some lights shining 
through the windows and I see another door across 
from mine. Out of curiosity, I have already placed 
myself in front of the door. Wondering if this room 
belonged to the person she mentioned, or maybe it 
was just another room I have. I twist the doorknob 
only to be stopped at my own pace, it’s locked. I 
faintly hear footsteps and then it becomes silent. Is the 
person here? Maybe he lives with me since this house 
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appears to be spacious. I go down the stairs ever so 
quietly, not quite ready to be found. I continue lower 
and go towards a path that seems right, and peek my 
head through the doorway. A figure is sitting on the 
couch, holding his phone vertically as he taps away. 
I’m not too sure what to do, so I continue to watch 
him.  

“Kuku, I would appreciate it, if you stop 
observing me like a creep.” He said. 

I become a bit startled. “Wow, how did you 
see me? Is Kuku me?”  

“It’s called peripheral vision. Yes, that is you, 
who else am I talking to? Good morning.” He gets up 
and his figure becomes closer. 

“Oh, okay--um good morning, how did you 
get inside?” I attempt to smile.  

“I broke in.” He begins laughing and I panic. 
“Please don’t look so paranoid I was only joking. I 
live with you, silly.”  

My head starts to sting a bit and something 
comes back to me. “Ray…?”  

“Yes, that’s my name, and for figuring that 
out, here’s a prize.” He hands me a thin smooth 
plastic box.  

“Cream waf--ers, do I like these?”  
“No silly. You detest them so much that I 

decided to go out of my way to buy them just for you. 
Try them.”  
 My body becomes a little shaky and I can only 
blankly stare at the plastic. How should I open this? 
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Should I rip it with my teeth, or do I get scissors? 
Neither of them seems like the right option. Before I 
can make a decision, he takes the wafer box out of my 
hand.  
 “You are overthinking this.” He opens it from 
the sides and taps the box against my head.  

“Thank you,” I take the box out of his hand 
and pull out a wafer cookie. He stares at me as if he is 
waiting for my next movement. I become immobile. 
His eyes are so captivating, she wasn’t wrong. “Your 
eyes are so pretty.”  

His eyes widen and he quickly steps back. He 
covers a part of his face with his hand. “Watching you 
do anything has always been really intense, but that’s 
just who you are.” He chuckles.  

He takes the wafer out of my hand. “Ahhhh, 
now eat.” I quickly chew so that I am able to eat the 
entire cookie. It’s not too sweet, it’s creamy and 
quickly dissolves into my mouth. Then, without 
realizing, I have already started eating more and more 
until I have gotten to the last one. I hand the wafer to 
Ray. 

“Thank you, but no thank you. I got them for 
you, so you can finish.”  

“Okay.” Excited that I can have one more, I 
eat the last. I look up to him. “Umm… what now?”  

“What now, she says.” he chuckles.  
He puts his hand out in front of me, and I 

naturally hold onto it. He holds onto my hand and 
begins walking us towards the door. “I’m sorry, but 
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you’re too slow today and we have to get going or 
we’ll be late.”  

Uneasy that I already have to leave the house I 
firmly hold Ray back. 

“Where are we going? I don’t understand 
anything yet.” 

“Sorry, I usually wait for you to ask me. We 
are going to work because we have the morning shift. 
If you don’t feel like going, I’ll cover for you. But in 
honesty, I won’t be able to relax knowing you are 
here by yourself. So please come with me.” He 
smiles.  

We step outside and Ray goes towards his car. 
I stay by the door, enjoying the freshness of the 
weather. Can I even function as a working human-
being today? I sigh and stand still. 

Ray pokes his head out of the car window.  
“You can enjoy the atmosphere inside the car 

too.” 
I open the car door and place myself in the 

passenger seat. Ray looks over and I become slightly 
nervous.  

“Why are you gripping onto the journal so 
much?” he asks.  

“Uh. Oh. I didn’t know.” I loosen my grip and 
place the journal gently onto my lap. The car engine 
starts up and he begins to back out of the driveway. I 
start touching the screen of the car’s stereo.  

“Oh, did you want to listen to music?” He 
glances over. 
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I pause. “I---uh I don’t know, it just 
happened.” I withdraw my arm and become slightly 
timid.  

“Well if you do decide that you want to, go 
ahead. Use my phone as always if you like.”  
I nod and stare down at the journal on my lap, maybe 
now is the best time to read. I am curious as to what I 
have written to myself. Will she reveal more about 
Ray? What will she tell me?  

“If you want to read the journal, you can go 
right ahead, I am driving anyways.”  

My eyes grow, in amazement that he might 
have read my mind. “Are you a wizard? How do you 
know?”  
 “I am an all-around top class wizard.” He 
snickers. “Hmm...Well, how do I know what? That 
when you buy anything you never want the item in 
front, but rather the one in the back. It’s because you 
don’t enjoy the idea that multiple people could have 
already rubbed the first one. Or do I know that when 
you are stressed out, you will clean. Whether it’s your 
room or the entire house. You will find anything to 
clean because it helps relax your mind. Yes, I do 
know that some days you will wake up forgetting. 
Forgetting maybe where you are, forgetting who you 
are and even forgetting me.” 

There was a hint of sorrow to his voice.  
“How long have you been dealing with this?”  
“I don’t deal with it. I have come to accept it. I 

decided to stay whether you remain this way forever 
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or eventually come back. Counting today this would 
be number seventy-two. Seventy-two times that you 
have resetted. It has been a year and---.” 

I tug on his arm. “It’s okay, you don’t have to 
explain anymore.” 

“Sorry, I didn’t have to say that. I guess I 
didn’t know how to respond but I wanted to.” 

“If you're at a loss for words, you don't have to 
force yourself. Don’t you think that in itself is a form 
of comfort? You are doing great.” I smile.  

A slight smile began to form on his face. 
“Don’t look at me, it’s distracting and I am driving.” I 
open up the journal and continue. 

Hello Kumori, have you decided to take me 
along with you today? I am assuming so if you are 
reading this. Or maybe you don’t see this and I am 
merely talking to myself, or someone else. I really 
shouldn’t get off topic, but I can only wonder. How 
was your encounter with Ray? Did you have fun? Did 
you run away? I hope not. Were you able to figure out 
his name all on your own? Of course you did. In 
honesty, I don’t have any ideas of what you will be 
doing because everyday is different. You could be 
going to work. You could be going on an adventure. 
Maybe you aren’t going anywhere at all. I’m not a 
magician, nor am I a fortune teller. I don’t know 
everything, I only know what I know. If you are going 
to work, I will at least tell you about the people there. 
For starters, the only person who knows about our 
issue is our manager, David. You will figure him out 
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right away because he always wearing his nametag. 
He’s nice and is willing to help, but that doesn’t mean 
he’s always a good person. You don’t know what 
people will do with the information nor do you know 
what they might do to you. Never trust anyone too 
much. Next in line is your assistant manager, Eve. She 
recently changed her hair color to blue. She seems to 
adore us, but something about her is always off-
putting. I guess it’s because she enjoys engaging in 
gossip that you never will know if your name will slip 
up in her conversations. Who's to say that it hasn’t 
already? Since you are only going to be in the office 
throughout the day, you mostly will be interacting 
with them. Krystal, who is one of the supervisors 
might be there. She’s… friendly. Nonetheless it's not 
up to me to tell you how to enjoy your time because I 
won’t exist anymore. The world belongs to you now. I 
am only here to let you know what I know and what I 
want you to know. When you close your eyes and look 
at the world, what do you see? 

I close my eyes: nothing. Suddenly I begin to 
feel pressure against my face. I thought I was 
supposed to envision something yet what is this force? 
Its presence isn’t frightening but is instead gentle. The 
warmth engulfs my face and I start to get sleepy. I 
open my eyes to see Ray’s hand squishing my face. 

“Your face is always so cold, Kuku. We are 
here.”  

“Is it weird that each time I forget, I forget a 
part of me? It’s like I don’t know who I am. It makes 
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me wonder why I even forgot in the first place, but of 
course I don’t know the answer.” 

“Well most of my memories are intact and I 
still don’t know who I am at times. People are always 
reforming themselves whether it’s in a day or in a few 
years. If it was that easy to define who you are as a 
person, I could have told you from the beginning. 
Anyways Kuku, you aren’t the type of person who has 
fun playing a role you don’t know. You always look 
like you are having fun doing anything even if you are 
in an uncomfortable situation, you make the most of 
it. That is one of the few features I like about you. 
You are great just the way you are, with memories, or 
none.” He smiles at me and my vision began to get 
teary. Oh I’m crying.  
 Eventually we leave the car and head inside a 
building. We head into the elevator and Ray presses 
the button to the third floor. Ray went over paperwork 
that was assigned to me by David. He thought it 
would be easy for me to just do the math for sales and 
made sure everything added up correctly. He even 
points out that the post-its left around my desk was 
from me, they were small tips. David comes in and 
greets us before asking Ray for some assistance. 
Observing my desk, I note that the placements of 
utensils and paper are quite organized. There are a 
few cute objects scattered around, like a dancing 
flower in a pot. If it is energized by solar power, I 
wonder how it is moving with office LED lights. 
There is a tiny size cat plush laying class the keyboard 
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and a few origami lotus laying against the pen 
holders. Soon another person approaches me, she 
pulls off her hood and reveals her short lapis blue 
hair. 

“Hey Kumori.”  
“Um… Hello Eve. Can you please call me 

Ami today?”  
“Uhhh … Sure, changing up your style I see, I 

like it! Okay Ami. Also I printed this out for you.”  
Eve pulls something out of her bag and hands 

me a gift bag. She takes out a frame picture and hands 
it to me. It’s a picture of me giving Ray a piggyback 
ride and Eve is poking her head into the photo.  

“Isn’t this cute? I even took the liberty to 
frame this for you! Man, that trip was great, we 
should do it again next year.” She excitedly speaks.  

“It is very cute, thank you.”  
I place the picture in between my monitor and 

keyboard, but far enough that it doesn’t cover up 
some of the screen. Eve sits down at the computer 
next to me and begins working and soon, Krystal 
shows up. They both immerse into idle chit-chat about 
the recent events of a co-worker sleeping with David. 
They poke fun at her for perhaps being desperate for a 
higher pay, or having bad taste in men. Eve can’t wait 
for the day that David gets fired so she can take over, 
but she also doesn’t want to. She likes that she has 
power, but also not too much, because then there is 
more responsibility laid onto her. Every now and then 
they glance over and I wasn’t sure if that was a cue 
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for me to jump into the conversation but I couldn’t. 
What am I supposed to say about people who I don’t 
recall. How can I speak ill of others when I can’t even 
remember their faces; I don’t want to, even if I tried. I 
attempt to avoid eye contact and I look down at my 
journal. Something is poking out from the back pages. 
I pull on the edge and a photograph comes out.  

“Hey Ami, why aren’t you and Ray dating 
yet?” Eve asks. 

“It would be too convenient.” I blurt out. 
Feeling alarmed that I had answered on my own. I 
then stay silent, but their continuous stares seem to 
ask for further explanation. 

“I have always loved him and adored him, but 
that love has never gone anywhere. It would be easy 
to be with him because it seems appropriate, but I 
wouldn’t do it.”  

“That’s disappointing. I would be thrilled to 
see you both together, but I respect that.” replies Eve.  

I instantly get up from my seat and sprint off. I 
am still holding onto the photograph, so I put it in my 
pocket. I start grinning and I’m not too sure why. 
Maybe it’s the fact that within that instant everything 
feels clear. Though I’m mistaken--I thought that Ray 
and I were an item--Guess not.  

“Why are you smiling like a weirdo?” asks 
Ray.  

I didn’t realize I’d walked off somewhere. No 
matter how much my mind wanders it feels like I will 
always find him.  
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“Ray, should we be together?” I ask.  
His phone slips off his hand. “In what 

country?”  
We both kneel down to reach for his phone, 

only to clash our heads. I step back and rub my 
forehead. “I don’t know…-The U.S, I think.” Ray 
turns over to the wall and slams his head forward. 
Worried as to what he has just done, I tap him. “What 
are you doing?”  

“Escaping.” He muffles. He turns around and 
puts both his hands onto my shoulder. “How dare you 
ask me this.” He shakes me furiously. 

“I was curious because I thought we were.”  
“Oh? You think so. Well if you gladly must 

know, in your previous life you have rejected me 
several times. No matter how much you change, the 
outcome is always the same.” He leans in closer to my 
face. His eyes are mesmerising. I would get lost in 
them. He continues to stare as if he attempts to 
hypnotize me. “Even now when I’m this close, you 
don’t bat an eyelid and it frustrating.”  

“You are blushing,” I observe.  
“Thank you for noticing. I am going to go grab 

something so wait here.” Ray dashes off. I hadn’t 
gotten a chance to look at the photograph before Eve 
asked me the question. Now I pull the photograph 
carefully out of my pocket, hoping that it hasn’t 
gotten wrinkled. In the picture, I see myself, I see 
others such as David and Eve, I see an unidentified 
person, and I see Ray. He’s smiling so brightly. I 
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wonder if he still has fun now, since he takes care of 
me. Out of curiosity, to see if there is more to the 
picture, I flip it around. There is something written.  

How weak the mind is when it wants to forget. 
Maybe you didn't forget. Maybe you are lying. Is it a 
lie you tell everyone around you, or perhaps a lie you 
tell yourself?  
 My body becomes uneasy and I push the 
photograph back into my pocket.  
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ROGER D. HICKS 
 
 
ALAFAIR’S FUNERAL 
 
 
After the sheriff drove from Carpenter to inform Ep of 
the death of his sister Alafair in Kendallville, Indiana, 
he drove Ep up the creek to see Greasy Johnson about 
possibly driving him to the funeral.  He also used his 
car radio to call his office and have his secretary call 
Alafair’s son in Kendallville and patch the call 
through so Ep could learn about the arrangements, 
speak with his nephew, and make a plan to attend the 
funeral. It was an election year.   Greasy agreed to do 
the driving and insisted that his Willys Jeep would 
stand up to the trip just fine.  “She may be old, Ep, but 
that Jeep is a fine vehicle.  We might not make it as 
fast as a Cadillac or a Packard, but we’ll get there just 
fine.”   
 
The trip started early the next morning after the stores 
opened in Carpenter so they could both buy new 
overalls and shirts.  Ep’s wife packed a box of 
bologna sandwiches on her big, fluffy cat head 
biscuits and threw in some store bought apples and 
two gallons of water.  The funeral would be the next 
day at noon and they intended to sleep off whatever 
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was left of the night in the Jeep when they arrived in 
Kendallville.  The Jeep ran well and Greasy loved to 
drive.  As the countryside fell away behind them the 
roads improved and Ep marveled at the first red light, 
divided highway, and neon signs he had ever 
seen.  “Greasy, I wouldn’t have had my sister die for 
nothing in the world but I sure am glad to get to see 
all this fancy stuff.  I guess I hear about it sometimes 
on the radio but I never thought I’d see these 
contraptions.  I shore hope I brought enough money to 
get us there and back.”   
 
“Ep, as long as we can buy gas both ways and eat, 
we’ll be alright and we’ve got the eating whipped on 
this side of the trip.  You don’t have to pay me till we 
get back to Widespot.  I’ve got a few dollars 
too.  We’ll be alright.” 
 
Greasy stopped about every two hours to stretch and 
find a bathroom and just kept on driving.  He had 
already worked out the route on a dog-eared atlas 
from a few years in the past.  Lunch time found them 
driving through Dayton on US 35 and Ep was nearly 
speechless as he saw the multiple story buildings, 
factories, and complex intersections.  Greasy stopped 
to consult his atlas, considered his options, and drove 
on northwest toward Kendallville. At the edge of 
dusk, he stopped at the outskirts of town and asked 
directions to East Wayne Street where Alafair’s son 
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lived just across the street from the fairgrounds.  They 
found the house, parked, and knocked on the door. 
 
A young woman about eighteen or twenty opened the 
door a crack and inspected the two men with a 
suspicious eye, “Yeeesss, may I help you?” 
 
“Rowena, is that you?  I’m your great uncle Ep.  We 
come to the funeral.  Is your Daddy in there?” 
 
“Sir, my name is not Rowena! I am Rebecca!  I had 
my name changed to Rebecca as soon as I turned 
eighteen.  That was such an awful name. None of my 
friends in school liked it.  Please call me Rebecca.” 
 
“Awful, awful?  You was named after your great 
granny Rowena Hart.  She was one of the finest 
women I ever knowed.  You ort to be ashamed of 
yourself girl.”  Ep made no effort to hide his 
displeasure and spoke to the young woman in the 
same manner he would have used if she had been 
standing on his porch.  
 
“Please wait here.  I’ll tell my father you are here,” 
the young woman said and turned to go.  On the 
porch, both Ep and Greasy heard the click of a dead 
bolt.   
 
A few minutes later, a middle-aged man with some 
possible familial resemblance to Ep reopened the door 
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and stepped on the porch.  “Hello, Uncle Ep.  I’m glad 
you could make it for Mom’s funeral.  My daughter 
just didn’t recognize you.  Where will you be staying 
tonight?”   
 
“Well, I reckon we was just going to sleep somewhere 
in Greasy’s little Jeep.  We’ll be alright.”   
 
“We already have a lot of company for the funeral, 
cousins, and so forth.  I don’t have any room.  But 
you can probably just drive over there in the 
fairgrounds and park if you’re going to sleep in the 
Jeep.  Do you know how to find the church?  It’s the 
Community Independent Non-Denominational 
Tabernacle over on Main Street.  It starts at ten in the 
morning.  Thank you for coming!” 
 
Slowly, Ep waited for some further conversation from 
his nephew, finally realized none was forthcoming, 
and stuck out a hand for a handshake. He found the 
hand shake limp, weak, non-committal. Instantly, his 
father’s words from seventy-five years ago came 
back, “Shake hands like a man, boy!” He didn’t repeat 
those words and simply said,  “I reckon we’ll see you 
in the morning.  Let’s go, Greasy.”  Slowly, the two 
men walked back to the street without 
speaking.  Greasy drove the short distance to the 
fairgrounds, found all the gates wide open and 
entered.  As he slowly toured the facility past empty 
barns, a show ring, food booths, and bathrooms, Ep 
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finally began to express his thoughts about the 
reception they had just received. 
 
“Greasy, that woman was an Old Regular Baptist all 
her life.  She never joined the church but she always 
used to write me and tell me she was going to the 
Little Flossie Old Regular Baptist Church right often 
up here.  What kind of durn fool name was that for a 
church?  What did he say?  Community Independent 
Tabernacle?  Was that it?”  
 
“I believe he said Community Independent Non-
denominational Tabernacle, Ep.  Yep, that’s what he 
said.  Do you reckon we ort to drive to Main Street 
and find it?” 
 
“No, we can do that in the morning early, I 
reckon.  Seems to me like putting all them big words 
in that name might jest be a way to keep any kind of 
deacons, or church boards, or decent people from 
making the preacher preach the truth, Greasy.”   
 
“I’m sorry you got treated that way, Ep, coming to 
your sister Alafair’s funeral.  But I’ll walk right in 
there with you in the morning and we can at least pay 
our respects to Alafair.  Let’s see if we can maybe 
find a spot to sleep in one of them barn lofts.  Maybe 
some of them water faucets are working too in this 
warm weather.”   
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The pair parked near a barn, walked inside and found 
a ladder to a loft.  They walked around the large open 
area and found a corner with a few bales of old hay 
and a relatively clean horse blanket.  Luckily, a 
bathroom nearby was actually unlocked with running 
but cold water which they used to wash the road dust 
off and chase the last of their bologna biscuits.  At 
dark they turned in back to back under the single 
horse blanket spread over the hay bales.  Well before 
daylight, both men awoke and washed up, dusted off 
and dressed in their new shirts and overalls, and 
climbed in the Jeep to drive the half dozen blocks to 
the church which they found locked.  They walked 
around the parking lot, appraised the cinder block 
building which was adorned with a half dozen stained 
glass windows of a quality far too ostentatious for 
either man’s taste.  Then they killed the intervening 
time before the funeral by walking up and down Main 
Street, found a small diner with gravy and biscuits, a 
cup of coffee for each, and a price which made Ep 
wonder if they would have enough gas money to get 
back to Widespot.   
 
They returned to the church and sat on the steps 
talking intermittently until a woman in a short skirt, 
too much jewelry, fancy hose without a seam up the 
back, and spike heels arrived and introduced herself. 
“Hello, gentlemen, I’m Reverend Kitty Conn.  Are 
you here for the funeral?  If so, please come 
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inside!  The body is already here and you can pass the 
time until the service begins.”   
 
Ep seemed stunned and finally asked, “I’m Alafair’s 
brother Ep.  Do you mean to tell me that you and that 
boy of hers just left Alafair in there with nobody here 
to set up with her all night before the funeral.”   
 
“Yes, sir, that’s how things are done now.  She is 
dead, sir.  Nothing can hurt her.  She is asleep in the 
arms of Jesus.”   
 
Ep did not verbalize any of the particular memories of 
Alafair which flashed through his mind but he asked, 
“Did she join the church? Was she baptized?  Was she 
washed in the blood of the lamb?  Did she tell you she 
was saved?  How do you know she is asleep in the 
arms of Jesus?” 
 
The female preacher seemed stunned.  “Sir, she was 
your sister.  Wouldn’t it be nicer and more comforting 
to agree with me that she is safe in Heaven?” 
 
“Nicer? Nicer?  Woman, the truth will stand when the 
world’s on fire even if it ain’t nice.  If she didn’t say 
she had been saved, I sure ain’t going to try to say she 
was.  She was my sister and I loved her but I don’t 
know what went on between her and the Lord and you 
don’t neither.”   
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The Reverend Conn simply sniffed and turned away 
down a nearby hallway to her office and Ep left 
Greasy standing near the door as he strode to the front 
of the church to stand silently and gaze into the open, 
unattended casket.  Alfair’s face was set in that stony, 
artificial pose which undertaker’s proficiently create 
without ever telling anyone exactly how. Her face was 
covered extensively with the first and last cosmetics 
she would ever wear on earth.  Ep reached out to 
touch the crossed hands lightly, lowered his head in 
silent prayer, and finally walked back to Greasy near 
the door.  “Well, Greasy, I reckon we ort to stay for 
the funeral since we come so far.  But I guess you 
know I ain’t expecting much.” 
 
Greasy just nodded and moved to take a seat in the 
last row near the door. Ep finally sat down beside 
Greasy.  Eventually, a small crowd began to 
gather.  One or two older, former residents of Widspot 
stopped to shake Ep’s hand.  Most just walked on past 
or stopped behind the pair to surreptitiously appraise 
the bibbed overalls before scooting quickly past to 
take their seats.  At the last minute, Alafair’s son, his 
wife, and daughter came in.  The nephew stopped 
briefly to acknowledge his uncle, did not bother to 
invite him to the family pew, and took his seat.  The 
service was brief, saccharine, filled with instrumental 
and flowery hymns played on guitars, piano, and even 
an accordion, and obviously intended to ruffle no 
feathers or raise any doubts.  The Reverend Conn read 
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an obituary which seemed to have been written by a 
stranger, delivered a brief, optimistic sermon which 
once again assured the crowd that Alafair was asleep 
in the arms of Jesus.  When the casket had been 
wheeled to the waiting hearse, Ep turned to Greasy 
and said, “Let’s get home.  I reckon I done right by 
my sister.  But I don’t need no more of this.  That 
woman probably didn’t know Alafair any better than a 
fence post.”   
 
They drove silently and thoughtfully for several miles 
and hours.  Finally, as the Jeep drew close to the 
Indiana border, Ep began to speak, “Greasy, I’m sorry 
I drug you into that.  That boy forced my sister Alafair 
to move up north when she had lived seventy-five 
years in Widespot.  She didn’t want to go and if she 
had been able to say so she didn’t want no funeral 
with a woman preacher and guitars and a squeeze box 
playing.  That boy and his wife moved up north, got 
jobs, and started working every day trying to fool a 
bunch of strangers into thinking they was born 
here.  He let that snotty nosed girl of his’n change her 
name after naming her after her great grandma.  My 
sister jest got buried amngst strangers in a strange 
land she never wanted to be drug into.  I swear, 
Greasy, it is just like the children of Israel dying and 
being throwed in that big river in Egypt after living 
for years in slavery.  If I’d a had the money, I’d a paid 
to have her put in a hearse and brung back to 
Widespot to be buried on the point next to Ma and Pa 
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jest like Joseph brung Jacob back to Canaan to be 
buried.  Greasy, I’m sorry I drug you into that.  I 
didn’t know we was travelin’ five hundred miles to go 
to a hoedown.”  Greasy just nodded and drove on 
toward the Ohio River.   
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CLAIRE COFRE 
 
 
THE IMPACT OF DEATH 
 
 
 Death has always been an extremely 
uncomfortable and taboo topic for us to talk about in 
the United States. It is depressing and often brings out 
emotions deemed unfit for public display, especially 
in our modern-day society; but at the same time, it is 
influential in our culture and our lives. Every choice 
we make has to do with death, whether you are 
talking about relationships, life goals, even hobbies. 
People have become obsessed with being loved and 
remembered after death, while also being completely 
contempt with the knowledge that they can face it at 
any time. So the question remains: Why is a topic that 
is so monumental in our choices and society so looked 
down upon in terms of conversation? Death is an 
uncomfortable topic that controls our everyday 
choices and relationships. 
 Almost every text deals with the topic of death 
whether it is directly or through the choices that the 
characters make. The first text that comes to my mind 
when I think about my word is the novel Looking For 
Alaska by John Green. The novel portrays many 
characters and their battle between the choices they 
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make in life that either do or don’t lead to their death. 
One of the main characters is named Alaska and for a 
good percentage of the novel, she reveals her 
reconciled ideas about life and death. A lot of her 
actions as a character seem to be made to “lessen her 
life expectancy”. One of the scenes in the book that 
stood out to me most was the scenes of when all the 
characters: Pudge, the Colonial, and Alaska were all 
in a circle smoking while at the boarding school and 
Pudge points out that Alaska finishes her cigarettes 
really fast. She explains to him that they take slow 
short drags to enjoy the feeling and the warmth while 
she takes fast long drags so that it will ultimately kill 
her faster. Though Alaska really did want to die she 
also wanted more than anything to be loved and 
remembered. This desire greatly influenced how she 
treated others, especially characters like Pudge who 
were infatuated with her.  At the end of the novel, 
Alaska decides she wants to run away and escape the 
boarding school, and in doing so she dies in a car 
crash. This then leads Pudge, the main protagonist 
who was in love with Alaska to surround his life with 
the aspect of her death and try to find out who her 
killer was. Though a student’s death is a very 
impactful tragedy, it seemed that the event wasn’t 
talked about in the school. For John Green to include 
this aspect is, unfortunately, an active projection on 
how our adult society often handles death. 
 In terms of how our youth view the topic of 
death it’s almost seen as a joke. When Alaska 
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mentions her reasoning behind how she smokes her 
cigarettes she is serious, yes, but it is also satirical. 
The real youth treat the topic very similarly; with 
mental illness at such a high level, and kids joking 
about suicide in daily conversation erasing the 
seriousness and pressure from the topic. Because the 
idea of death is extremely uncomfortable a lot of kids 
don’t end up discussing how the decisions they make 
in relation to death affect their lives and that can be 
harmful to them as well.  

Around this time, several years ago I was 
hospitalized for suicidal ideation and self-harm. For 
those who don’t know, suicidal ideation is when 
someone plans their suicide in great detail over and 
over again but never goes through with it. During this 
time in my life, death was a topic that was often on 
my mind but simultaneously, a topic that I did not talk 
about until I was forced to spend 24 hours a day 7 
days a week in a psych ward where they hyper 
focused on our collective want of death.  

The day I was submitted was full of tears and 
unanswered questions, I was ushered into a wing with 
keycard locked doors and nurses that wore “I mean 
business” on their faces. A nurse guided me into a 
small room in the back, she told me to strip all the 
way down, she examined my newest additions and 
told me to squat and cough.  I said goodbye to my 
parents. 

Later that night I was assigned my room and 
my roommate, I had been dropped off a bag of clothes 
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and took a look around my room, The walls were 
brick with a thick layer of white paint layered over, 
there were little notes made by the previous patients 
saying things like “ 15 days of hell”, “get me out of 
this shithole” and “you will get through this I 
promise” The windows were thick, equipt with 
shatterproof glass, double-layered and bars just in 
case, you could not open them. My roommate was a 
girl about three years older than me with sad, dark 
eyes and soft hands. Her name was Aaliyah and she 
was a schizophrenic. That night, neither of us slept 
more than an hour.  Aaliyah because she had 
hallucinations all night of terrifying creatures 
crawling across our ceiling hovering in the corners 
and I because she described them to me all night. 

The next morning I have woken up abruptly to 
an overnight nurse asking me to sit up so she could 
take more blood, she was an old frail woman with 
bright blue eyeshadow and sparkly pink lips, my arm 
was bruised from getting it taken the day before so 
she stuck me in the other arm. I buzzed the front to 
ask what time it was since we weren’t allowed to have 
clocks in our rooms, I later learned that this was 
because one time a patient ripped one off the wall and 
ate the battery in a desperate attempt to kill himself. 
He was the reason I had to ask someone to tell me it 
was 5am. I lie awake until breakfast call which was 
7am and then Aaliyah and I  headed to the main room 
to sit at a round table with 12 other strangers. We ate 
and after that was “Check inns and sharing time. All 
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14 of us went in an order stating how we felt that 
morning, our reason for admittance and how we slept. 
For the rest of the days, we had group activities and 
group meals, group study time and group therapy. 
Individual time was short and far in between we were 
paired with different therapists for 15 minutes a day 
and the only time we really had  for ourselves was 
cooldown, time right before lights out that we were 
allowed to read or draw our just talk with our 
roommates while we waited for a nurse to check the 
crevices of our room for stolen plastic silverware and 
extra sharpened pencils. 

Aaliyah and I would sit during lights out and 
whisper about how we truly felt, not what we told the 
nurses. We would talk about the plans we had, the 
letters we wrote and how much we missed the feeling 
of breathing in cold air from outside. We would talk 
about why we hurt ourselves, how we felt when we 
did it and how we felt bad for our parents because 
they had felt like they completely failed us when it 
wasn’t their fault. We would slap box each other and 
when it got late and we figured out her new 
medication wasn’t working I would sit on her bed and 
let her tell me about the scary things she saw float in 
and out of our walls. She would draw with me when I 
couldn’t sleep because I was scared and we would 
talk about the physical pain we would feel because we 
were sad for no reason. Those moments were the only 
things that help me through the 3 long weeks that I 
stayed there. 
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Death is always lingering in the back of our 
minds through every choice we make, whether our 
actions are made to bring us closer or farther away 
from it. We build relationships through loss, but we 
do this in the background; behind closed curtains, 
because to bring up the topic of death in a social 
situation is awkward, to say the least. If our society let 
go of that barrier, we would be able to build deeper 
connections. Death is an uncomfortable topic that 
controls our everyday choices and relationships, but it 
shouldn’t be. 
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LUIS RUEDA 
 
 
THE HOUSE ALWAYS WINS 
 
 

Out of all the truths a young Maria Garcia had 
come to accept into her heart, it was that there was 
nothing more terrifying than being in unfamiliar 
territory. Especially when said territory was where 
those who hated you thrived. 

Maria’s head darted around the bus stop like a 
rabbit searching for the bloodhound. They’re really 
not here? she thought to herself in panic. I should be 
in the clear… she clutched her purse and sighed. Just 
a little longer and she’d be out of here. 
 Once she was in Carson City, she’d be free. 
Las Vegas would be nothing but a memory. A painful 
history Maria could finally start healing and leave 
behind. No more gangs, no more being a mule, no 
more sleeping with a knife by her bed, no more him- 
but Maria’s eyes opened in panic once more at the 
sound of footsteps. It was ridiculous to be this 
paranoid, she knew in her heart, but she couldn’t help 
it. If they knew… shook her head clear of that 
thought, closing her eyes to listen. 
 One… two… one… two. She sighed in relief. 
Just one person. If it was someone wanting to bring 
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her back, it’d be more than one man. One the other 
hand, only one person being around seemed to make it 
so much more terrifying. She clutched her purse once 
more, hugging it to her chest. Was it a cop? Oh God, 
please not a cop. Just thinking about it being a police 
officer made her want to burst into tears. 
 Should I just turn back now? she mused, 
looking inside her purse. She could make up anything 
at this point, she figured. If she didn’t actually leave 
Vegas, then nothing too serious would happen. A 
black eye maybe, some harassment followed by rough 
sex, whatever: she had been through worse. Horrible 
as life was here, was it truly worth risking everything 
just for a chance at freedom? Was this gamble really 
worth her life? 
 “Howdy, partner,” is the greeting that broke 
her train of thought. 
 Howdy? Now that wasn’t what she was 
expecting. Hell, she wasn’t expecting a greeting at all. 
“Umm… Hello,” Maria said quietly, turning her head 
to the man. 
 He was the strangest man she had ever seen. 
He was a tall man standing at least 6’3, a cowboy hat, 
the boots, jeans, even a yellow and red checkered 
shirt. Spurns on his boots… a cowboy! 
 “Hope ya don’t mind, I’ve had a long night. 
Need to rest my feet, mind if I do?” asked the 
cowboy, flashing her a smile. Maria nodded her head, 
just patting the seat next to her. In all, she couldn’t 
help but consider him somewhat scary. Was he 
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drunk? It was a Vegas night, after all. Or could this 
really just yet another Vegas weirdo? Regardless. 
Maria hoped he didn’t think she’d be his cowgirl. 
 “Go ahead,” she said, setting her purse on her 
lap. 
 “Thanks!” he replied with a smile, whistling as 
he took a seat next to her. “Carson City, eh?” 
 “How do you know I-“ 
 “Why else would you be here? It’s the only 
bus left?” she couldn’t help but glare at his chuckle. 
“Need a break from Vegas?” 
 “A permanent one. Please, no offense but I 
don’t feel like talk-“she froze as the purse fell off her 
lap, frantically picked it up and hoping its contents 
would remain a mystery to the man. 
 “Got some gold?” he asked with a small smile, 
earning him an even more intense glare. “I’ll gamble 
for it.” 
 “And who the hell are you to ask questions to 
a stranger whose name you don’t even know, puto?” 
Maria said with a sneer, quickly getting fed up with 
this man. 
 “Sorry. Reckon I should have introduced 
myself. 
 “No, that’s not what I mean-“ 
 “I’m the Spirit of Vegas.” 
 “... Huh?” 
 “But you can call me Vegas Vic. Or just Vic.” 
 “Good for you. Now fuck off,” Maria didn’t 
care if she sounded rude or anything at this point, he 
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deserved it. Spirit of Vegas? So, he was a drunk or a 
druggie. Great. 
 “Guess you aren’t a people person,” Vic 
replied, reaching into his shirt pocket, taking out a 
cigarette and lighting it. At least he’ll be quiet now, 
Maria thought. Now she could focus on what to do. 
She already had a job waiting for her in Carson City if 
she could get there, and a friend willing to let her stay 
up to two months. Go forward or back? Maybe she 
could- 
 “Care for a game of Blackjack?” asked the 
annoying man. “You’re thinking ‘bout something. 
Maybe this’ll ease your head a bit, miss? I’ll deal.” 
 “I count cards,” Maria said bluntly. Every 
second around this man was like a trial from God to 
her. “You’d lose even if I wanted to play.” 
 “Oh, now that’s bad sportsmanship. Still, I’d 
win.” 
 “How?” something was weird at this point. 
She wanted to ignore him. She had an iPod and 
headphones: tuning him out wouldn’t be too had. But 
every time he talked… Maria seemed to listen. The 
moment gambling was brought up, something about 
her demeanor slightly changed. Her discontent gave 
way to curiosity. Hell, she even felt like having a 
drink or a smoke: and sure, enough she immediately 
reached into her purse to grab a cigarette. 
 Vic laughed. “Look all around you! We’re still 
in Vegas… the second we start playing, this bus stop 
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will become a casino, ya know? And I’m playing for 
the house. And the house always wins.” 
 Yeah, probably high, she figured. Still, she 
could use some money for Carson City. “Yeah, sure, 
I’ll take the gamble. I’m telling you: I’m gonna count 
cards.” 
 And so, they played, and before long, Maria 
was broke. 
 “I think that’s the last of your money,” said 
Vic with a laugh, pocketing it. All her money was in 
cash: a thousand dollars blown in nearly twenty 
minutes. 
 “… H… How…” 
 Maria’s eyes were wide in alarm and fear. All 
her money. She had just lost all her money in less than 
half an hour. She was no high roller, but she could go 
into a casino and walk out with more than she came in 
with: a rarity in this town. She knew when to fold 
them, and when to walk away before the casinos 
began to catch on. But something about this gamble 
was… 
 Intoxicating. Exhilarating. It was like all 
common sense left her in order to partake in the 
gamble and hope for more, not even bothering to 
count after so long. And it had cost her everything: 
even her bus fare, the minimum to escape this 
wretched city. 
 And so, she had lost everything in the brink of 
an eye. All her money was gone, and with it, her 
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future. She let her purse drop to the ground next to 
her, collapsing to her knees a moment later. 
 “The house always wins,” said Vic again, 
giving her a ten. “Here, some compensation.” 
 “No, your pity doesn’t matter. I’m so 
fucked…” Maria muttered softly, looking down the 
road with no cars in sight. And then she gave a bitter 
chuckle. Of course, this would happen. Of course, she 
couldn’t restart her life. How could she have expected 
a happier tomorrow after all she had already endured 
in just twenty-three years? This is God saying to go 
back, Maria, she thought to herself, bitterly. All she 
had was the treasure in her purse… and Vic clearly 
noticed it. 
 “Wanna go all or nothing? You’re hiding 
something in there. It worth a lot?” 
 “Shut up.” 
 “Gold?” 
 “Shut. The. Fuck. Up.” 
 Vic hummed a tune, crossing his legs. 
“Whatever you say. Don’t wanna play anything just 
for fun? Doesn’t have to be a gamble, but you can win 
it all back, maybe.” 
 “Fuck you!” she shouted, staring down the 
road. Maybe she could hitchhike? It wouldn’t be the 
first time she had to pay with something more than 
money. 
 “… Strip poker?” 
 “No, seriously. What the fuck is wrong with 
you, man?” 
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 “I’m the Spirit of Vegas, I can’t help it. I got 
sin, sex, booze, and gambling running through my 
veins,” Vic said with a laugh, waving his hand. 
“Sometimes I just gotta let it all out, you know?” 
 “Just shut up!” in a fit of rage she through the 
purse at him, eyes widening at what she’d done. 
 Her mouth fell open once the antique flintlock 
pistol fell out of it. 
 Shit.  
 “Well that’s a pretty gun.” Said the man with 
an amused smile. “Knew ya had something special.” 
 “Touch it and you’ll see old guns can still kill 
you,” well, kind off. Maria had no ammo, but the man 
didn’t need to know tha- 
 “Liar.” 
 “Huh?” 
 “I can tell when a lady or gentleman is lying. 
You don’t got the bullets or the nerve to kill me, little 
lady.” 
 “Just… please. Leave it alone. For the love of 
God, just don’t touch it,” Maria said, picking it up. 
memories of her father flooded through her mind. The 
family treasure. How the hell could she just put it in 
danger like that? She already went through the huge 
effort to smuggle it, ready to sneak a gun across the 
state, and she just throws it? The one thing in her life 
she promised she would never mess up! Never put in 
danger, never sell to the gang to get out of a jam… 
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 She did more than just sniffle, to say the least. 
She sobbed, to the point she didn’t even cared when 
Vic patted her back. 
 “’Know what? You can have your money 
back.” 
 “Don’t need it. Made up my mind. I’m going 
home, I don’t need it anymore. 
 “Too bad, you’re gonna get it back.” 
 “Don’t care-“ BANG! Maria jumped in her 
seat, Vic’s grin vanished, a serious look finally on his 
face. “PUTA MADRE!” 
 BANG! 
 “Looks like we got bandits.” 
 “Now is not the time for a fucking joke- “ 
 “Well look who it is,” for at least a good 
second or two, Maria felt her heart stop. “Baby girl, 
how could you just leave me like that?” 
 “… Emmanuel, just let me go.” 
 “When you’re in, you’re in for life,” the tallest 
of the three men retorted, glaring. Of all the men in 
the world… “You stupid bitch. How many fucking 
times have I told you don’t fucking go anywhere 
without me telling you?” 
 “W-who did you kill?” 
 “Nobody, thought you were here. Wanted you 
to know we were coming.” 
 “I… Dios Mio, please, don’t hurt me. Baby, 
please, I can explain everything-“ 
 “Oh, you really are not in any fucking place to 
tell me what not to do you little whore-“ Manny’s face 
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was contorted into a glare. “Gonna fuck you in more 
ways than one tonight. Do you fucking understand 
me?” 

“Listen, I can-“ 
 “Alright, that’s enough,” Vic said, standing 
up. 
 “What the fuck? The fuck is you?” Asked one 
of the thugs, amused by his getup. “Hey, Manny! 
Look at this retard!” 
 Manny laughed, inspecting Vic from head to 
toe. “Man, you are in the wrong fucking place 
tonight,” he informed him, stepping closer. “You look 
like one of the fags selling themselves in the back 
alleys. Got lost looking for customers, cowboy? Or 
you one of Maria’s whore friends too? Hey, baby! 
Didn’t know you had friends!” Maria gasped upon 
noticing the gun was aiming at Vic’s friends. “I 
wonder if fag brains look any different than usual 
ones? Wanna find out, guys?” Vic showed no reaction 
as the steel of the gun pressed against his cheek. 
“Come on. Say something. How about your name, 
bitch?” 
 “The Spirit of Vegas. Can call me Vegas Vic 
or just Vic though,” Vic said, taking his cards out. 
“And you’re shit out of luck, sir. Why don’t we prove 
it with gambling?” 
 “Gamble?” asked Manny, raising an eyebrow. 
 “Gamble!?” shrieked Maria, wanting to make 
sure she heard him right. 
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 “Yeah, gamble,” Vic replied calmly. Too 
calmly: it unnerved Maria. “I win, you get the girl and 
I give you over five hundred dollars. If not, you 
leave.” 
 Maria felt hopeless, even humiliated. That 
fucking psychopath was basically betting her freedom 
through gambling. Knowing Manny he’d probably 
just shoot him and steal the money then drag her 
‘home.’ 
 “You’re on,” Manny announced. 
 … What? Maria’s eyes opened in shock. He 
always complained how much he hated the casinos 
when he was drunk, screaming at her to get him 
another beer while talking about what a rip-off this 
town was. Why was he indulging him? Why were his 
cronies just standing there letting it happen? 
 From blackjack to poker, the man lost every 
damn game he played against Vic, swearing like a 
sailor every time in response to his excuse. Before he 
was out of money, before long. 
 “The house always wins, partner.” 
 “You know what? Fuck you!” he screamed, 
pushing Vic to the ground. A second later his gun 
aiming at Vic, followed by the rest of the gangsters. 
Maria screamed, hitting the floor and waiting for the 
man’s demise, lying on top of her purse and ready to 
be a shield for her father’s treasure if needed. 
 “Run, you idiot!” Maria screamed. “This isn’t 
a fucking gamble!” she screamed, eyes widening as 
the shots were fired: but Vic was unaffected, only 
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brushing dirt off his shirt once he had recovered from 
the push. 
 The gangsters were, to say the least, more than 
surprised to see the bullets just pass through him. 
 “Nice try.” 
 “Th… the fuck...?” 
 “What…?” Maria was just as shocked 
 Vic drew his revolver, attacking all of them 
while they were still panicking. Like any bullet it 
appeared to go right into them, but left no signs of 
physical harm. And then, their eyes took on the most 
crazed expression Maria had ever seen. 
 “Gamble…! I really wanna gamble, guys! 
Really fucking bad!” Manny yelled, grinning over at 
his friends. 
 “Head to the banks! Then we head to our 
houses- get every last thing you can get! We can pawn 
it and head straight to the casinos! Maybe even a strip 
club!” another man screamed. 
 “Gotta do it all night… maybe all week…. 
Maybe a month! Maybe a year!” the last man almost 
yelled out, seemingly forgetting Maria entirely. It was 
like Manny’s gang had become different people in the 
span of a few seconds. 
 “W-what did you just do?” Maria asked, 
slowly picking herself up. 
 “Oh. Just messed with their heads a bit. 
They’ll enjoy me till they lose everything… and by 
then, they won’t have the power to hurt you. No need 
to be afraid of ‘em anymore, little lady,” Vic said, 
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slightly levitating of the ground, turning see through, 
popping fading chewing tobacco into his mouth. 
“Even if they could count cards…. Well, you know 
the sayin’” 
 “… What are you, exactly?” 
 Vic got a hearty laugh out of that. “Thought I 
already told ya. I’m the Spirit of Vegas. Can call me 
Vegas Vic though. Or just Vic,” Vic said, beginning 
to somewhat fade, his body now transparent. He 
quickly emptied out his pocket, handing Maria her 
money. “Hey, do you want to play again?” 
 “…” 
 “You could double your wins. You sure you 
don’t want to play again? For your future? You could 
head out safer, young lady.” 
 “No.” 
 “Ya sure?” 
 “… I’ve lost a lot,” Maria began. “I thought 
coming here I could start over, but… It wasn’t what I 
wanted. I didn’t find what I came here for. Money or 
happiness.” 
 “Now, you can find a lot of money, here. But 
happiness? That’s rarer. This is a place to make 
memories. Ain’t a bad place to live if you know it, 
though.” 
 “I want happiness. I want love.” 
 “You can get a divorce in ten minutes if shit 
goes wrong. I could mentor ya maybe. Make you the 
best gambler in the world.” 
 “Why are you here, anyways?” 
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 “Didn’t want ya to leave,” Vic admitted. 
“You’re no high roller, but you’ve made money back 
in my casinos, I saw a spark of potential. Just didn’t 
wantcha to leave just yet,” Vic offered. “You should 
let me teach you my tricks. I can make you a very 
powerful, very wealthy woman in this city. I’ll teach 
you to turn gambles into pure victory. You 
understand? Whatcha say? This ain’t poker, so I’m 
not lying.” 
 “… No, because I don’t want a chance for my 
future,” Maria declared, picking herself up. “I want to 
seize my future myself. That’s why I took this risk in 
the first place.” 
 The fading cowboy smiled, tipping his hat. 
“Are you sure about that, little lady? I can offer you 
the ultimate power this world cares about: money. 
Lots of it. I can make you so powerful nobody can 
ever hurt you again. Is that your final answer?” 

“Yes, it is, Vic,” she didn’t even realize it was 
the first time she’d said his name. “I don’t care about 
things like money… well, no, I do. We all do. But I 
want to forge my own path.”  

Vic smiled, tipping his hat. “And that’s why 
you’re beating me, little lady. I can’t lose a gamble. 
Not when I’m the house. But you’re leaving my 
house, now. One last offer, little lady. I can make you 
become the house. I can make this your house.” 
 “Tempting offer, now that I’ve seen what you 
can do, but,” and finally, Maria smiled. “`I don’t want 
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to take more chances. I want to take control of my 
life.” 
 And Vic smiled, tipping his hat as he 
continued to fade. “Then you’ve beaten the house,” he 
said, his smile matching her’s. “Take care, little la- 
Ms. Garcia. If you ever come back, just call for me 
and I’ll come… not that you’ll be coming back.” 
 And then, he was gone. And as the bus finally 
came, Maria smiled as she boarded, ready to begin 
life anew. Not even once did she look back at the city 
of sin behind her, not even glancing the “Welcome to 
Fabulous Las Vegas” sign fading from view behind 
her, or the cowboy sitting on the sign, watching as she 
left. 
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SAMANTHA HERNÁNDEZ 
 
 
CALLADITA TE VÉS MAS 
BONITA 
 
 
4 months ago, May 17, 2018 

It’s 5 in the morning on a Thursday and I’m not in 
bed. Instead I’m at my Apa’s gym, Carga Libre, with 
Eddy.  

“Come on Linda, punch the bag! Why are you being so 
damn sensitive? Are you going to let it own you?”  

I start giving him the death glare as I keep jabbing the 
punching bag in front of me; he knows he’s getting to 
me so of course he’s going to continue ridiculing me.  

“Que pasa Linda? You can’t handle a little punching 
bag?”  

I start punching faster and harder.  

“It’s no wonder he got to you; eres debil, like the rest 
of the girls that walk in those doors” he says as he 
points to the locked entrance doors. “You’ll never 
amount to anything. You’re just a walking invitation.”  
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And that’s what it took to get under my skin. I let out 
one quick and hard blow and grunt loudly in 
desperation as the punching bag falls off its hook with 
a loud thump and whishh, as some air pushes itself out 
of a small hole that was made a year ago. It’s almost as 
though it were sighing and surrendering itself against 
my punches, like it had given up. I fall to the floor and 
sprawl out next to the punching bag, my hands still 
balled into fists, something they seem to always do, 
whether there’s a bag in front of me or not. Eddy walks 
over to me and sits by my side “You’re getting stronger 
Linda, but you can’t keep giving only a little of your 
effort just because you’re a little better on certain 
days.”  

Eddy is my big brother, well not really, he’s my best 
friend Momo’s big brother but I’ve known them my 
whole life, so he’s always been a brother to me and 
beside Momo Eddy is the only one who knows what 
happened to me last summer. Ever since last summer 
Eddy and I have been meeting here every morning 
before sunrise to train. He’s teaching me all there is to 
know about self-defense and next to my Apa Eddy is 
the best boxer we have in this town. Over a year ago no 
one would have pictured me for a fighter but given last 
summer’s events it was something I had to become.  

 

“I’m trying Eddy I really am, serio, but it’s like my 
arms get heavier the more jabs I throw. It’s not like 
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they’re heavy from being tired or sore, it’s like mi 
cuerpo me esta dicendo que no. Like it’s telling me I 
physically cannot fight.” I look over to the punching 
bag. It looks defeated. You can see so many cracks in 
the leather showing how much wear and tear its 
undergone. It looks ready to give up. I look over to 
Eddy who is getting up. He reaches a handout to me 
“You’re not weak and you have me and Momo to 
keep you going. Now get up” I take his hand and he 
pulls me up. We both walk over to the punching bag 
and pull her up and hang her back into her place. I pat 
her a few times, almost as though I’m telling her that 
all will be okay. I chuckle to myself for consoling a 
punching bag and make my way towards the office 
where Eddy is already sitting down and working on 
the gym’s paperwork. 

Ever since the Winter of 2016 Eddy took over running 
my Apa’s gym. He was only 23 at the time but he 
grew up in the gym, so he knew everything there was 
to know about running it. My Apa, in the meanwhile, 
took to drinking all night at home and sleeping all day 
during the day. He wasn’t always like that, My Apa 
used to be a man of action. He was always on his feet 
doing something for someone, he was the most 
selfless man I knew but on Thanksgiving of 2016 we 
lost my Mama to a drunk driver.  

I still remember that day like it was yesterday. 
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I was lying in bed in the morning lost in my phone 
going through my social media. Mama had been up 
early making sure we had everything for dinner that 
evening. Every year we hosted Thanksgiving at our 
place and every year Mama, and I spent half the day 
dancing and laughing in the kitchen as we made 
mountains and mountains of food for everyone to 
enjoy. As I had been engulfed on my phone Mama 
had yelled up the stairs “Mija se me olvido el 
piloncillo! Voy al tienda!” Along with dancing and 
laughing every year Mama and I would enjoy our 
warm cups of champurrado. Every year Mama would 
make a big olla of her famous champurrado knowing 
that it was my favorite part of the day. Mama used 
piloncillo to sweeten her champurrado so that day she 
went to the store early in the morning to get the last 
ingredient to make me my favorite warm 
beverage. On her drive back from the store a drunk 
driver ran a red light and hit Mama’s car. Mama was 
in critical condition and by the next morning she was 
pronounced dead.  

My Apa had never been the same since then. He’s 
always blamed himself because he thinks he should 
have gone for her. Since then he’s been de borracho 
every night.  

On most nights he still cries out for his vieja, I don’t 
think he knows that I can hear him. I haven’t gotten 
much sleep since that Thanksgiving.  
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I look up at the clock posted up above his desk, 
5:35am. “Alright Eddy I have to go home and shower 
and get ready for school before Momo yells at me for 
being late to pick her up again. Did you need me to 
come in later?” I ask as I grab my duffel bag from 
beside his desk. Eddy leans his head in my direction 
while keeping his eyes on the computer screen “Nah, 
we should be good, Juanito is coming in since he 
couldn’t come in on Tuesday.” I grab my car keys 
from off of the key hook near the office door, 
“Alright, I’ll see you for dinner later then!” I call out 
as I go into a jog towards the gym entrance. I open the 
doors and walk out to the sun rising, I close my eyes, 
inhale, and take in the quietness of the moment. I 
listen to the sounds of the birds chirping in the trees 
nearby, and the dog two buildings down barking. I 
feel relaxed and safe in that moment. Then that 
moment ends as a car honks somewhere nearby.  

I open my eyes and make my way to my car.  

I used to drive Mama’s car but ever since Mama 
passed, I started driving my Apa’s car. Before mama 
had passed my Apa would have never let me touch his 
car and now I’m the only that does drive her. She’s a 
1971 red vinyl top Oldsmobile cutlass supreme. She 
still shines bright and looks like she came straight out 
of the manufacturers warehouse. She reminds me a lot 
of how I used to look; polished and beautiful.   
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I get into the car, put my key into the ignition and 
begin my 10-minute drive home. I don’t play any 
music and I drive with the windows down. This drive 
home is my favorite part of the day, it’s when the 
roads are still foggy from the cold and dampness of 
the morning dew on the grass, it’s when everything is 
painted orange, like everything is starting a new day, 
starting anew, it’s when the birds are chirping their 
loudest, it’s when I am at my happiest. 

I pull into the driveway and like usual all the lights 
are still off, Apa is most likely still passed out in the 
sala on the sofa. I quickly jump out of the car and 
make my way into the house. As I predicted Apa is 
sleeping on the couch, I walk up to him and kiss him 
on the head and then run upstairs to my room. My 
room is the color of eggshells. My bed sheets are 
white, my furniture is white, there isn’t much on my 
walls except for one painting of Frida’s that hangs 
above my bed and the one photo I have of my Apa, 
Ma and I above my nightstand.  

 
I throw myself on my bed and decide that a small nap 
wouldn’t hurt anyone. Only sleep does hurt me, 
because I wake up from my nap completely soaked in 
my sweat with my dad shaking me awake while I 
unconsciously fight him. “Mija wake up, it’s a 
nightmare” my Apa says as he grabs hold of my arms 
and pulls me into a hug. I come to my senses and 
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begin bawling my eyes out into my dad’s shoulder. 
“Estas bien mija?”  

“Si Apa, it was just a bad dream,” I say as I wipe the 
tears off my face and act as though nothing had just 
happened. I look at the time 7:05am and jump out of 
bed and into my closet to get ready for class. Per usual 
I reach for my black clothes and my favorite jacket, 
the distressed denim jacket that reads “chingate” in 
large black graffiti letters in the back.  

By 8 am Momo and I are walking down the halls. I 
say hello to the many blank faces that greet me in the 
hall.  

“Miss Ramirez, I thought I made it very clear to you 
that that jacket is not to be worn or brought onto 
school property!”  

Dean Cooloh yells from behind me.  

I shrug, “There are a lot of rules you expect me to 
follow and yet there are many you let some get away 
with” I say in response while still walking with 
Momo.  

“That’s it, Miss Ramirez! Report to Principle Vago’s 
office for an in-school suspension!” 

I laugh in response and find my way outside of the 
school building instead.  
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Today, September 17, 2018 

Today I’m not wearing my typical black boots, black 
pants and shirt, no rebellion jacket hangs over my 
shoulder, rather I’m wearing a bright orange jumpsuit 
with black rubber sneakers, the kind that are slip-ons. 
I’m sporting dull silver cuffs on my wrists and ankles, 
and the number R158796 is written across the left side 
of my chest. 

Oh yeah, did I forget to mention that this is the story 
of how I got arrested?  

 
July 15, 2018 

It’s been 12 days exactly, since I’ve been in this place. 
11 days, 6 hours and 43 seconds to be precise. I am 
already dying of boredom, and this orange jumpsuit is 
overwhelming my eyeballs. I want nothing more than 
to be at home with my Apa, curled up on the couch 
while watching a movie marathon of Harry Potter. 
That of course is nothing near to what I’m doing right 
now. 

Instead, I am sitting with my legs stretched out, one 
over the other, hands in my laps, head leaning on the 
brick wall, while ignoring the aching from my body. 
This bed has been a nightmare. There’s no type of 
cushion, it’s all springs, the walls are cold, and I can’t 
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even use the bathroom without feeling watched. The 
girl in the cell next to me keeps trying to befriend me, 
I have no reason to be friends with anyone here. I 
won’t be here for long, I know that Eddy and Momo 
will do all that they can to get me out as soon as 
possible, I just hope that they’re watching over my 
Apa while I’m here. 

Bang. Bang. Bang. 

The obnoxious male guard is banging his nightstick 
on the bars to my cell, “Hey Ramirez, you got a 
visitor.” I roll my eyes. He says my last name like 
we’re pals, like he knows me well enough to say the 
name of my ancestors. I get up and stretch my arms 
out toward the ceiling as I get off the bed. Officer 
Burro, as I call him, keeps his eyes on me the whole 
time, like he’s surveying me, a slab of meat at a 
market. I roll my eyes and squint them at him, “Are 
you going to let me out? Or are you planning on 
having them visit me here?” I ask. He huffs like I 
wounded his ego; I can’t help but to smirk in response 
as he opens the door. As he opens the door, I hold my 
hands out together, waiting for him to slap the 
handcuffs on my wrists to escort me to the visitor’s 
room.  

So far, the only visitor I have gotten is from my 
lawyer, Ms. Legrange, or something like that. 
Appointed to me by the lovely city of Chicago, 
because I too deserve to have someone fighting for 
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me. Yes, a woman who seems to have just started this 
career and is nervous talking to her own client, 
wonderful. 

Officer Burro slaps the cuffs onto my wrist, He puts 
them on so tight that the skin underneath is pinching 
from the metal. I glare at him, knowing he did it 
because I talked back to him. He smirks as he pushes 
me forward, suggesting for me to get to walking. I 
start walking in the direction of the gated door that’s 
at the opposite end of what they call our “common 
room.” Which really, is just a fancy term for a 
cafeteria styled hangout room that has card games. 
Once I reach the door the officer on the other side 
takes me and escorts me to the visitor room. He sits 
me at a table, locks my cuffs to the long chain bolted 
to the table, and walks away. 

I look around the room, there are two other prisoners’ 
here with people visiting them. I tap my foot 
impatiently. I’m praying that it’s Momo or Eddy. I 
need a piece of home more than ever right now. As I 
look up to see who it is, my blood starts to rush to my 
head. I can feel my heart racing, my left eye 
twitching, and my nose flaring. I start clenching my 
fist, my nails digging into the palm of my skin. He sits 
across from me. I look at him with the coldest stare I 
could muster.  

“Linda, we need to talk” he says. All I can do is look 
at the blue and purple bruises on his face, and the 
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stitches on the top of his forehead. I smirk at him, 
“how’s your face?” I say as I look at him with 
absolute disgust. I can see right away that my 
comment bothered him, his face quickly turning 
smug. “It’s doing a lot better than you are given the 
circumstances” he says. 

“Given the circumstances? Serio? You’re a class A 
prick. You’ll get what’s coming to you, I can promise 
you that” I say, as I dig my nails deeper into the palms 
of my hand. 

He leans in closer to me, with his arms crossed, and 
his head down as he says: “You sure about that? 
Because I think you and I both know that I’m not 
getting locked up for anything. I mean, I’ve gotten 
away with everything so far. The officers clearly 
don’t care if they’re letting me visit you, they 
probably think you’re the vicious little princess I’ve 
made you out to be. By the way, if you’re wondering 
about Momo, she won’t be visiting you, but it’s okay 
I’ll take good care of her” as he finishes his sentence, 
he looks up at me with that evil face of his. I can hear 
his vile thoughts in my head, like he’s yelling them to 
make sure that I hear it. 

Within an instant I’m up from my chair halfway 
across the table, I slam his head on the table and use 
the chain on my cuffs to put him in a choke hold. I 
can hear the guards struggling to get the gate open so 
that they can get to me, as they yell for me to let him 
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go. As I hold his head down on the table, I whisper in 
his ear “If I find out that you so much as touch Momo, 
I can promise you that you will not wake up to smile 
that crooked little smile of yours, and that tiny little 
pito of yours will quickly be chopped off. I hope you 
understand what I’m getting at.” Just as I finish my 
sentence two guards are ripping me off of him, I let 
them yank me back, and smile as I’m being dragged 
away from him. I can tell that I scared him because he 
won’t get up, he’s still bolted on the seat, refusing to 
move.   

I am not at fault for being here, and despite my being 
provoked right now, I know I will still be put at fault 
for it all. I of course am being considered the villain 
of what happened at the fair the other day too, but 
why should that be a surprise to anyone? I mean I am 
a woman, and a Latina at that. Now with what just 
happened, there’s no denying what the media will be 
saying about me now: Mexican girl beats innocent 
boy who came to seek apology after first incident of 
assault.  

Fantastico.  

Saturday, May 19, 2018 

I didn’t go to school yesterday. Dean Cooloh gave me 
an extra day of suspension for walking out of the 
building yesterday. He thinks that that affects me, I 
don’t think he realizes he did me a favor. I don’t like 
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going to school, I’d much rather spend my day at the 
gym with Eddy.  

I’ve been laying on the mat in the ring for what feels 
like forever, but in reality, it’s been 37 minutes. I 
cannot bring myself to get up. This place feels like 
home to me, whereas my home hasn’t felt like home 
since last year. I’ve been here since roughly 4am, 
once again having been unable to sleep. I look at my 
watch to read that the time is 5:47am. I inhale and 
take a deep breath in frustration, knowing that I have 
13 minutes until I have to open up the gym doors. I 
get up and take the mat out of the ring, place it against 
the wall and start setting up the equipment in the gym. 
I start with the worn-out punching bags, picking them 
up one by one and dropping them onto the hooks in 
place. I make my way to the sparring corner of the 
gym; I retrieve the sparring gloves out from the locker 
on the wall and spray them down with the Lysol from 
the locker. From the sparring corner I move toward 
the workout equipment: weights, I spray those down 
with Lysol too. I look at my watch: 6:03, walk to the 
front door, unlock it, and make my way to the office.  

I have to pay the bills, this is my responsibility to the 
gym, aside from working shifts here of course. 

The bell to the entrance door chimes, I have no one-
on-one training sessions today, so I didn’t think 
anything of it. Within moments there are tiny arms 
wrapped around me. I look up and see Mickey 
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hugging me. I can’t help but smile, this kid just gets 
me. I turn and give him a proper hug, along with 
multiple little kisses that I plant on his head. I look up 
and see his mother standing at the doorway, she 
doesn’t know how to talk to me anymore. Ever since 
last year. Before my mom died, she and I could spend 
hours in the kitchen enveloped in conversation, now 
we can hardly speak for a total of five-minutes. “Hi 
Mrs. White, to what do I owe the pleasure?”  

Mrs. White shifts from one foot to another. I can tell 
that she’s uncomfortable. She opens her mouth to 
begin speaking but instead Mickey speaks for her 
“Cootie not home,” Cootie is the nickname Mickey 
gave his brother because for some reason he couldn’t 
understand how to say his name. Mrs. White looks 
away from me as she says: “He didn’t come home last 
night. I was just wondering if you knew of any party 
he may have gone to.” I shake my head no as I ruffle 
Mickey’s hair: “No, I haven’t been to school in a few 
days.” I look straight at her and say, “I haven’t spoken 
with him, nor do I speak with his friends, for a few 
months now, but you know that.” Mrs. White turns 
her head quickly to him. She knows exactly what I 
meant. “Come on sweetie, Linda hasn’t seen your 
brother let’s go find him.” Mickey hugs me again and 
runs toward him. 

Mrs. White turn to walk away and as she does, I shout 
out “You might want to look for his car near a liquor 
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store.” Mrs. White looks at me like she is about to tell 
me something, but she knows she lost that privilege 
this past summer when I told her what had happened. 
Instead, Mrs. White grabs Mickey’s hand and drags 
him out of the gym. 

 
To be continued… 
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MARIBEL CRUZ PÉREZ 
 
 
A HURRICANE OF PINCHES 
 
 

In Fernando Ortiz’s Cuban Counterpoint, he 
discusses the complexity of Cuban history, that even 
the complexity itself is essential to Cuban roots. In the 
second chapter, “The Social Phenomenon of 
‘Transculturation’ and Its Importance,” Ortiz uses the 
concept of Transculturation—the merging of 
cultures—to describe Caribbean culture and history 
(98). However, the concept itself is not so simple—it 
is important to note that the process of 
transculturation is non-linear. There is no “natural” 
order or rigid organization to it. In fact, there is not 
actual organization to it at all. It’s more of a spiral of 
cultures merging simultaneously at different levels of 
intensity making the whole process painful—in 
Ortiz’s words, a “hurricane of culture” (99). The same 
painful process can be found in Jamaica Kinkaid’s 
Annie John, a “bildungsroman” (coming of age story), 
in which Annie goes through a series of challenges 
that in turn, challenge her selfhood. In Chapter four, 
“The Red Girl” is one of the best representations of 
rebellion and freedom from colonialism. Although 
better seen as a counterculture, she still symbolizes a 
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new culture. The Red Girl symbolizes the difficult 
process of transculturation within Annie John, and the 
finest illustration of it is when she pinches and kisses 
Annie.  

The mere being of the Red Girl invites Annie 
to ask questions, but more so, to discover and 
challenge aspects of herself she didn’t know she had. 
There are several descriptions of the Red Girl through 
Annie John’s eyes: from when she sees her climb up 
trees and pick fruit, to her physique—her dirty 
clothes, red rebellious hair. But the point is, Annie is 
both astounded and star-struck because the Red Girl’s 
customs are completely different from her own. Thus, 
as Annie carefully observes these differences she 
becomes so inspired, especially when she says, “Oh 
what an angel she was, and what heaven she lived in!” 
(Kinkaid 58). The words “angel” and “heaven” imply 
something so sacred and holy making her seem like 
the perfect example to follow. So why wouldn’t 
Annie feel inspired by her? She refers to her as a 
celestial being in other moments, but she glorifies her 
even more when she says, “I now worshipped the 
ground her unwashed feet walked on” (59). 
Worshipping the ground of unwashed feet makes it as 
though she is a god or even Jesus, especially when 
Jesus is often depicted as poor—although in many 
depictions he wears sandals like others in that period, 
so it’s not hard to imagine him barefoot like the Red 
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Girl. To Annie, the Red Girl’s godlike qualities are 
enough for her to attempt new habits.  

 Annie begins to take on treacherous acts, and 
in doing so, becomes the readjustment of a 
combination of cultures (Ortiz 98). She hangs out 
with the Red Girl without telling her mom or Gwen 
because she knows they might not be entirely in favor. 
She realizes that she has a talent for playing 
marbles—she’s so good at it that she quickly wins 
many of them in a short amount of time. Oblivious to 
the fact that Annie plays marbles, her mom tells her 
how glad she is that she doesn’t play marbles. As a 
result, Annie believes “[she] had to do exactly the 
opposite of what [her mom] desired of [her], [she] 
now played marbles in a way [she] had never done 
anything” (Kinkaid 61). In this moment, it’s 
interesting the way Annie explicitly chooses to go 
against her mother’s wishes. She says she “had to do 
exactly the opposite” as opposed to for example, 
choosing to passively say she doesn’t care if her 
mother doesn’t want her to play marbles. In another 
moment, in order to keep meeting with the Red Girl, 
she makes up lies to her mom about why she needs to 
go outside—she says she has to make observations for 
a drawing class (Kinkaid 62). More notably she says, 
“the question was framed in just the way I knew it 
would appeal to her, so eager was she to contribute to 
my scholarship” (62). Both moments reveal that 
Annie is strong in her diction which reflects her 
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strong character, but also her sharp-wittedness and 
versatility. She phrases words not only to please her 
mother, but as she is enthusiastic to enable her in her 
supposed “scholarship,” Annie maintains the idea in 
her mother’s mind that she is doing what she is 
“supposed to do” as a colonial subject. To clarify, if 
Annie’s mom is the analogy of colonialism, then, the 
Red Girl is indeed the analogy of a counterculture 
through her influence in Annie. Through Ortiz’s eyes, 
there is a constant “readjustment” of the cultures at 
work as Annie negotiates with both the culture in 
colonialism and the counterculture.  

 The scene where the Red Girl pinches and 
kisses Annie is a fine illustration of the unstable and 
even painful process of transculturation. Annie 
explains, “She pinched hard, picking up pieces of my 
almost nonexistent flesh and twisting it around,” the 
twisting around almost resembles that of a hurricane 
of culture as mentioned in Ortiz’s text—and even 
more so, the twisting of nonexistent flesh may 
symbolize a counterculture so small—like that of the 
Red Girl’s being, that becomes so easy to be picked 
up and bombarded along with and against the 
hurricane. As I mentioned earlier, the process also 
moves at different intensities, “from gradual to 
sudden,” allowing for more cultures to seep in and 
cause more pain and destruction (Ortiz 99). Similarly, 
Annie continues with, “It went on for so long that 
tears I could not control streamed down my face.” The 
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painful duration makes her tears involuntary since she 
cannot control them—a reflexive reaction of the body 
once it feels pain. This reaction is a representation of 
the violence that even the physical body—as if the 
emotional and spiritual faculties aren’t affected 
enough—undergoes in the process of transculturation. 
At the same time, her involuntary tears streaming 
down also represent the stream of cultures rushing in 
without ceasing, all while hoping and struggling to 
survive.  
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JIM JONES 
 
 
CHINESE WRITING 
 
 
These 9 points will present some general basics of the 
Chinese writing system. Orthography – meaning 
writing system – is an object of Linguistic inquiry. 
Mandarin Chinese has been a specialty of mine since 
my college days at the University of Chicago in the 
early 80s. 
  

1. Difficulty  

Is Chinese writing hard to learn? No. Chinese writing 
is not difficult, but the system does indeed really look 
different from English writing. Because of the stark 
difference, many people who habitually use English 
normally feel that Chinese writing must be very hard. 
In fact, though, a simple logic to the organization of 
the characters exists and learners internalize this logic. 
Additionally, many individual Chinese characters also 
provide hints to how the pronunciation should be, but 
the hints are syllable-based.  

There are fewer syllables to the phonology of Chinese 
than what one might think: there are only 400 to 500. 
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Counting the tones, because each of the syllables can 
be pronounced in one of the four tones of Mandarin, 
there are fewer than 2000 syllables. Syllable charts 
that depict the ‘initials’ and ‘finals’ of the 400 to 500 
possible Mandarin syllables can be viewed in many 
places on the Internet. Many of these charts will also 
let you hear a recording or a digital rendition of the 
syllables. 

Korean: A writing system that is also very different 
from English is Korean. Korean Hangul is completely 
unlike Chinese writing, even though it consists of 
little squarish shapes that look like Chinese from a 
distance. Hangul resembles an alphabetic system 
because its markings portray Korean sounds closely. 
Hangul is very easy to learn, much easier than 
Chinese, and will be discussed in more detail at the 
end of this article. 

A couple of years ago, in connection with my 
freelance translation business, I was contacted by a 
private individual who had a problem. He had been 
given a nice plaque that had Asian writing on it, and 
he did not know what the writing said or even whether 
the writing was Chinese or Korean. I told him to send 
me a photo, and if the writing was Korean, I’d know 
right away, because I would not be able to read it. On 
the other hand, I said, if the writing was Chinese, then 
I would translate it for him. 
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Turned out that the plaque’s writing was Korean, and 
I asked a translation colleague whose specialty was 
Korean to provide a translation. 

2. What 

Chinese characters or Hanzi represent a completely 
different method of putting words to paper [or 
computer]. With English, we have learned to associate 
sounds with what we write. With Chinese, even 
though sound or pronunciation can be a part of the 
writing, there exists an intermediate step too – the 
syllable.  

We do not always have this concern with English. For 
example, the English word ‘remarkable’ has three 
syllables and ten letters. When we learned how to 
write and spell remarkable, the syllable idea was not 
as important to us as was the number of letters and 
what those letters actually were.   

A three syllable word for ‘jurisdiction’ in Mandarin is 
审判权shěnpànquán and consists of three syllables, 
each represented by a character: 审shěn [decide], 判
pàn [judge, legal], and权quán [right, legal]. A native 
speaker of Mandarin learns, during his or her 
education process, what the meanings of most of the 
characters are.  

A native Mandarin Chinese speaker who is learning 
jurisdiction learns 审判’权as a three character word 
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(and, if necessary, will learn or re-learn the 
characters). When I first learned remarkable in school, 
I was not really concerned with the meanings of the 
individual syllables (but later on in school, learning 
the meanings of the ‘re-‘ and ‘-able’ morphological 
elements was very helpful). 

3. Why 

Respected American Chinese language expert John 
DeFrancis believed, when he was alive, that written 
Chinese would be more practical if it were alphabetic 
or sound-based, as is written Korean. The Chinese 
world, obviously, does not generally agree with what 
Dr. DeFrancis had to say on the matter. Some Chinese 
native speakers feel that their writing system is not 
practical, but most do not agree. 

Languages around the world, and their writing 
systems, have developed in different ways. English 
uses the Latin-based alphabet, but not every language 
does. 

4. Syllabary 

Chinese writing is somewhat like a syllabary.  

5. Number of Hanzi in Existence 

About 6000 Hanzi exist and only about 2500 are used 
every day. In the first year of college level Chinese in 
the U.S., 700 to 900 characters will be presented. 
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Over eight years of grade school in China, the 
students will learn about 1800 individual Hanzi. 

Why do some older sources of information describe 
the Chinese writing system as having 10 thousand, 25 
thousand, or even 40 to 50 thousand characters? 
Answer: because those collections of Hanzi include 
variants to the basic 6000.  

6. Simplified and Traditional Hanzi 

To combat illiteracy, the People’s Republic of China 
(China) created a simplified version of the Hanzi, 
starting in the 1950s. Taiwan maintained (and 
maintains still) the traditional forms of the Hanzi. 

Hong Kong uses both forms, and Singapore uses 
simplified. 

A good number of Hanzi are the same whether used in 
either the simplified or the traditional system. 

7. Other Chinese Languages 

Some Chinese languages (Cantonese, Fukienese, 
Taiwanese, Hakka, Shanghainese, etc.) have a few 
characters that are specific to those languages (some 
writers refer these languages as dialects). The 
grammars and vocabularies of those languages are 
different from those of Mandarin, but the sets of 
Hanzi used, overall, are similar no matter whether the 
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Chinese language is Mandarin, Cantonese, Fukienese, 
Taiwanese, etc. 

8. Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese  

Korean stopped using Hanzi over the last couple of 
generations, so current Korean writing (Hangul) does 
not have Hanzi normally. But Korean children do 
learn several hundred of the Hanja (Korean for Hanzi) 
in school, for cultural reasons. Vietnamese stopped 
using the Hanzi in the 19th century. 

Japanese: Along with its Hiragana and Katakana 
scripts, Japanese uses 2000 to 3000 borrowed Hanzi, 
which are called Kanji in Japanese. In my opinion, 
Japanese writing appears to present a far more 
complicated situation than does Chinese writing. But 
plenty of people (namely, the Japanese, and people 
learning the language) do perfectly well with it as a 
tool for communication.  As I myself do not know 
Japanese, who am I to say that it looks very 
complicated? Japanese, meaning the language and its 
orthography, probably has its own internal logic. 

9. Some Other Orthographies 

In this article I have mentioned Korean. Korean 
characters, like what you see on the storefronts of 
some Korean-owned establishments in Albany Park, a 
Chicago neighborhood near NEIU, are not at all like 
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Chinese characters. But NEIU has a good number of 
Korean students. 

The world has plenty of non-Latin alphabet-based 
writing systems: Arabic, Pashto-Dari, Hindi-Urdu, 
Russian, and others. The campus of NEIU has many 
students who use such languages.  

Because of my Mandarin-related motivations, I 
myself have engaged in many conversations with 
Chinese students, both here at NEIU and at other 
schools.  

Language is interesting.
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JOSH FRIEDBERG 
 
 
Peter, Paul & Mommy, Too, or, 
Why Should I Care About 
Children's Folk Music? 
 
 

There should be absolutely no relevance of a 
late-career children's album by '60s folk icons Peter, 
Paul & Mary to the contemporary moment of 
#blacklivesmatter. Or should there be? 

Yes, I look silly lightly bopping my head 
listening to the album's version of "Puff, the Magic 
Dragon" in headphones outside in Chicago. I may 
sound absurd when I say that the album's version of 
Woody Guthrie's "Pastures of Plenty" is my favorite 
version of that oft-recorded song about migrant 
workers' rights. But something about this album is 
very special to me. 

I can't use the word silly enough to describe 
how many in my generation would view this album; 
another word that also comes to mind is 
inconsequential. But I rediscovered Peter, Paul & 
Mommy, Too a couple years back on a music 
streaming service and later obtained a physical copy. 
Something about it sticks with me, resonates deeply, 
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even. Maybe it's because I grew up with PBS, as this 
album was recorded for a television special on that 
liberal public television network. Maybe it's because 
the extremely problematic idea of colorblindness--
which ignores inequality while inadvertently 
furthering it--is present here, and maybe, deep down, 
part of me wants to believe in that colorblind ideal 
represented in songs like "Inside" and "Somos El 
Barco": it's our character that counts more than what 
we look like. But honestly, part of me just enjoys it as 
music. And really, what's wrong with that? 

There's this celebration of children's 
multiculturalism, too, in songs like "Somagwaza/Hey 
Motswala," a medley with at least the former song 
originating (according to folk legend Pete Seeger) 
from South Africa. Does this not all sound utterly 
irrelevant to contemporary music and politics? It 
should, but I shouldn't have to justify why I love this 
album, as curious as it appears, including to myself. 
 
I grew up listening to '60s folk records of my parents-
-people like Bob Dylan, Tom Paxton, John Denver, 
Judy Collins, that kind of scene. I was a strange kid: 
growing up with Autism, which often leads to 
individuals cultivating exceptional interests with 
particular topics, I was more than a little obsessed 
with records that seemed awful to my peers. As I've 
rediscovered some of this music recently, I've realized 
that part of it has never left me, even as I've become a 
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published music historian well-versed in older rock, 
soul, country, and jazz.  

And I'm remembering my first real concert for 
my tenth birthday in 1998: Peter, Paul & Mary at 
Ravinia in Highland Park, IL. That's where I first 
heard the song "Don't Laugh At Me," which they 
would soon release in their own version but was then 
a country hit for an artist named Mark Wills. That 
song is a plea for understanding from someone who is 
bullied by society, whether by kids or otherwise. It 
spoke deeply to me. And I'm remembering the 
following summer, when, at a summer camp, I 
brought in this album on audiocassette for its version 
of "Garden Song" (also known as, "Inch by inch, row 
by row/ I'm gonna make this garden grow"), a song 
we had heard from local folksinger Ruthie Seidner. 
The group's version on this album was considerably 
mellower, but I enjoyed both versions. 

Going through this album now, I remember 
that there's one track that I listened to years before I 
rediscovered the album: "Pastures of Plenty." This is 
the one song on the album that doesn't seem childlike-
-no children singing along, no personified animals or 
mythical creatures ("The Fox," "Puff, the Magic 
Dragon")--and maybe that's why I especially 
appreciate it as an adult. To me, their anger sounds 
more real as they have aged since the '60s, as I often 
find their hit records a little too pretty or stiff for my 
tastes (think of their version of "This Land is Your 
Land" from then). To another listener, this will 
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probably sound like hogwash: yes, their voices are a 
little more ragged, but it still sounds like a campfire 
singalong that wouldn't lead to any real action for 
social justice. Let's not forget that this was recorded in 
1992, the year of the famous uprisings in Los Angeles 
and Rage Against the Machine's debut album, and 
while of course the album sounds idealistic, it also 
sounds compelling to that part of me that needs 
comfort in tough times. 
 The album is full of both humor and 
earnestness. I've never understood what happens in 
the whimsical "The Eddystone Light," and for a long 
time I couldn't stand listening to their extended 
version of "I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a 
Fly" (really, it's six-and-a-half minutes, with multiple 
times of Noel Paul Stookey impersonating Elvis 
singing about a spider), but I've grown to appreciate 
the whole album. The tracks that showcase Mary 
Travers's lulling aged voice, including "Pastures of 
Plenty" and her singing John Denver's "For Baby" to 
her granddaughter (as seen in a clip from the 
documentary Carry It On), have long been among my 
favorite folk records. 

The final track is a mournful "We Shall 
Overcome" by Peter Yarrow (sans Stookey and 
Travers) that oddly feels appropriate for the moment 
that it was recorded. The video clip of this 
performance (available on YouTube) shows a 
multicultural audience of children and adults, 
including some who are crying with Yarrow's 
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wavering tenor, and when I see that, part of me wants 
to cry amid the despair that followed the acquittal of 
officers who beat African American driver Rodney 
King, caught on video. In a way, it reminds me of 
when Pete Seeger died and I went to a singalong at 
the Old Town School of Folk Music in Chicago to 
honor him, and when we were singing "Turn! Turn! 
Turn! (To Everything There is a Season)," a song 
Seeger adapted from Biblical verse, my voice went 
silent, as I got choked up at these lines: "A time for 
love, a time for hate/ A time for peace, I swear it's not 
too late." I had so much trouble believing it at that 
moment in 2014, and I still struggle with optimism, 
but deep in my heart, I do believe, we shall overcome 
someday. That said, I hope that this overcoming is on 
the terms of black people—because Black Lives 
Matter. 
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